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20 MORE CLASSIC STORIES ABOUT GREED

More Trouble For Brother Wolf

B

Uncle Remus —Joel Chandler Harris

rer Wolf say he hope dat atter dat dey “ll have some peace in de
neighborhoods.”
Uncle Remus smiled a knowing smile as he filled his pipe, but
Aunt Tempy continued with great seriousness:
One time atter dat, Brer Wolf, he took’n pay a call down ter Miss
Meadows, un w’en he git dar un see Brer Rabbit settin’ up side uv one er de gals,
he like to ‘a-fainted, dat he did. He ‘uz dat ‘stonish’d dat he look right downhearted all endurin’ uv de party.
Brer Rabbit, he bow’d his howdies ter Brer Wolf un shuck han’s ‘long
wid ‘im, des like nothin’ aint never happen ‘twixt ‘um, un he up’n say:
’Ah-law, Brer Wolf! Youer much mo’ my fr’en’ dan you ever ‘speckted
ter be, un you kin des count on me right straight ‘long.’
Brer Wolf say he feel sorter dat a-way hisse’f, un he ax Brer Rabbit w’at
make ‘im change his min’ so quick.
‘Bless you, Brer Wolf, I had needs ter change it,’ sez Brer Rabbit, sezee.
Brer Wolf, he ax ‘im how come.
’All about bein’ burnt up in a holler log, Brer Wolf, un w’en you gits time
I wish you be so good ez ter bu’n me up some mo’, sez Brer Rabbit, sezee.
Brer Wolf, he ax ‘im how so. Brer Rabbit say:
’I’m fear’d ter tell you, Brer Wolf, ‘kaze I don’t want de news ter git out.’
Brer Wolf vow he won’t tell nobody on de top side er de worl’. Brer
Rabbit say:
‘I done fin’ out, Brer Wolf, dat w’en you git in a holler tree un somebody
sets it a-fier, dat de nat’al honey des oozles out uv it, un mor’n dat, atter you git
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de honey all over you, ‘t aint no use ter try ter burn you up, ‘kaze de honey will
puzzuv you. Don’t ‘ny me dis favor, Brer Wolf, ‘kaze I done pick me out a n’er
holler tree,’ sez Brer Rabbit, sezee.
Brer Wolf, he wanter put right out den un dar, un Brer Rabbit say dat des
de kinder man w’at he bin huntin’ fer. Dey took deyse’f off un ‘twa’n’t long ‘fo’
dey came ter de tree w’at Brer Rabbit say he done pick out. W’en
dey git dar, Brer Wolf, he so greedy fer ter git a tas’e er de honey dat he beg un
beg Brer Rabbit fer ter let ‘im git in de holler. Brer Rabbit, he hoi’ back, but Brer
Wolf beg so hard dat Brer Rabbit ‘gree ter let ‘im git in de
holler.
Brer Wolf, he got in, he did, un Brer Rabbit stuff de hole full er dry leaves
un trash, un den he got ‘im a chunk er fier un totch ‘er off. She smoked un
smoked, un den she bust out in a blaze. Brer Rabbit, he pile up rocks,
un brush, un sticks, so Brer Wolf can’t git out. Terreckly Brer Wolf holler:
‘Gittin’ mighty hot, Brer Rabbit ! I aint see no honey yit.’
Brer Rabbit he pile on mo’ trash, un holler back:
‘Don’t be in no hurry, Brer Wolf; you’ll see it un tas’e it too.’
Fier burn un burn, wood pop like pistol. Brer Wolf, he holler:
’Gittin’ hotter un hotter, Brer Rabbit. No honej
come yit.’
’Hoi’ still, Brer Wolf, hit ‘ll come.’
’Gimme a’r, Brer Rabbit ; I’m a-chokin’.’
’Fresh a’r make honey sour. Des hoi’ still, Brer Wolf!’
’Ow ! she gittin’ hotter en hotter, Brer Rabbit!’
‘Des hol’ right still, Brer Wolf; mos’ time fer de honey ! ‘
’Ow !-ow I I’m a-burnin’, Brer Rabbit!’
’Wait fer de honey, Brer Wolf.’
‘I can’t stan’ it, Brer Rabbit.’
’Stan’ it like I did, Brer Wolf.’
Brer Rabbit he pile on de trash un de leaves. He say:
“’I ‘ll gin you honey, Brer Wolf; de same kinder honey you wanted ter
gimme.’
“Un it seem like ter me,” said Aunt Tempy, pleased at the interest the
little boy had shown, “ dat it done Brer Wolf des right.”
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The Juniper Tree

L

Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm

ong ago, at least two thousand years, there was a rich man who
had a beautiful and pious wife, and they loved each other dearly.
However, they had no children, though they wished very much to
have some, and the woman prayed for them day and night, but they didn’t get
any, and they didn’t get any.
In front of their house there was a courtyard where there stood a juniper
tree. One day in winter the woman was standing beneath it, peeling herself an
apple, and while she was thus peeling the apple, she cut her finger, and the
blood fell into the snow.
“Oh,” said the woman. She sighed heavily, looked at the blood before
her, and was most unhappy. “If only I had a child as red as blood and as white
as snow.” And as she said that, she became quite contented, and felt sure that it
was going to happen.
Then she went into the house, and a month went by, and the snow was
gone. And two months, and everything was green. And three months, and all
the flowers came out of the earth. And four months, and all the trees in the
woods grew thicker, and the green branches were all entwined in one another,
and the birds sang until the woods resounded and the blossoms fell from the
trees. Then the fifth month passed, and she stood beneath the juniper tree, which
smelled so sweet that her heart jumped for joy, and she fell on her knees and
was beside herself. And when the sixth month was over, the fruit was thick and
large, and then she was quite still. And after the seventh month she picked the
juniper berries and ate them greedily. Then she grew sick and sorrowful. Then
the eighth month passed, and she called her husband to her, and cried, and said,
“If I die, then bury me beneath the juniper tree.” Then she was quite comforted
and happy until the next month was over, and then she had a child as white as
3
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snow and as red as blood, and when she saw it, she was so happy that she died.
Her husband buried her beneath the juniper tree, and he began to cry
bitterly. After some time he was more at ease, and although he still cried, he
could bear it. And some time later he took another wife.
He had a daughter by the second wife, but the first wife’s child was a
little son, and he was as red as blood and as white as snow. When the woman
looked at her daughter, she loved her very much, but then she looked at the little
boy, and it pierced her heart, for she thought that he would always stand in her
way, and she was always thinking how she could get the entire inheritance for
her daughter. And the Evil One filled her mind with this until she grew very
angry with the little boy, and she pushed him from one corner to the other and
slapped him here and cuffed him there, until the poor child was always afraid,
for when he came home from school there was nowhere he could find any peace.
One day the woman had gone upstairs to her room, when her little
daughter came up too, and said, “Mother, give me an apple.”
“Yes, my child,” said the woman, and gave her a beautiful apple out of
the chest. The chest had a large heavy lid with a large sharp iron lock.
“Mother,” said the little daughter, “is brother not to have one too?”
This made the woman angry, but she said, “Yes, when he comes home
from school.”
When from the window she saw him coming, it was as though the
Evil One came over her, and she grabbed the apple and took it away from her
daughter, saying, “You shall not have one before your brother.”
She threw the apple into the chest, and shut it. Then the little boy came
in the door, and the Evil One made her say to him kindly, “My son, do you want
an apple?” And she looked at him fiercely.
“Mother,” said the little boy, “how angry you look. Yes, give me an
apple.”
Then it seemed to her as if she had to persuade him. “Come with me,”
she said, opening the lid of the chest. “Take out an apple for yourself.” And
while the little boy was leaning over, the Evil One prompted her, and crash! she
slammed down the lid, and his head flew off, falling among the red apples.
Then fear overcame her, and she thought, “Maybe I can get out of this.”
So she went upstairs to her room to her chest of drawers, and took a white scarf
out of the top drawer, and set the head on the neck again, tying the scarf around
it so that nothing could be seen. Then she set him on a chair in front of the door
and put the apple in his hand.
After this Marlene came into the kitchen to her mother, who was standing
by the fire with a pot of hot water before her which she was stirring around and
around.
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“Mother,” said Marlene, “brother is sitting at the door, and he looks
totally white and has an apple in his hand. I asked him to give me the apple, but
he did not answer me, and I was very frightened.”
“Go back to him,” said her mother, “and if he will not answer you, then
box his ears.”
So Marlene went to him and said, “Brother, give me the apple.” But he
was silent, so she gave him one on the ear, and his head fell off. Marlene was
terrified, and began crying and screaming, and ran to her mother, and said, “Oh,
mother, I have knocked my brother’s head off,” and she cried and cried and
could not be comforted.
“Marlene,” said the mother, “what have you done? Be quiet and don’t let
anyone know about it. It cannot be helped now. We will cook him into stew.”
Then the mother took the little boy and chopped him in pieces, put him
into the pot, and cooked him into stew. But Marlene stood by crying and crying,
and all her tears fell into the pot, and they did not need any salt.
Then the father came home, and sat down at the table and said, “Where
is my son?” And the mother served up a large, large dish of stew, and Marlene
cried and could not stop.
Then the father said again, “Where is my son?”
“Oh,” said the mother, “he has gone across the country to his mother’s
great uncle. He will stay there awhile.”
“What is he doing there? He did not even say good-bye to me.”
“Oh, he wanted to go, and asked me if he could stay six weeks. He will
be well taken care of there.”
“Oh,” said the man, “I am unhappy. It isn’t right. He should have said
good-bye to me.” With that he began to eat, saying, “Marlene, why are you
crying? Your brother will certainly come back.”
Then he said, “Wife, this food is delicious. Give me some more.” And
the more he ate the more he wanted, and he said, “Give me some more. You two
shall have none of it. It seems to me as if it were all mine.” And he ate and ate,
throwing all the bones under the table, until he had finished it all.
Marlene went to her chest of drawers, took her best silk scarf from the
bottom drawer, and gathered all the bones from beneath the table and tied them
up in her silk scarf, then carried them outside the door, crying tears of blood.
She laid them down beneath the juniper tree on the green grass, and
after she had put them there, she suddenly felt better and did not cry anymore.
Then the juniper tree began to move. The branches moved apart, then
moved together again, just as if someone were rejoicing and clapping his hands.
At the same time a mist seemed to rise from the tree, and in the center of this mist
it burned like a fire, and a beautiful bird flew out of the fire singing magnificently,
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and it flew high into the air, and when it was gone, the juniper tree was just as
it had been before, and the cloth with the bones was no longer there. Marlene,
however, was as happy and contented as if her brother were still alive. And she
went merrily into the house, sat down at the table, and ate.
Then the bird flew away and lit on a goldsmith’s house, and began to
sing:
My mother, she killed me,
My father, he ate me,
My sister Marlene,
Gathered all my bones,
Tied them in a silken scarf,
Laid them beneath the juniper tree,
Tweet, tweet, what a beautiful bird am I.
The goldsmith was sitting in his workshop making a golden chain, when
he heard the bird sitting on his roof and singing. The song seemed very beautiful
to him. He stood up, but as he crossed the threshold he lost one of his slippers.
However, he went right up the middle of the street with only one slipper and
one sock on. He had his leather apron on, and in one hand he had a golden chain
and in the other his tongs. The sun was shining brightly on the street.
He walked onward, then stood still and said to the bird, “Bird,” he said,
“how beautifully you can sing. Sing that piece again for me.”
“No,” said the bird, “I do not sing twice for nothing. Give me the golden
chain, and then I will sing it again for you.”
The goldsmith said, “Here is the golden chain for you. Now sing that
song again for me.” Then the bird came and took the golden chain in his right
claw, and went and sat in front of the goldsmith, and sang:
My mother, she killed me,
My father, he ate me,
My sister Marlene,
Gathered all my bones,
Tied them in a silken scarf,
Laid them beneath the juniper tree,
Tweet, tweet, what a beautiful bird am I.
Then the bird flew away to a shoemaker, and lit on his roof and sang:
My mother, she killed me,
My father, he ate me,
My sister Marlene,
Gathered all my bones,
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Tied them in a silken scarf,
Laid them beneath the juniper tree,
Tweet, tweet, what a beautiful bird am I.
Hearing this, the shoemaker ran out of doors in his shirtsleeves, and
looked up at his roof, and had to hold his hand in front of his eyes to keep the
sun from blinding him. “Bird,” said he, “how beautifully you can sing.”
Then he called in at his door, “Wife, come outside. There is a bird here.
Look at this bird. He certainly can sing.” Then he called his daughter and her
children, and the journeyman, and the apprentice, and the maid, and they all
came out into the street and looked at the bird and saw how beautiful he was,
and what fine red and green feathers he had, and how his neck was like pure
gold, and how his eyes shone like stars in his head.
“Bird,” said the shoemaker, “now sing that song again for me.”
“No,” said the bird, “I do not sing twice for nothing. You must give me
something.”
“Wife,” said the man, “go into the shop. There is a pair of red shoes on
the top shelf. Bring them down.” Then the wife went and brought the shoes.
“There, bird,” said the man, “now sing that piece again for me.” Then
the bird came and took the shoes in his left claw, and flew back to the roof, and
sang:
My mother, she killed me,
My father, he ate me,
My sister Marlene,
Gathered all my bones,
Tied them in a silken scarf,
Laid them beneath the juniper tree,
Tweet, tweet, what a beautiful bird am I.
When he had finished his song he flew away. In his right claw he had
the chain and in his left one the shoes. He flew far away to a mill, and the mill
went clickety-clack, clickety-clack, clickety-clack. In the mill sat twenty miller’s
apprentices cutting a stone, and chiseling chip-chop, chip-chop, chip-chop. And
the mill went clickety-clack, clickety-clack, clickety-clack.
Then the bird went and sat on a linden tree which stood in front of the
mill, and sang:
My mother, she killed me,
Then one of them stopped working.
My father, he ate me,
7
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Then two more stopped working and listened,
My sister Marlene,
Then four more stopped,
Gathered all my bones,
Tied them in a silken scarf,
Now only eight only were chiseling,
Laid them beneath
Now only five,
the juniper tree,
Now only one,
Tweet, tweet, what a beautiful bird am I.
Then the last one stopped also, and heard the last words. “Bird,” said he,
“how beautifully you sing. Let me hear that too. Sing it once more for me.”
“No,” said the bird, “I do not sing twice for nothing. Give me the
millstone, and then I will sing it again.”
“Yes,” he said, “if it belonged only to me, you should have it.”
“Yes,” said the others, “if he sings again he can have it.”
Then the bird came down, and the twenty millers took a beam and lifted
the stone up. Yo-heave-ho! Yo-heave-ho! Yo-heave-ho!
The bird stuck his neck through the hole and put the stone on as if it
were a collar, then flew to the tree again, and sang:
My mother, she killed me,
My father, he ate me,
My sister Marlene,
Gathered all my bones,
Tied them in a silken scarf,
Laid them beneath the juniper tree,
Tweet, tweet, what a beautiful bird am I.
When he was finished singing, he spread his wings, and in his right claw
he had the chain, and in his left one the shoes, and around his neck the millstone.
He flew far away to his father’s house.
In the room the father, the mother, and Marlene were sitting at the table.
he father said, “I feel so contented. I am so happy.”
“Not I,” said the mother, “I feel uneasy, just as if a bad storm were
coming.”
But Marlene just sat and cried and cried.
8
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Then the bird flew up, and as it seated itself on the roof, the father said,
“Oh, I feel so truly happy, and the sun is shining so beautifully outside. I feel as
if I were about to see some old acquaintance again.”
“Not I,” said the woman, “I am so afraid that my teeth are chattering,
and I feel like I have fire in my veins.” And she tore open her bodice even more.
Marlene sat in a corner crying. She held a handkerchief before her eyes and cried
until it was wet clear through.
Then the bird seated itself on the juniper tree, and sang:
My mother, she killed me,
The mother stopped her ears and shut her eyes, not wanting to see or
hear, but there was a roaring in her ears like the fiercest storm, and her eyes
burned and flashed like lightning.
My father, he ate me,
“Oh, mother,” said the man, “that is a beautiful bird. He is singing so
splendidly, and the sun is shining so warmly, and it smells like pure cinnamon.”
My sister Marlene,
Then Marlene laid her head on her knees and cried and cried, but the
man said, “I am going out. I must see the bird up close.”
“Oh, don’t go,” said the woman, “I feel as if the whole house were
shaking and on fire.”
But the man went out and looked at the bird.
Gathered all my bones,
Tied them in a silken scarf,
Laid them beneath the juniper tree,
Tweet, tweet, what a beautiful bird am I.
With this the bird dropped the golden chain, and it fell right around the
man’s neck, so exactly around it that it fit beautifully. Then the man went in and
said, “Just look what a beautiful bird that is, and what a beautiful golden chain
he has given me, and how nice it looks.”
But the woman was terrified. She fell down on the floor in the room, and
her cap fell off her head. Then the bird sang once more:
My mother killed me.
“I wish I were a thousand fathoms beneath the earth, so I would not
have to hear that!”
My father, he ate me,
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Then the woman fell down as if she were dead.
My sister Marlene,
“Oh,” said Marlene, “I too will go out and see if the bird will give me
something.” Then she went out.
Gathered all my bones,
Tied them in a silken scarf,
He threw the shoes down to her.
Laid them beneath the juniper tree,
Tweet, tweet, what a beautiful bird am I.
Then she was contented and happy. She put on the new red shoes and
danced and leaped into the house. “Oh,” she said, “I was so sad when I went out
and now I am so contented. That is a splendid bird, he has given me a pair of red
shoes.”
“No,” said the woman, jumping to her feet and with her hair standing
up like flames of fire, “I feel as if the world were coming to an end. I too, will go
out and see if it makes me feel better.”
And as she went out the door, crash! the bird threw the millstone on her
head, and it crushed her to death.
The father and Marlene heard it and went out. Smoke, flames, and
fire were rising from the place, and when that was over, the little brother was
standing there, and he took his father and Marlene by the hand, and all three
were very happy, and they went into the house, sat down at the table, and ate.
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The Greedy Cobbler

O

Welsh Folk Tale

nce upon a time a Welsh cobbler carrying a hazel wand was
walking over London Bridge, and as he sauntered along he met
an Englishman.
“Ah,” the latter exclaimed, pointing to the wand the man of Cambria
used as a cane, “where did you get it?”
“Where did I get it?” the Welshman repeated, amazed that any one
should ask such a question. “Off of a hazel bush, to be sure.”
But the stranger stared in big-eyed wonder and shook his head.
“There is only one hazel bush of that kind in all the world,” he declared,
“and under it a vast treasure is hidden. Lead me to the spot, and I will share it
with you.”
The Welshman smiled pleasantly, for he began to have visions of a
luxurious, idle life. He hated to work, and was always grumbling because he
had to hammer away at shoe lasts to make his living.
To be sure he would lead the Englishman to the spot, and once he had
some gold in his possession, he’d do nothing but feast and ride in a coach and
dance at the fair. So he said quite wearily, lest the stranger think he seemed too
eager and change his mind, “It is a long way from here, in the Vale of Neath in
my native Wales, and by my faith I have no desire to walk that distance.”
But the Englishman coaxed, which was just what the Welshman wanted
him to do. So they turned away from London Bridge and journeyed northward
across mountains and valleys, until they came to Cambria.
After several days they came to Craig-i-Ddinas, in the lovely Vale of
Neath. The Welshman led the way to the hazel bush, beside which he had often
11
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played when a boy, and the Englishman said, “In due time we will begin work.”
When darkness was heavy enough to cover all trace of what they did,
they dug up the bush, and the Englishman, who happened to be a wizard,
pointed to a broad stone under the roots and said, “Below is the treasure. Do as
I bid and you shall be rich.”
And the Welshman began to feel very important, thinking how people
would honor him when he lived in a great house and wore a velvet coat.
Then the cock crowed for dawn, and they knew they must hurry away
before any of the peasants saw them. The Welshman did not wish his village
cousins to know he was there, for they would question why he had come; so
they found a vacant tinker’s hut in which to rest until darkness made it safe for
them to go to work again.
But the cobbler was too excited to sleep. The sight of the broad, flat stone
at the root of the hazel bush brought back to his mind a story he had often heard,
one that the village grandmothers used to tell when he was a boy. Again and
again he thought of it, the story of the treasure of Kong Arthur.
Historians state that when the ruler of Camelot was killed in the battle
of Mount Badon, he was buried at Glastonbury, but the Welsh country folk say
that is not true. They declare Merlin carried him straight to the lovely Vale of
Neath, where he sleeps on his arms, with his Round Table Knights beside him
and all the wealth of his realm piled at his feet. There he and his warriors will
rest until the ringing of a warning bell, when the Black and Golden Eagles go to
war. Then they will rise up and destroy every enemy of Cambria, when Britain
will be governed with justice and peace will reign as long as the world endures.
Could it be that the broad stone at the foot of the hazel tree covered the entrance
to Arthur’s cave? This the Welshman pondered until it was almost dark and time
to go to work again.
Cautiously they left the hut and approached the spot, peering in every
direction lest some one see and question them. Sturdily they pulled and tugged
at the rock, and slowly, steadily moved it, until they found an opening like a
door. Then the Englishman said in a low tone, “Behold King Arthur’s cave !
Follow me and obey.”
The Welshman followed, and a wonderful sight met his eyes. Thousands
of warriors slept in a circle on their arms, and in the midst of them, more splendid
looking than any other, lay the King of Camelot, the mighty Arthur himself. His
crown of gold was by his side, a pile of gold lay at his feet, and beyond the circle
of his followers were a thousand steeds, all saddled and bridled* as if ready
for battle. Sometimes they champed as if eager for the war cry, sometimes they
drooped their heads wearily.
12
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Noticing a bell suspended just above the treasure heap, the cobbler
pointed to it.
“Do not touch it,” the Englishman warned. “But if by accident you do,
and the warriors waken and ask if it is day, say, ‘No, sleep thou on.’ Otherwise
a terrible fate will overtake you.”
They helped themselves to the gold and left the cave, and each man went
his way. The Welshman, having all the treasure he could carry, was no longer a
poor cobbler who must spend his time bending over shoe lasts. He was richer
than the mayor and could feast and ride in a coach, dance at the fair, and live like
the lords of the land.
But riches made that cobbler greedy. He had far more gold than he
needed, and the finest house in seven counties, but still he wanted more. He kept
thinking of the gold piled high in Arthur’s cave; so one day he journeyed back to
the Vale of Neath and waited for nightfall.
Then, creeping to the place of the hazel bush, he moved the rock and
went into the cave.
Ah, it was a goodly sight, those thousand warriors slumbering there
beside the treasure heap and a thousand saddled chargers beyond! He would
take all the gold he could carry, and very soon he would come back for more. But
in his greed to increase his wealth he bumped against the bell, which clanged
loudly. The warriors started up, asking if it was day, but the man was so dazzled
by the pile of shining treasure that he did not have the answer ready. They
leaped to their feet, called him a robber, beat him, and drove him from the cave.
Then what a change! He went limping homeward, to discover that all his
wealth had disappeared and where his great house had stood was a miserable
hut. He was as poor as ever, and unless he could get more gold out of the cave
must go back to cobbling and never again ride in a coach. But try as he would,
he could not find the place where the hazel bush had grown. Many a journey he
made into the Vale of Neath, but never did he catch a glimpse of the broad, flat
stone. He had to spend his days bending over shoe lasts instead of riding in a
coach, and was a cripple as long as he lived.
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Spotty The Turtle Plays Doctor
Thornton W. Burgess

A

Greed’s a dreadful thing to see,
As everybody will agree.

t first Little Joe Otter, sitting on the bank of the Smiling Pool,
laughed himself almost sick as he watched Grandfather Frog
trying to swallow a fish almost as big as himself, when his white
and yellow waistcoat was already stuffed so full of foolish green flies that there
wasn’t room for anything more. Such greed would have been disgusting, if it
hadn’t been so very, very funny. At least, it was funny at first, for the fish had
stuck, with the tail hanging out of Grandfather Frog’s big mouth. Grandfather
Frog hitched this way and hitched that way on his big green lily-pad, trying his
best to swallow. Twice he tumbled off with a splash into the Smiling Pool. Each
time he scrambled back again and rolled his great goggly eyes in silent appeal to
Little Joe Otter to come to his aid.
But Little Joe was laughing so that he had to hold his sides, and he didn’t
understand that Grandfather Frog really was in trouble. Billy Mink and Jerry
Muskrat came along, and as soon as they saw Grandfather Frog, they began to
laugh, too. They just laughed and laughed and laughed until the tears came. They
rolled over and over on the bank and kicked their heels from sheer enjoyment. It
was the funniest thing they had seen for a long, long time.
“Did you ever see such greed?” gasped Billy Mink.
“Why don’t you pull it out and start over again?” shouted Little Joe
Otter.
Now this is just what Grandfather Frog was trying to do. At least, he
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was trying to pull the fish out. He hadn’t the least desire in the world to try
swallowing it again. In fact, he felt just then as if he never, never wanted to see
another fish so long as he lived. But Grandfather Frog’s hands are not made for
grasping slippery things, and the tail of a fish is very slippery indeed. He tried
first with one hand, then with the other, and at last with both. It was of no use at
all. He just couldn’t budge that fish. He couldn’t cough it up, because it had gone
too far down for that. The more he clawed at that waving tail with his hands,
the funnier he looked, and the harder Little Joe Otter and Billy Mink and Jerry
Muskrat laughed. They made such a noise that Spotty the Turtle, who had been
taking a sun-bath on the end of an old log, slipped into the water and started to
see what it was all about.
Now Spotty the Turtle is very, very slow on land, but he is a good
swimmer. He hurried now because he didn’t want to miss the fun. At first he
didn’t see Grandfather Frog.
“What’s the joke?” he asked.
Little Joe Otter simply pointed to Grandfather Frog. Little Joe had laughed
so much that he couldn’t even speak. Spotty looked over to the big green lily-pad
and started to laugh too. Then he saw great tears rolling down from Grandfather
Frog’s eyes and heard little choky sounds. He stopped laughing and started
for Grandfather Frog as fast as he could swim. He climbed right up on the big
green lily-pad, and reaching out, grabbed the end of the fish tail in his beak-like
mouth. Then Spotty the Turtle settled back and pulled, and Grandfather Frog
settled back and pulled. Splash! Grandfather Frog had fallen backward into the
Smiling Pool on one side of the big green lily-pad. Splash! Spotty the Turtle had
fallen backward into the Smiling Pool on the opposite side of the big green lilypad. And the fish which had caused all the trouble lay floating on the water.
“Thank you! Thank you!” gasped Grandfather Frog, as he feebly crawled
back on the lily-pad. “A minute more, and I would have choked to death.”
“Don’t mention it,” replied Spotty the Turtle.
“I never, never will,” promised Grandfather Frog.
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Hudden and Dudden and Donald O’Neary

T

Irish Folk Tale

here was once upon a time two farmers, and their names were
Hudden and Dudden. They had poultry in their yards, sheep on
the uplands, and scores of cattle in the meadowland alongside the
river. But for all that they weren’t happy. For just between their two farms there
lived a poor man by the name of Donald O’Neary. He had a hovel over his head
and a strip of grass that was barely enough to keep his one cow, Daisy, from
starving, and, though she did her best, it was but seldom that Donald got a drink
of milk or a roll of butter from Daisy. You would think there was little here to
make Hudden and Dudden jealous, but so it is, the more one has the more one
wants, and Donald’s neighbours lay awake of nights scheming how they might
get hold of his little strip of grass-land. Daisy, poor thing, they never thought of
- she was just a bag of bones.
One day Hudden met Dudden, and they were soon grumbling as usual,
and all to the tune of “If only we could get that vagabond Donald O’Neary out
of the country.”
“Let’s kill Daisy,” said Hudden at last. “If that doesn’t make him clear
out, nothing will.”
No sooner said than agreed, and it wasn’t dark before Hudden and
Dudden crept up to the little shed where lay poor Daisy trying her best to chew
the cud, though she hadn’t had as much grass in the day as would cover your
hand. And when Donald came to see if Daisy was all snug for the night, the poor
beast had only time to lick his hand once before she died.
Well, Donald was a shrewd fellow, and downhearted though he was,
began to think if he could get any good out of Daisy’s death. He thought and he
thought, and the next day you could have seen him trudging off early to the fair,
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Daisy’s hide over his shoulder, every penny he had jingling in his pockets. Just
before he got to the fair, he made several slits in the hide, put a penny in each
slit, walked into the best inn of the town as bold as if it belonged to him, and,
hanging the hide up to a nail in the wall, sat down.
“Some of your best whisky,” says he to the landlord.
But the landlord didn’t like his looks. “Is it fearing I won’t pay you, you
are?” says Donald. “Why I have a hide here that gives me all the money I want.”
And with that he hit it a whack with his stick and out hopped a penny. The
landlord opened his eyes, as you may fancy.
“What’ll you take for that hide?”
“It’s not for sale, my good man.”
“Will you take a gold piece?”
“It’s not for sale, I tell you. Hasn’t it kept me and mine for years?” And
with that Donald hit the hide another whack and out jumped a second penny.
Well, the long and the short of it was that Donald let the hide go, and,
that very evening, who but he should walk up to Hudden’s door?
“Good-evening, Hudden. Will you lend me your best pair of scales?”
Hudden stared and Hudden scratched his head, but he lent the scales.
When Donald was safe at home, he pulled out his pocketful of bright
gold and began to weigh each piece in the scales. But Hudden had put a lump of
butter at the bottom, and so the last piece of gold stuck fast to the scales when he
took them back to Hudden.
If Hudden had stared before, he stared ten times more now, and no
sooner was Donald’s back turned, than he was of as hard as he could pelt to
Dudden’s.
“Good-evening, Dudden. That vagabond, bad luck to him–”
“You mean Donald O’Neary?”
“And who else should I mean? He’s back here weighing out sackfuls of
gold.”
“How do you know that?”
“Here are my scales that he borrowed, and here’s a gold piece still
sticking to them.”
Off they went together, and they came to Donald’s door. Donald had
finished making the last pile of ten gold pieces. And he couldn’t finish because a
piece had stuck to the scales.
In they walked without an “If you please” or “By your leave.”
“Well, I never!” that was all they could say.
“Good-evening, Hudden. good-evening, Dudden. Ah! you thought you
had played me a fine trick, but you never did me a better turn in all your lives.
When I found poor Daisy dead, I thought to myself, ‘Well, her hide may fetch
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something - ‘ and it did. Hides are worth their weight in gold in the market just
now.”
Hudden nudged Dudden, and Dudden winked at Hudden.
“Good-evening, Donald O’Neary.”
“Good-evening, kind friends.”
The next day there wasn’t a cow or a calf that belonged to Hudden or
Dudden but her hide was going to the fair in Hudden’s biggest cart drawn by
Dudden’s strongest pair of horses.
When they came to the fair, each one took a hide over his arm, and there
they were walking through the fair, bawling out at the top of their voices: “Hides
to sell! hides to sell!”
Out came the tanner:
“How much for your hides, my good men?”
“Their weight in gold.”
“It’s early in the day to come out of the tavern.”
That was all the tanner said, and back he went to his yard.
“Hides to sell! Fine fresh hides to sell!”
Out came the cobbler.
“How much for your hides, my men?”
“Their weight in gold.”
“Is it making game of me you are! Take that for your pains,” and the
cobbler dealt Hudden a blow that made him stagger.
Up the people came running from one end of the fair to the other.
“What’s the matter? What’s the matter?” cried they.
“Here are a couple of vagabonds selling hides at their weight in gold,”
said the cobbler.
“Hold ‘em fast - hold ‘em fast!” bawled the innkeeper, who was the last
to come up, he was so fat. “I’ll wager it’s one of the rogues who tricked me out of
thirty gold pieces yesterday for a wretched hide.”
It was more kicks than halfpence that Hudden and Dudden got before
they were well on their way home again, and they didn’t run the slower because
all the dogs of the town were at their heels.
Well, as you may fancy, if they loved Donald little before, they loved him
less now.
“What’s the matter, friends?” said he, as he saw them tearing along, their
hats knocked in, and their coats torn off, and their faces black and blue. “Is it
fighting you’ve been? Or mayhap you met the police, ill luck to them?”
“We’ll police you, you vagabond. It’s mighty smart you thought yourself,
deluding us with your lying tales.”
“Who deluded you? Didn’t you see the gold with your own two eyes?”
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But it was no use talking. Pay for it he must, and should. There was a
meal-sack handy, and into it Hudden and Dudden popped Donald O’Neary,
tied him up tight, ran a pole through the knot, and off they started for the Brown
Lake of the Bog, each with a pole-end on his shoulder, and Donald O’Neary
between.
But the Brown Lake was far, the road was dusty, Hudden and Dudden
were sore and weary, and parched with thirst. There was an inn by the roadside.
“Let’s go in,” said Hudden, “I’m dead beat. It’s heavy he is for the little
he had to eat.”
If Hudden was willing, so was Dudden. As for Donald, you may be sure
his leave wasn’t asked, but he was lumped down at the inn door for all the world
as if he had been a sack of potatoes.
“Sit still, you vagabond,” said Dudden, “if we don’t mind waiting, you
needn’t.”
Donald held his peace, but after a while he heard the glasses clink, and
Hudden singing away at the top of his voice.
“I won’t have her, I tell you - I won’t have her!” said Donald. But nobody
heeded what he said.
“I won’t have her, I tell you - I won’t have her!” said Donald, and this
time he said it louder - but nobody heeded what he said.
“I won’t have her, I tell you - I won’t have her!” said Donald, and this
time he said it as loud as he could.
“And who won’t you have, may I be so bold as to ask?” said a farmer,
who had just come up with a drove of cattle, and was turning in for a glass.
“It’s the king’s daughter. They are bothering the life out of me to marry
her.”
“You’re the lucky fellow. I’d give something to be in your shoes.”
“Do you see that now! Wouldn’t it be a fine thing for a farmer to be
marrying a princess, all dressed in gold and jewels?”
“Jewels, do you say? Ah, now, couldn’t you take me with you?”
“Well, you’re an honest fellow, and as I don’t care for the king’s daughter,
though she’s as beautiful as the day, and is covered with jewels from top to toe,
you shall have her. Just undo the cord, and let me out, they tied me up tight, as
they knew I’d run away from her.”
Out crawled Donald - in crept the farmer.
“Now lie still, and don’t mind the shaking - it’s only rumbling over the
palace steps you’ll be. And maybe they’ll abuse you for a vagabond, who won’t
have the king’s daughter - but you needn’t mind that. Ah! it’s a deal I’m giving
up for you, sure as it is that I don’t care for the princess.”
“Take my cattle in exchange,” said the farmer - and you may guess it
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wasn’t long before Donald was at their tails driving them homewards.
Out came Hudden and Dudden, and the one took one end of the pole,
and the other the other.
“I’m thinking he’s heavier,” said Hudden.
“Ah, never mind,” said Dudden, “it’s only a step now to the Brown
Lake.”
“I’ll have her now! I’ll have her now!” bawled the farmer, from inside the
sack.
“By my faith, and you shall though,” said Hudden, and he laid his stick
across the sack.
“I’ll have her! I’ll have her!” bawled the farmer, louder than ever.
“Well, here you are,” said Dudden, for they were now come to the Brown
Lake, and, unslinging the sack, they pitched it plump into the lake.
“You’ll not be playing your tricks on us any longer,” said Hudden.
“True for you,” said Dudden. “Ah, Donald, my boy, it was an ill day
when you borrowed my scales.”
Off they went, with a light step and an easy heart, but when they were
near home, who should they see but Donald O’Neary, and all around him the
cows were grazing, and the calves were kicking up their heels and butting their
heads together.
“Is it you, Donald?” said Dudden. “Faith, you’ve been quicker than we
have.”
“True for you, Dudden, and let me thank you kindly - the turn was good,
if the will was ill. You’ll have heard, like me, that the Brown Lake leads to the
Land of Promise. I always put it down as lies, but it is just as true as my word.
Look at the cattle.”
Hudden stared, and Dudden gaped - but they couldn’t get over the cattle
- fine fat cattle they were too.
“It’s only the worst I could bring up with me,” said Donald O’Neary “the others were so fat, there was no driving them. Faith, too, it’s little wonder
they didn’t care to leave, with grass as far as you could see, and as sweet and
juicy as fresh butter.”
“Ah, now, Donald, we haven’t always been friends,” said Dudden, “but,
as I was just saying, you were ever a decent lad, and you’ll show us the way,
won’t you?”
“I don’t see that I’m called upon to do that - there is a power more cattle
down there. Why shouldn’t I have them all to myself?”
“Faith, they may well say, the richer you get, the harder the heart. You
always were a neighbourly lad, Donald. You wouldn’t wish to keep the luck all
to yourself?”
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“True for you, Hudden, though ‘tis a bad example you set me. But I’ll not
be thinking of old times. There is plenty for all there, so come along with me.”
Off they trudged, with a light heart and an eager step. When they came
to the Brown Lake, the sky was full of little white clouds, and, if the sky was full,
the lake was as full.
“Ah! now, look, there they are,” cried Donald, as he pointed to the clouds
in the lake.
“Where? where?” cried Hudden, and “Don’t be greedy!” cried Dudden,
as he jumped his hardest to be up first with the fat cattle. But if he jumped first,
Hudden wasn’t long behind.
They never came back. Maybe they got too fat, like the cattle. As for
Donald O’Neary, he had cattle and sheep all his days to his heart’s content.
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The Waif Woman

T

Robert Louis Stevenson

his is a tale of Iceland, the isle of stories, and of a thing that befell
in the year of the coming there of Christianity.
In the spring of that year a ship sailed from the South Isles to
traffic, and fell becalmed inside Snowfellness. The winds had speeded her; she
was the first comer of the year; and the fishers drew alongside to hear the news
of the south, and eager folk put out in boats to see the merchandise and make
prices. From the doors of the hall on Frodis Water, the house folk saw the ship
becalmed and the boats about her, coming and going; and the merchants from
the ship could see the smoke go up and the men and women trooping to their
meals in the hall.
The goodman of that house was called Finnward Keelfarer, and his wife
Aud the Light-Minded; and they had a son Eyolf, a likely boy, and a daughter
Asdis, a slip of a maid. Finnward was well-to-do in his affairs, he kept open
house and had good friends. But Aud his wife was not so much considered: her
mind was set on trifles, on bright clothing, and the admiration of men, and the
envy of women; and it was thought she was not always so circumspect in her
bearing as she might have been, but nothing to hurt.
On the evening of the second day men came to the house from sea. They
told of the merchandise in the ship, which was well enough and to be had at easy
rates, and of a waif woman that sailed in her, no one could tell why, and had
chests of clothes beyond comparison, fine coloured stuffs, finely woven, the best
that ever came into that island, and gewgaws for a queen. At the hearing of that
Aud’s eyes began to glisten. She went early to bed; and the day was not yet red
before she was on the beach, had a boat launched, and was pulling to the ship.
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By the way she looked closely at all boats, but there was no woman in any; and
at that she was better pleased, for she had no fear of the men.
When they came to the ship, boats were there already, and the merchants
and the shore folk sat and jested and chaffered in the stern. But in the fore part
of the ship, the woman sat alone, and looked before her sourly at the sea. They
called her Thorgunna. She was as tall as a man and high in flesh, a buxom wife to
look at. Her hair was of the dark red, time had not changed it. Her face was dark,
the cheeks full, and the brow smooth. Some of the merchants told that she was
sixty years of age and others laughed and said she was but forty; but they spoke
of her in whispers, for they seemed to think that she was ill to deal with and not
more than ordinary canny.
Aud went to where she sat and made her welcome to Iceland. Thorgunna
did the honours of the ship. So for a while they carried it on, praising and
watching each other, in the way of women. But Aud was a little vessel to contain
a great longing, and presently the cry of her heart came out of her.
“The folk say,” says she, “you have the finest women’s things that ever
came to Iceland?” and as she spoke her eyes grew big.
“It would be strange if I had not,” quoth Thorgunna. “Queens have no
finer.”
So Aud begged that she might see them.
Thorgunna looked on her askance. “Truly,” said she, “the things are for
no use but to be shown.” So she fetched a chest and opened it. Here was a cloak
of the rare scarlet laid upon with silver, beautiful beyond belief; hard by was a
silver brooch of basket work that was wrought as fine as any shell and was as
broad as the face of the full moon; and Aud saw the clothes lying folded in the
chest, of all the colours of the day, and fire, and precious gems; and her heart
burned with envy. So, because she had so huge a mind to buy, she began to
make light of the merchandise.
“They are good enough things,” says she, “though I have better in my
chest at home. It is a good enough cloak, and I am in need of a new cloak.” At
that she fingered the scarlet, and the touch of the fine stuff went to her mind like
singing. “Come,” says she, “if it were only for your civility in showing it, what
will you have for your cloak?”
“Woman,” said Thorgunna, “I am no merchant.” And she closed the
chest and locked it, like one angry.
Then Aud fell to protesting and caressing her. That was Aud’s practice;
for she thought if she hugged and kissed a person none could say her nay. Next
she went to flattery, said she knew the things were too noble for the like of her
—they were made for a stately, beautiful woman like Thorgunna; and at that
she kissed her again, and Thorgunna seemed a little pleased. And now Aud pled
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poverty and begged for the cloak in a gift; and now she vaunted the wealth of
her goodman and offered ounces and ounces of fine silver, the price of three
men’s lives. Thorgunna smiled, but it was a grim smile, and still she shook her
head. At last Aud wrought herself into extremity and wept.
“I would give my soul for it,” she cried.
“Fool!” said Thorgunna. “But there have been fools before you!” And a
little after, she said this: “Let us be done with beseeching. The things are mine. I
was a fool to show you them; but where is their use, unless we show them? Mine
they are and mine they shall be till I die. I have paid for them dear enough,” said
she.
Aud saw it was of no avail; so she dried her tears, and asked Thorgunna
about her voyage, and made believe to listen while she plotted in her little mind.
“Thorgunna,” she asked presently, “do you count kin with any folk in Iceland?”
“I count kin with none,” replied Thorgunna. “My kin is of the greatest,
but I have not been always lucky, so I say the less.”
“So that you have no house to pass the time in till the ship return?” cries
Aud. “Dear Thorgunna, you must come and live with us. My goodman is rich,
his hand and his house are open, and I will cherish you like a daughter.”
At that Thorgunna smiled on the one side; but her soul laughed within
her at the woman’s shallowness. “I will pay her for that word daughter,” she
thought, and she smiled again.
“I will live with you gladly,” says she, “for your house has a good name,
and I have seen the smoke of your kitchen from the ship. But one thing you shall
understand. I make no presents, I give nothing where I go —not a rag and not
an ounce. Where I stay, I work for my upkeep; and as I am strong as a man and
hardy as an ox, they that have had the keeping of me were the better pleased.”
It was a hard job for Aud to keep her countenance, for she was like to
have wept. And yet she felt it would be unseemly to eat her invitation; and like
a shallow woman and one that had always led her husband by the nose, she
told herself she would find some means to cajole Thorgunna and come by her
purpose after all. So she put a good face on the thing, had Thorgunna into the
boat, her and her two great chests, and brought her home with her to the hall by
the beach.
All the way in she made much of the wife; and when they were arrived
gave her a locked bed-place in the hall, where was a bed, a table, and a stool, and
space for the two chests.
“This shall be yours while you stay here,” said Aud. And she attended
on her guest.
Now Thorgunna opened the second chest and took out her bedding
—sheets of English linen, the like of it never seen, a cover of quilted silk, and
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curtains of purple wrought with silver. At the sight of these Aud was like one
distracted, greed blinded her mind; the cry rose strong in her throat, it must out.
“What will you sell your bedding for?” she cried, and her cheeks were
hot.
Thorgunna looked upon her with a dusky countenance. “Truly you are a
courteous hostess,” said she, “but I will not sleep on straw for your amusement.”
At that Aud’s two ears grew hot as her cheeks; and she took Thorgunna
at her word; and left her from that time in peace.
The woman was as good as her spoken word. Inside the house and out
she wrought like three, and all that she put her hand to was well done. When
she milked, the cows yielded beyond custom; when she made hay, it was always
dry weather; when she took her turn at the cooking, the folk licked their spoons.
Her manners when she pleased were outside imitation, like one that had sat
with kings in their high buildings. It seemed she was pious too, and the day
never passed but she was in the church there praying. The rest was not so well.
She was of few words, and never one about her kin and fortunes. Gloom sat on
her brow, and she was ill to cross. Behind her back they gave her the name of the
Waif Woman or the Wind Wife; to her face it must always be Thorgunna. And if
any of the young men called her mother, she would speak no more that day, but
sit apart in the hall and mutter with her lips.
“This is a queer piece of goods that we have gotten,” says Finnward
Keelfarer, “I wish we get no harm by her! But the good wife’s pleasure must be
done,” said he, which was his common word.
When she was at work, Thorgunna wore the rudest of plain clothes,
though ever clean as a cat; but at night in the hall she was more dainty, for she
loved to be admired. No doubt she made herself look well, and many thought
she was a comely woman still, and to those she was always favourable and full
of pleasant speech. But the more that some pleased her, it was thought by good
judges that they pleased Aud the less.
When midsummer was past, a company of young men upon a journey
came to the house by Frodis Water. That was always a great day for Aud, when
there were gallants at table; and what made this day the greater, Alf of the Fells
was in the company, and she thought Alf fancied her. So be sure Aud wore her
best. But when Thorgunna came from the bed-place, she was arrayed like any
queen and the broad brooch was in her bosom. All night in the hall these women
strove with each other; and the little maid, Asdis, looked on, and was ashamed
and knew not why. But Thorgunna pleased beyond all; she told of strange things
that had befallen in the world; when she pleased she had the cue to laughter; she
sang, and her voice was full and her songs new in that island; and whenever she
turned, the eyes shone in her face and the brooch glittered at her bosom. So that
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the young men forgot the word of the merchants as to the woman’s age, and
their looks followed her all night.
Aud was sick with envy. Sleep fled her; her husband slept, but she sat
upright beside him in the bed, and gnawed her fingers. Now she began to hate
Thorgunna, and the glittering of the great brooch stood before her in the dark.
“Sure,” she thought, “it must be the glamour of that brooch! She is not so fair as I;
she is as old as the dead in the hillside; and as for her wit and her songs, it is little
I think of them!” Up she got at that, took a light from the embers, and came to
her guest’s bed-place. The door was locked, but Aud had a master-key and could
go in. Inside, the chests were open, and in the top of one the light of her taper
shone upon the glittering of the brooch. As a dog snatches food she snatched
it, and turned to the bed. Thorgunna lay on her side; it was to be thought she
slept, but she talked the while to herself, and her lips moved. It seemed her years
returned to her in slumber, for her face was grey and her brow knotted; and the
open eyes of her stared in the eyes of Aud. The heart of the foolish woman died
in her bosom; but her greed was the stronger, and she fled with that which she
had stolen.
When she was back in bed, the word of Thorgunna came to her mind,
that these things were for no use but to be shown. Here she had the brooch and
the shame of it, and might not wear it. So all night she quaked with the fear
of discovery, and wept tears of rage that she should have sinned in vain. Day
came, and Aud must rise; but she went about the house like a crazy woman. She
saw the eyes of Asdis rest on her strangely, and at that she beat the maid. She
scolded the house folk, and, by her way of it, nothing was done aright. First she
was loving to her husband and made much of him, thinking to be on his good
side when trouble came. Then she took a better way, picked a feud with him,
and railed on the poor man till his ears rang, so that he might be in the wrong
beforehand. The brooch she hid without, in the side of a hayrick. All this while
Thorgunna lay in the bed-place, which was not her way, for by custom she was
early astir. At last she came forth, and there was that in her face that made all the
house look one at the other and the heart of Aud to be straitened. Never a word
the guest spoke, not a bite she swallowed, and they saw the strong shudderings
take and shake her in her place. Yet a little, and still without speech, back she
went into her bad-place, and the door was shut.
“That is a sick wife,” said Finnward, “Her weird has come on her.”
And at that the heart of Aud was lifted up with hope.
All day Thorgunna lay on her bed, and the next day sent for Finnward.
“Finnward Keelfarer,” said she, “my trouble is come upon me, and I am
at the end of my days.”
He made the customary talk.
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“I have had my good things; now my hour is come; and let suffice,”
quoth she. “I did not send for you to hear your prating.”
Finnward knew not what to answer, for he saw her soul was dark.
“I sent for you on needful matters,” she began again. “I die here —I! —in
this black house, in a bleak island, far from all decency and proper ways of man;
and now my treasure must be left. Small pleasure have I had of it, and leave it
with the less!” cried she.
“Good woman, as the saying is, needs must,” says Finnward, for he was
nettled with that speech.
“For that I called you,” quoth Thorgunna. “In these two chests are much
wealth and things greatly to be desired. I wish my body to be laid in Skalaholt
in the new church, where I trust to hear the mass-priests singing over my head
so long as time endures. To that church I will you to give what is sufficient,
leaving your conscience judge of it. My scarlet cloak with the silver, I will to that
poor fool your wife. She longed for it so bitterly, I may not even now deny her.
Give her the brooch as well. I warn you of her; I was such as she, only wiser; I
warn you, the ground she stands upon is water, and whoso trusts her leans on
rottenness. I hate her and I pity her. When she comes to lie where I lie —” There
she broke off. “The rest of my goods I leave to your black- eyed maid, young
Asdis, for her slim body and clean mind. Only the things of my bed, you shall
see burned.”
“It is well,” said Finnward.
“It may be well,” quoth she, “if you obey. My life has been a wonder to
all and a fear to many. While I lived none thwarted me and prospered. See to it
that none thwart me after I am dead. It stands upon your safety.”
“It stands upon my honour,” quoth Finnward, “and I have the name of
an honourable man.”
“You have the name of a weak one,” says Thorgunna. “Look to it, look to
it, Finnward. Your house shall rue it else.”
“The rooftree of my house is my word,” said Finnward.
“And that is a true saying,” says the woman. “See to it, then. The speech
of Thorgunna is ended.”
With that she turned her face against the wall and Finnward left her.
The same night, in the small hours of the clock, Thorgunna passed. It
was a wild night for summer, and the wind sang about the eaves and clouds
covered the moon, when the dark woman wended. From that day to this no man
has learned her story or her people’s name; but be sure the one was stormy and
the other great. She had come to that isle, a waif woman, on a ship; thence she
flitted, and no more remained of her but her heavy chests and her big body.
In the morning the house women streaked and dressed the corpse. Then
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came Finnward, and carried the sheets and curtains from the house, and caused
build a fire upon the sands. But Aud had an eye on her man’s doings.
“And what is this that you are at?” said she.
So he told her.
“Burn the good sheets!” she cried. “And where would I be with my two
hands? No, troth,” said Aud, “not so long as your wife is above ground!”
“Good wife,” said Finnward, “this is beyond your province. Here is my
word pledged and the woman dead I pledged it to. So much the more am I
bound. Let me be doing as I must, goodwife.”
“Tilly-valley!” says she, “and a fiddlestick’s end, goodman! You may
know well about fishing and be good at shearing sheep for what I know; but you
are little of a judge of damask sheets. And the best word I can say is just this,”
she says, laying hold of one end of the goods, “that if ye are made up to burn the
plenishing, you must burn your wife along with it.”
“I trust it will not go so hard,” says Finnward, “and I beg you not to
speak so loud and let the house folk hear you.”
“Let them speak low that are ashamed!” cries Aud. “I speak only in
reason.”
“You are to consider that the woman died in my house,” says Finnward,
“and this was her last behest. In truth, goodwife, if I were to fail, it is a thing
that would stick long in my throat, and would give us an ill name with the
neighbours.”
“And you are to consider,” says she, “that I am your true wife and worth
all the witches ever burnt, and loving her old husband” —here she put her arms
about his neck. “And you are to consider that what you wish to do is to destroy
fine stuff, such as we have no means of replacing; and that she bade you do it
singly to spite me, for I sought to buy this bedding from her while she was alive
at her own price; and that she hated me because I was young and handsome.”
“That is a true word that she hated you, for she said so herself before she
wended,” says Finnward.
“So that here is an old faggot that hated me, and she dead as a bucket,”
says Aud; “and here is a young wife that loves you dear, and is alive forby” —
and at that she kissed him —”and the point is, which are you to do the will of?”
The man’s weakness caught him hard, and he faltered. “I fear some hurt
will come of it,” said he.
There she cut in, and bade the lads tread out the fire, and the lasses roll
the bed-stuff up and carry it within.
“My dear,” says he, “my honour —this is against my honour.”
But she took his arm under hers, and caressed his hand, and kissed
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his knuckles, and led him down the bay. “Bubble-bubble-bubble!” says she,
imitating him like a baby, though she was none so young. “Bubble-bubble, and
a silly old man! We must bury the troll wife, and here is trouble enough, and a
vengeance! Horses will sweat for it before she comes to Skalaholt; ‘tis my belief
she was a man in a woman’s habit. And so now, have done, good man, and let
us get her waked and buried, which is more than she deserves, or her old duds
are like to pay for. And when that is ended, we can consult upon the rest.”
So Finnward was but too well pleased to put it off.
The next day they set forth early for Skalaholt across the heaths. It was
heavy weather, and grey overhead; the horses sweated and neighed, and the
men went silent, for it was nowhere in their minds that the dead wife was canny.
Only Aud talked by the way, like a silly sea-gull piping on a cliff, and the rest
held their peace. The sun went down before they were across Whitewater; and
the black night fell on them this side of Netherness. At Netherness they beat
upon the door. The goodman was not abed nor any of his folk, but sat in the hall
talking; and to them Finnward made clear his business.
“I will never deny you a roof,” said the goodman of Netherness. “But I
have no food ready, and if you cannot be doing without meat, you must e’en fare
farther.”
They laid the body in a shed, made fast their horses, and came into the
house, and the door was closed again. So there they sat about the lights, and
there was little said, for they were none so well pleased with their reception.
Presently, in the place where the food was kept, began a clattering of dishes; and
it fell to a bondman of the house to go and see what made the clatter. He was no
sooner gone than he was back again; and told it was a big, buxom woman, high
in flesh and naked as she was born, setting meats upon a dresser. Finnward grew
pale as the dawn; he got to his feet, and the rest rose with him, and all the party
of the funeral came to the buttery-door. And the dead Thorgunna took no heed
of their coming, but went on setting forth meats, and seemed to talk with herself
as she did so; and she was naked to the buff.
Great fear fell upon them; the marrow of their back grew cold. Not one
word they spoke, neither good nor bad; but back into the hall, and down upon
their bended knees, and to their prayers.
“Now, in the name of God, what ails you?” cried the goodman of
Netherness.
And when they had told him, shame fell upon him for his churlishness.
“The dead wife reproves me,” said the honest man.
And he blessed himself and his house, and caused spread the tables, and
they all ate of the meats that the dead wife laid out.
This was the first walking of Thorgunna, and it is thought by good judges
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it would have been the last as well, if men had been more wise.
The next day they came to Skalaholt, and there was the body buried,
and the next after they set out for home. Finnward’s heart was heavy, and his
mind divided. He feared the dead wife and the living; he feared dishonour and
he feared dispeace; and his will was like a sea-gull in the wind. Now he cleared
his throat and made as if to speak; and at that Aud cocked her eye and looked at
the goodman mocking, and his voice died unborn. At the last, shame gave him
courage.
“Aud,” said he, “yon was a most uncanny thing at Netherness.”
“No doubt,” said Aud.
“I have never had it in my mind,” said he, “that yon woman was the
thing she should be.”
“I dare say not,” said Aud. “I never thought so either.”
“It stands beyond question she was more than canny,” says Finnward,
shaking his head. “No manner of doubt but what she was ancient of mind.”
“She was getting pretty old in body, too,” says Aud.
“Wife,” says he, “it comes in upon me strongly this is no kind of woman
to disobey; above all, being dead and her walking. I think, wife, we must even
do as she commanded.”
“Now what is ever your word?” says she, riding up close and setting her
hand upon his shoulder. “’The goodwife’s pleasure must be done’; is not that
my Finnward?”
“The good God knows I grudge you nothing,” cried Finnward. “But my
blood runs cold upon this business. Worse will come of it!” he cried, “worse will
flow from it!”
“What is this todo?” cries Aud. “Here is an old brimstone hag that should
have been stoned with stones, and hated me besides. Vainly she tried to frighten
me when she was living; shall she frighten me now when she is dead and rotten?
I trow not. Think shame to your beard, goodman! Are these a man’s shoes I see
you shaking in, when your wife rides by your bridle-hand, as bold as nails?”
“Ay, ay,” quoth Finnward. “But there goes a byword in the country:
Little wit, little fear.”
At this Aud began to be concerned, for he was usually easier to lead. So
now she tried the other method on the man.
“Is that your word?” cried she. “I kiss the hands of ye! If I have not wit
enough, I can rid you of my company. Wit is it he seeks?” she cried. “The old
broomstick that we buried yesterday had wit for you.”
So she rode on ahead and looked not the road that he was on.
Poor Finnward followed on his horse, but the light of the day was gone
out, for his wife was like his life to him. He went six miles and was true to his
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heart; but the seventh was not half through when he rode up to her.
“Is it to be the goodwife’s pleasure?” she asked.
“Aud, you shall have your way,” says he; “God grant there come no ill of
it!”
So she made much of him, and his heart was comforted.
When they came to the house, Aud had the two chests to her own bedplace, and gloated all night on what she found. Finnward looked on, and trouble
darkened his mind.
“Wife,” says he at last, “you will not forget these things belong to Asdis?”
At that she barked upon him like a dog.
“Am I a thief?” she cried. “The brat shall have them in her turn when
she grows up. Would you have me give her them now to turn her minx’s head
with?”
So the weak man went his way out of the house in sorrow and fell to
his affairs. Those that wrought with him that day observed that now he would
labour and toil like a man furious, and now would sit and stare like one stupid;
for in truth he judged the business would end ill.
For a while there was no more done and no more said. Aud cherished
her treasures by herself, and none was the wiser except Finnward. Only the
cloak she sometimes wore, for that was hers by the will of the dead wife; but
the others she let lie, because she knew she had them foully, and she feared
Finnward somewhat and Thorgunna much.
At last husband and wife were bound to bed one night, and he was
the first stripped and got in. “What sheets are these?” he screamed, as his legs
touched them, for these were smooth as water, but the sheets of Iceland were like
sacking.
“Clean sheets, I suppose,” says Aud, but her hand quavered as she
wound her hair.
“Woman!” cried Finnward, “these are the bed-sheets of Thorgunna —
these are the sheets she died in! do not lie to me!”
At that Aud turned and looked at him. “Well?” says she, “they have been
washed.”
Finnward lay down again in the bed between Thorgunna’s sheets, and
groaned; never a word more he said, for now he knew he was a coward and a
man dishonoured. Presently his wife came beside him, and they lay still, but
neither slept.
It might be twelve in the night when Aud felt Finnward shudder so
strong that the bed shook.
“What ails you?” said she.
“I know not,” he said. “It is a chill like the chill of death. My soul is sick
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with it.” His voice fell low. “It was so Thorgunna sickened,” said he. And he
arose and walked in the hall in the dark till it came morning.
Early in the morning he went forth to the sea-fishing with four lads. Aud
was troubled at heart and watched him from the door, and even as he went down
the beach she saw him shaken with Thorgunna’s shudder. It was a rough day,
the sea was wild, the boat laboured exceedingly, and it may be that Finnward’s
mind was troubled with his sickness. Certain it is that they struck, and their boat
was burst, upon a skerry under Snowfellness. The four lads were spilled into
the sea, and the sea broke and buried them, but Finnward was cast upon the
skerry, and clambered up, and sat there all day long: God knows his thoughts.
The sun was half-way down, when a shepherd went by on the cliffs about his
business, and spied a man in the midst of the breach of the loud seas, upon a
pinnacle of reef. He hailed him, and the man turned and hailed again. There was
in that cove so great a clashing of the seas and so shrill a cry of sea-fowl that the
herd might hear the voice and nor the words. But the name Thorgunna came
to him, and he saw the face of Finnward Keelfarer like the face of an old man.
Lively ran the herd to Finnward’s house; and when his tale was told there, Eyolf
the boy was lively to out a boat and hasten to his father’s aid. By the strength of
hands they drove the keel against the seas, and with skill and courage Eyolf won
upon the skerry and climbed up, There sat his father dead; and this was the first
vengeance of Thorgunna against broken faith.
It was a sore job to get the corpse on board, and a sorer yet to bring it
home before the rolling seas. But the lad Eyolf was a lad of promise, and the lads
that pulled for him were sturdy men. So the break-faith’s body was got home,
and waked, and buried on the hill. Aud was a good widow and wept much,
for she liked Finnward well enough. Yet a bird sang in her ears that now she
might marry a young man. Little fear that she might have her choice of them, she
thought, with all Thorgunna’s fine things; and her heart was cheered.
Now, when the corpse was laid in the hill, Asdis came where Aud sat
solitary in hall, and stood by her awhile without speech.
“Well, child?” says Aud; and again “Well?” and then “Keep us holy, if
you have anything to say, out with it!”
So the maid came so much nearer, “Mother,” says she, “I wish you
would not wear these things that were Thorgunna’s.”
“Aha,” cries Aud. “This is what it is? You begin early, brat! And who
has been poisoning your mind? Your fool of a father, I suppose.” And then she
stopped and went all scarlet. “Who told you they were yours?” she asked again,
taking it all the higher for her stumble. “When you are grown, then you shall
have your share and not a day before. These things are not for babies.”
The child looked at her and was amazed. “I do not wish them,” she said.
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“I wish they might be burned.”
“Upon my word, what next?” cried Aud. “And why should they be
burned?”
“I know my father tried to burn these things,” said Asdis, “and he named
Thorgunna’s name upon the skerry ere he died. And, O mother, I doubt they
have brought ill luck.”
But the more Aud was terrified, the more she would make light of it.
Then the girl put her hand upon her mother’s. “I fear they are ill come
by,” said she.
The blood sprang in Aud’s face. “And who made you a judge upon your
mother that bore you?” cried she.
“Kinswoman,” said Asdis, looking down, “I saw you with the brooch.”
“What do you mean? When? Where did you see me?” cried the mother.
“Here in the hall,” said Asdis, looking on the floor, “the night you stole
it.”
At that Aud let out a cry. Then she heaved up her hand to strike the child.
“You little spy!” she cried. Then she covered her face, and wept, and rocked
herself. “What can you know?” she cried. “How can you understand, that are
a baby, not so long weaned? He could —your father could, the dear good man,
dead and gone! He could understand and pity, he was good to me. Now he has
left me alone with heartless children! Asdis,” she cried, “have you no nature in
your blood? You do not know what I have done and suffered for them. I have
done —oh, and I could have done anything! And there is your father dead. And
after all, you ask me not to use them? No woman in Iceland has the like. And you
wish me to destroy them? Not if the dead should rise!” she cried. “No, no,” and
she stopped her ears, “not if the dead should rise, and let that end it!”
So she ran into her bed-place, and clapped at the door, and left the child
amazed.
But for all Aud spoke with so much passion, it was noticed that for long
she left the things unused. Only she would be locked somewhile daily in her
bed-place, where she pored on them and secretly wore them for her pleasure.
Now winter was at hand; the days grew short and the nights long; and
under the golden face of morning the isle would stand silver with frost. Word
came from Holyfell to Frodis Water of a company of young men upon a journey;
that night they supped at Holyfell, the next it would be at Frodis Water; and Alf
of the Fells was there, and Thongbrand Ketilson, and Hall the Fair. Aud went
early to her bed-place, and there she pored upon these fineries till her heart
was melted with self-love. There was a kirtle of a mingled colour, and the blue
shot into the green, and the green lightened from the blue, as the colours play
in the ocean between deeps and shallows: she thought she could endure to live
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no longer and not wear it. There was a bracelet of an ell long, wrought like a
serpent and with fiery jewels for the eyes; she saw it shine on her white arm and
her head grew dizzy with desire. “Ah!” she thought, “never were fine lendings
better met with a fair wearer.” And she closed her eyelids, and she thought she
saw herself among the company and the men’s eyes go after her admiring. With
that she considered that she must soon marry one of them and wondered which;
and she thought Alf was perhaps the best, or Hall the Fair, but was not certain,
and then she remembered Finnward Keelfarer in his cairn upon the hill, and was
concerned. “Well, he was a good husband to me,” she thought, “and I was a good
wife to him. But that is an old song now.” So she turned again to handling the
stuffs and jewels. At last she got to bed in the smooth sheets, and lay, and fancied
how she would look, and admired herself, and saw others admire her, and told
herself stories, till her heart grew warm and she chuckled to herself between the
sheets. So she shook awhile with laughter; and then the mirth abated but not the
shaking; and a grue took hold upon her flesh, and the cold of the grave upon
her belly, and the terror of death upon her soul. With that a voice was in her ear:
“It was so Thorgunna sickened.” Thrice in the night the chill and the terror took
her, and thrice it passed away; and when she rose on the morrow, death had
breathed upon her countenance.
She saw the house folk and her children gaze upon her; well she knew
why! She knew her day was come, and the last of her days, and her last hour
was at her back; and it was so in her soul that she scarce minded. All was lost,
all was past mending, she would carry on until she fell. So she went as usual,
and hurried the feast for the young men, and railed upon her house folk, but
her feet stumbled, and her voice was strange in her own ears, and the eyes of
the folk fled before her. At times, too, the chill took her and the fear along with
it; and she must sit down, and the teeth beat together in her head, and the stool
tottered on the floor. At these times, she thought she was passing, and the voice
of Thorgunna sounded in her ear: “The things are for no use but to be shown,”
it said. “Aud, Aud, have you shown them once? No, not once!”
And at the sting of the thought her courage and strength would revive,
and she would rise again and move about her business.
Now the hour drew near, and Aud went to her bed-place, and did on the
bravest of her finery, and came forth to greet her guests. Was never woman in
Iceland robed as she was. The words of greeting were yet between her lips, when
the shuddering fell upon her strong as labour, and a horror as deep as hell. Her
face was changed amidst her finery, and the faces of her guests were changed
as they beheld her: fear puckered their brows, fear drew back their feet; and she
took her doom from the looks of them, and fled to her bed-place. There she flung
herself on the wife’s coverlet, and turned her face against the wall.
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That was the end of all the words of Aud; and in the small hours on the
clock her spirit wended. Asdis had come to and fro, seeing if she might help,
where was no help possible of man or woman. It was light in the bed-place when
the maid returned, for a taper stood upon a chest. There lay Aud in her fine
clothes, and there by her side on the bed the big dead wife Thorgunna squatted
on her hams. No sound was heard, but it seemed by the movement of her mouth
as if Thorgunna sang, and she waved her arms as if to singing.
“God be good to us!” cried Asdis, “she is dead.”
“Dead,” said the dead wife.
“Is the weird passed?” cried Asdis.
“When the sin is done the weird is dreed,” said Thorgunna, and with
that she was not.
But the next day Eyolf and Asdis caused build a fire on the shore betwixt
tide-marks. There they burned the bed-clothes, and the clothes, and the jewels,
and the very boards of the waif woman’s chests; and when the tide returned it
washed away their ashes. So the weird of Thorgunna was lifted from the house
on Frodis Water.
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The Nightingale and The Rose

“S

Oscar Wilde

he said that she would dance with me if I brought her red
roses,” cried the young Student; “but in all my garden there
is no red rose.”
From her nest in the holm-oak tree the Nightingale heard him, and she
looked out through the leaves, and wondered.
No red rose in all my garden!” he cried, and his beautiful eyes filled with
tears. “Ah, on what little things does happiness depend! I have read all that the
wise men have written, and all the secrets of philosophy are mine, yet for want
of a red rose is my life made wretched.”
“Here at last is a true lover,” said the Nightingale. “Night after night
have I sung of him, though I knew him not: night after night have I told his story
to the stars, and now I see him. His hair is dark as the hyacinth-blossom, and his
lips are red as the rose of his desire; but passion has made his face like pale ivory,
and sorrow has set her seal upon his brow.”
“The Prince gives a ball to-morrow night,” murmured the young Student,
“and my love will be of the company. If I bring her a red rose she will dance with
me till dawn. If I bring her a red rose, I shall hold her in my arms, and she will
lean her head upon my shoulder, and her hand will be clasped in mine. But there
is no red rose in my garden, so I shall sit lonely, and she will pass me by. She will
have no heed of me, and my heart will break.”
“Here indeed is the true lover,” said the Nightingale. “What I sing
of, he suffers—what is joy to me, to him is pain. Surely Love is a wonderful
thing. It is more precious than emeralds, and dearer than fine opals. Pearls and
pomegranates cannot buy it, nor is it set forth in the marketplace. It may not be
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purchased of the merchants, nor can it be weighed out in the balance for gold.”
“The musicians will sit in their gallery,” said the young Student, “and
play upon their stringed instruments, and my love will dance to the sound of
the harp and the violin. She will dance so lightly that her feet will not touch the
floor, and the courtiers in their gay dresses will throng round her. But with me
she will not dance, for I have no red rose to give her”; and he flung himself down
on the grass, and buried his face in his hands, and wept.
“Why is he weeping?” asked a little Green Lizard, as he ran past him
with his tail in the air.
“Why, indeed?” said a Butterfly, who was fluttering about after a
sunbeam.
“Why, indeed?” whispered a Daisy to his neighbour, in a soft, low voice.
“He is weeping for a red rose,” said the Nightingale.
“For a red rose?” they cried; “how very ridiculous!” and the little Lizard,
who was something of a cynic, laughed outright.
But the Nightingale understood the secret of the Student’s sorrow, and
she sat silent in the oak-tree, and thought about the mystery of Love.
Suddenly she spread her brown wings for flight, and soared into the air.
She passed through the grove like a shadow, and like a shadow she sailed across
the garden.
In the centre of the grass-plot was standing a beautiful Rose-tree, and
when she saw it she flew over to it, and lit upon a spray.
“Give me a red rose,” she cried, “and I will sing you my sweetest song.”
But the Tree shook its head.
“My roses are white,” it answered; “as white as the foam of the sea,
and whiter than the snow upon the mountain. But go to my brother who grows
round the old sun-dial, and perhaps he will give you what you want.”
So the Nightingale flew over to the Rose-tree that was growing round
the old sun-dial.
“Give me a red rose,” she cried, “and I will sing you my sweetest song.”
But the Tree shook its head.
“My roses are yellow,” it answered; “as yellow as the hair of the
mermaiden who sits upon an amber throne, and yellower than the daffodil that
blooms in the meadow before the mower comes with his scythe. But go to my
brother who grows beneath the Student’s window, and perhaps he will give you
what you want.”
So the Nightingale flew over to the Rose-tree that was growing beneath
the Student’s window.
“Give me a red rose,” she cried, “and I will sing you my sweetest song.”
But the Tree shook its head.
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“My roses are red,” it answered, “as red as the feet of the dove, and
redder than the great fans of coral that wave and wave in the ocean-cavern. But
the winter has chilled my veins, and the frost has nipped my buds, and the storm
has broken my branches, and I shall have no roses at all this year.”
“One red rose is all I want,” cried the Nightingale, “only one red rose! Is
there no way by which I can get it?”
“There is away,” answered the Tree; “but it is so terrible that I dare not
tell it to you.”
“Tell it to me,” said the Nightingale, “I am not afraid.”
“If you want a red rose,” said the Tree, “you must build it out of music
by moonlight, and stain it with your own heart’s-blood. You must sing to me
with your breast against a thorn. All night long you must sing to me, and the
thorn must pierce your heart, and your life-blood must flow into my veins, and
become mine.”
“Death is a great price to pay for a red rose,” cried the Nightingale, “and
Life is very dear to all. It is pleasant to sit in the green wood, and to watch the
Sun in his chariot of gold, and the Moon in her chariot of pearl. Sweet is the
scent of the hawthorn, and sweet are the bluebells that hide in the valley, and the
heather that blows on the hill. Yet Love is better than Life, and what is the heart
of a bird compared to the heart of a man?”
So she spread her brown wings for flight, and soared into the air. She
swept over the garden like a shadow, and like a shadow she sailed through the
grove.
The young Student was still lying on the grass, where she had left him,
and the tears were not yet dry in his beautiful eyes.
“Be happy,” cried the Nightingale, “be happy; you shall have your red
rose. I will build it out of music by moonlight, and stain it with my own heart’sblood. All that I ask of you in return is that you will be a true lover, for Love is
wiser than Philosophy, though she is wise, and mightier than Power, though he
is mighty. Flame- coloured are his wings, and coloured like flame is his body.
His lips are sweet as honey, and his breath is like frankincense.”
The Student looked up from the grass, and listened, but he could not
understand what the Nightingale was saying to him, for he only knew the things
that are written down in books.
But the Oak-tree understood, and felt sad, for he was very fond of the
little Nightingale who had built her nest in his branches.
“Sing me one last song,” he whispered; “I shall feel very lonely when
you are gone.”
So the Nightingale sang to the Oak-tree, and her voice was like water
bubbling from a silver jar.
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When she had finished her song the Student got up, and pulled a notebook and a lead-pencil out of his pocket.
“She has form,” he said to himself, as he walked away through the
grove—”that cannot be denied to her; but has she got feeling? I am afraid not. In
fact, she is like most artists; she is all style, without any sincerity. She would not
sacrifice herself for others. She thinks merely of music, and everybody knows
that the arts are selfish. Still, it must be admitted that she has some beautiful
notes in her voice. What a pity it is that they do not mean anything, or do any
practical good.” And he went into his room, and lay down on his little palletbed, and began to think of his love; and, after a time, he fell asleep.
And when the Moon shone in the heavens the Nightingale flew to the
Rose-tree, and set her breast against the thorn. All night long she sang with her
breast against the thorn, and the cold crystal Moon leaned down and listened.
All night long she sang, and the thorn went deeper and deeper into her breast,
and her life-blood ebbed away from her.
She sang first of the birth of love in the heart of a boy and a girl. And on
the top-most spray of the Rose-tree there blossomed a marvellous rose, petal
following petal, as song followed song.
Pale was it, at first, as the mist that hangs over the river—pale as the feet
of the morning, and silver as the wings of the dawn. As the shadow of a rose in
a mirror of silver, as the shadow of a rose in a water-pool, so was the rose that
blossomed on the topmost spray of the Tree.
But the Tree cried to the Nightingale to press closer against the thorn.
“Press closer, little Nightingale,” cried the Tree, “or the Day will come before the
rose is finished.”
So the Nightingale pressed closer against the thorn, and louder and
louder grew her song, for she sang of the birth of passion in the soul of a man
and a maid.
And a delicate flush of pink came into the leaves of the rose, like the
flush in the face of the bridegroom when he kisses the lips of the bride. But the
thorn had not yet reached her heart, so the rose’s heart remained white, for only
a Nightingale’s heart’s-blood can crimson the heart of a rose.
And the Tree cried to the Nightingale to press closer against the thorn.
“Press closer, little Nightingale,” cried the Tree, “or the Day will come before the
rose is finished.”
So the Nightingale pressed closer against the thorn, and the thorn
touched her heart, and a fierce pang of pain shot through her. Bitter, bitter was
the pain, and wilder and wilder grew her song, for she sang of the Love that is
perfected by Death, of the Love that dies not in the tomb.
And the marvellous rose became crimson, like the rose of the eastern
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sky. Crimson was the girdle of petals, and crimson as a ruby was the heart.
But the Nightingale’s voice grew fainter, and her little wings began to
beat, and a film came over her eyes. Fainter and fainter grew her song, and she
felt something choking her in her throat.
Then she gave one last burst of music. The white Moon heard it, and
she forgot the dawn, and lingered on in the sky. The red rose heard it, and it
trembled all over with ecstasy, and opened its petals to the cold morning air.
Echo bore it to her purple cavern in the hills, and woke the sleeping shepherds
from their dreams. It floated through the reeds of the river, and they carried its
message to the sea.
“Look, look!” cried the Tree, “the rose is finished now”; but the
Nightingale made no answer, for she was lying dead in the long grass, with the
thorn in her heart.
And at noon the Student opened his window and looked out.
“Why, what a wonderful piece of luck!” he cried; “here is a red rose! I
have never seen any rose like it in all my life. It is so beautiful that I am sure it
has a long Latin name”; and he leaned down and plucked it.
Then he put on his hat, and ran up to the Professor’s house with the rose
in his hand.
The daughter of the Professor was sitting in the doorway winding blue
silk on a reel, and her little dog was lying at her feet.
“You said that you would dance with me if I brought you a red rose,”
cried the Student. “Here is the reddest rose in all the world. You will wear it tonight next your heart, and as we dance together it will tell you how I love you.”
But the girl frowned.
“I am afraid it will not go with my dress,” she answered; “and, besides,
the Chamberlain’s nephew has sent me some real jewels, and everybody knows
that jewels cost far more than flowers.”
“Well, upon my word, you are very ungrateful,” said the Student angrily;
and he threw the rose into the street, where it fell into the gutter, and a cartwheel went over it.
“Ungrateful!” said the girl. “I tell you what, you are very rude; and, after
all, who are you? Only a Student. Why, I don’t believe you have even got silver
buckles to your shoes as the Chamberlain’s nephew has”; and she got up from
her chair and went into the house.
“What I a silly thing Love is,” said the Student as he walked away. “It is
not half as useful as Logic, for it does not prove anything, and it is always telling
one of things that are not going to happen, and making one believe things that
are not true. In fact, it is quite unpractical, and, as in this age to be practical is
everything, I shall go back to Philosophy and study Metaphysics.”
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So he returned to his room and pulled out a great dusty book, and
began to read.
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The Widows And The Strangers.

I

Juliana Horatia Gatty Ewing

n days of yore, there were once two poor old widows who lived in
the same hamlet and under the same roof. But though the cottages
joined
and one roof covered them, they had each a separate
dwelling; and although they were alike in age and circumstances, yet in other
respects they were very different. For one dame was covetous, thoughshe had
little to save, and the other was liberal, though she had
little to give.
Now, on the rising ground opposite to the widows’ cottages, stood a
monastery where a few pious and charitable brethren spent their time in prayer,
labour, and good works. And with the alms of these monks, and the kindness of
neighbors, and because their wants were few, the old women dwelt in comfort,
and had daily bread, and lay warm at night.
One evening, when the covetous old widow was having supper, there
came a knock at her door. Before she opened it she hastily put away the remains
of her meal.
“For,” said she, “it is a stormy night, and ten to one some belated
vagabond wants shelter; and when there are victuals on the table every fool
must be asked to sup.”
But when she opened the door, a monk came in who had his cowl pulled
over his head to shelter him from the storm. The widow was much disconcerted
at having kept one of the brotherhood waiting, and loudly apologized, but the
monk stopped her, saying, “I fear I cut short your evening meal, my daughter.”
“Now in the name of ill-luck, how came he to guess that?” thought the
widow, as with anxious civility she pressed the monk to take some supper after
his walk; for the good woman always felt hospitably inclined towards any one
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who was likely to return her kindness sevenfold.
The brother, however, refused to sup; and as he seated himself the
widow looked sharply through her spectacles to see if she could gather from
any distention of the folds of his frock whether a loaf, a bottle of cordial, or a
new winter’s cloak were most likely to crown the visit. No undue protuberance
being visible about the monk’s person, she turned her eyes to his face, and found
that her visitor was one of the brotherhood whom she had not seen before. And
not only was his face unfamiliar, it was utterly unlike the kindly but rough
countenances of her charitable patrons. None that she had ever seen boasted the
noble beauty, the chiselled and refined features of the monk before her. And she
could not but notice that, although only one rushlight illumined her room, and
though the monk’s cowl went far to shade him even from that, yet his face was
lit up as if by light from
within, so that his clear skin seemed almost transparent. In short, her curiosity
must have been greatly stirred, had not greed made her more anxious to learn
what he had brought than who he was.
“It’s a terrible night,” quoth the monk, at length. “Such tempest without
only gives point to the indoor comforts of the wealthy; but it chills the very
marrow of the poor and destitute.”
“Aye, indeed,” sniffed the widow, with a shiver. “If it were not for the
charity of good Christians, what would poor folk do for comfort on such an
evening as this?”
“It was that very thought, my daughter,” said the monk, with a sudden
earnestness on his shining face, “that brought me forth even now through the
storm to your cottage.”
“Heaven reward you!” cried the widow, fervently.
“Heaven does reward the charitable!” replied the monk. “To no truth
do the Scriptures bear such constant and unbroken witness; even as it is written:
‘He that hath pity upon the poor lendeth unto the Lord; and look, what he layeth
out it shall be paid him again.’”
“What a blessed thing it must be to be able to do good!” sighed the
widow, piously wishing in her heart that the holy man would not delay to earn
his recompense.
“My daughter,” said the monk, “that blessing is not withheld from you.
It is to ask your help for those in greater need than yourself that I am come tonight.” And forthwith the good brother began to tell how two strangers had
sought shelter at the monastery. Their house had been struck by lightning, and
burnt with all it contained; and they themselves, aged, poor, and friendless,
were exposed to the fury of the storm. “Our house is a poor one,” continued the
monk. “The strangers’ lodging room was already full, and we are quite without
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the means of making these poor souls comfortable. You at least have a sound
roof over your head, and if you can spare one or two things for the night, they
shall be restored to you to-morrow, when some of our guests depart.”
The widow could hardly conceal her vexation and disappointment.
“Now, dear heart, holy father!” cried she, “is there not a rich body in the place,
that you come for charity to a poor old widow like me, that am in a case rather
to borrow myself than to lend to others?”
“Can you spare us a blanket?” said the monk. “These poor strangers
have been out in the storm, remember.”
The widow started. “What meddling busybody told him that the
Baroness gave me a new blanket at Michaelmas?” thought she; but at last, very
unwillingly, she went to an inner room to fetch a blanket from her
bed.
“They shan’t have the new one, that’s flat,” muttered the widow; and she
drew out the old one and began to fold it up. But though she had made much of
its thinness and insufficiency to the Baroness, she was so powerfully affected at
parting with it, that all its good qualities came strongly to her mind.
“It’s a very suitable size,” she said to herself, “and easy for my poor old
arms to shake or fold. With careful usage, it would last for years yet; but who
knows how two wandering bodies that have been tramping miles through the
storm may kick about in their sleep? And who knows if they’re decent folk at all?
likely enough they’re two hedge birds, who have imposed a pitiful tale on the
good fathers, and never slept under anything finer than a shock of straw in their
lives.”
The more the good woman thought of this, the more sure she felt that
such was the case, and the less willing she became to lend her blanket to “a
couple of good-for-nothing tramps.” A sudden idea decided her. “Ten to one
they bring fever with them!” she cried; “and dear knows I saw enough good
bedding burnt after the black fever, three years ago! It would be a sin and a
shame to burn a good blanket like this.” And repeating “a sin and a shame” with
great force, the widow restored the blanket to its place.
“The coverlet’s not worth much,” she thought; “but my goodman bought
it the year after we were married, and if anything happened to it I should never
forgive myself. The old shawl is good enough for tramps.” Saying which she
took a ragged old shawl from a peg, and began to fold it up. But even as she
brushed and folded, she begrudged the faded rag.
“It saves my better one on a bad day,” she sighed; “but I suppose the
father must have something.”
And accordingly she took it to the monk, saying, “It’s not so good as it
has been, but there’s warmth in it yet, and it cost a pretty penny when new.”
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“And is this all that you can spare to the poor houseless strangers?”
asked the monk.
“Aye, indeed, good father,” said she, “and that will cost me many a
twinge of rheumatics. Folk at my age can’t lie cold at night for nothing.”
“These poor strangers,” said the monk, “are as aged as yourself, and
have lost everything.”
But as all he said had no effect in moving the widow’s compassion, he
departed, and knocked at the door of her neighbour. Here he told the same tale,
which met with a very different hearing. This widow was one of those liberal
souls whose possessions always make them feel uneasy unless they are being
accepted, or used, or borrowed by some one else. She blessed herself that, thanks
to the Baroness, she had a new blanket fit to lend to the king himself, and only
desired to know with what else she could serve the poor strangers and requite
the charities of the brotherhood.
The monk confessed that all the slender stock of household goods in
the monastery was in use, and one after another he accepted the loan of almost
everything the widow had. As she gave the things he put them out through
the door, saying that he had a messenger outside; and having promised that all
should be duly restored on the morrow, he departed, leaving the widow with
little else than an old chair in which she was to pass the night.
When the monk had gone, the storm raged with greater fury than before,
and at last one terrible flash of lightning struck the widows’ house, and though
it did not hurt the old women, it set fire to the roof, and both cottages were soon
ablaze. Now as the terrified old creatures hobbled out into the storm, they met
the monk, who, crying, “Come to the monastery!” seized an arm of each, and
hurried them up the hill. To such good purpose did he help them, that they
seemed to fly, and arrived at the convent gate they hardly knew how.
Under a shed by the wall were the goods and chattels of the liberal
widow.
“Take back thine own, daughter,” said the monk; “thy charity hath
brought its own reward.”
“But the strangers, good father?” said the perplexed widow.
“Ye are the strangers,” answered the monk; “and what thy pity thought
meet to be spared for the unfortunate, Heaven in thy misfortune hath spared to
thee.”
Then turning to the other widow, he drew the old shawl from beneath
his frock, and gave it to her, saying, “I give you joy, dame, that this hath escaped
the flames. It is not so good as it has been; but there is warmth in it yet, and it cost
a pretty penny when new.”
Full of confusion, the illiberal widow took back her shawl, murmuring,
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“Lack-a-day! If I had but known it was ourselves the good father meant!”
The monk gave a shrewd smile.
“Aye, aye, it would have been different, I doubt not,” said he; “but
accept the lesson, my daughter, and when next thou art called upon to help the
unfortunate, think that it is thine own needs that would be served; and it may be
thou shalt judge better as to what thou canst spare.”
As he spoke, a flash of lightning lit up the ground where the monk stood,
making a vast aureole about him in the darkness of the night. In the bright light,
his countenance appeared stern and awful in its beauty, and when the flash was
passed, the monk had vanished also.
Furthermore, when the widows sought shelter in the monastery, they
found that the brotherhood knew nothing of their strange visitor.
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The Wonderful Pump

N

L. Frank Baum

ot many years ago there lived on a stony, barren New England
farm a man and his wife. They were sober, honest people,
working hard from early morning until dark to enable them to
secure a scanty living from their poor land.
Their house, a small, one-storied building, stood upon the side of a steep
hill, and the stones lay so thickly about it that scarce anything green could grow
from the ground. At the foot of the hill, a quarter of a mile from the house by the
winding path, was a small brook, and the woman was obliged to go there for
water and to carry it up the hill to the house. This was a tedious task, and with
the other hard work that fell to her share had made her gaunt and bent and lean.
Yet she never complained, but meekly and faithfully performed her
duties, doing the housework, carrying the water and helping her husband hoe
the scanty crop that grew upon the best part of their land.
One day, as she walked down the path to the brook, her big shoes
scattering the pebbles right and left, she noticed a large beetle lying upon its
back and struggling hard with its little legs to turn over, that its feet might again
touch the ground. But this it could not accomplish; so the woman, who had a
kind heart, reached down and gently turned the beetle with her finger. At once
it scampered from the path and she went on to the brook.
The next day, as she came for water, she was surprised to see the beetle
again lying upon its back and struggling helplessly to turn. Once more the
woman stopped and set him upon his feet; and then, as she stooped over the tiny
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creature, she heard a small voice say: “Oh, thank you! Thank you so much for
saving me!”
Half frightened at hearing a beetle speak in her own language, the
woman started back and exclaimed:
“La sakes! Surely you can’t talk like humans!” Then, recovering from her
alarm, she again bent over the beetle, who answered her:
“Why shouldn’t I talk, if I have anything to say?
“’Cause you’re a bug,” replied the woman.
“That is true; and you saved my life—saved me from my enemies, the
sparrows. And this is the second time you have come to my assistance, so I owe
you a debt of gratitude. Bugs value their lives as much as human beings, and I
am a more important creature than you, in your ignorance, may suppose. But,
tell me, why do you come each day to the brook?”
“For water,” she answered, staring stupidly down at the talking beetle.
“Isn’t it hard work?” the creature inquired.
“Yes; but there’s no water on the hill,” said she.
“Then dig a well and put a pump in it,” replied the beetle.
She shook her head.
“My man tried it once; but there was no water,” she said, sadly.
“Try it again,” commanded the beetle; “and in return for your kindness
to me I will make this promise: if you do not get water from the well you will get
that which is more precious to you. I must go now. Do not forget. Dig a well.”
And then, without pausing to say good-by, it ran swiftly away and was
lost among the stones.
The woman returned to the house much perplexed by what the beetle
had said, and when her husband came in from his work she told him the whole
story.
The poor man thought deeply for a time, and then declared:
“Wife, there may be truth in what the bug told you. There must be magic
in the world yet, if a beetle can speak; and if there is such a thing as magic we
may get water from the well. The pump I bought to use in the well which proved
to be dry is now lying in the barn, and the only expense in following the talking
bug’s advice will be the labor of digging the hole. Labor I am used to; so I will
dig the well.”
Next day he set about it, and dug so far down in the ground that he
could hardly reach the top to climb out again; but not a drop of water was found.
“Perhaps you did not dig deep enough,” his wife said, when he told her
of his failure.
So the following day he made a long ladder, which he put into the hole;
and then he dug, and dug, and dug, until the top of the ladder barely reached
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the top of the hole. But still there was no water.
When the woman next went to the brook with her pail she saw the beetle
sitting upon a stone beside her path. So she stopped and said:
“My husband has dug the well; but there is no water.”
“Did he put the pump in the well?” asked the beetle.
“No,” she answered.
“Then do as I commanded; put in the pump, and if you do not get water
I promise you something still more precious.”
Saying which, the beetle swiftly slid from the stone and disappeared.
The woman went back to the house and told her husband what the bug had said.
“Well,” replied the simple fellow, “there can be no harm in trying.”
So he got the pump from the barn and placed it in the well, and then he
took hold of the handle and began to pump, while his wife stood by to watch
what would happen.
No water came, but after a few moments a gold piece dropped from the
spout of the pump, and then another, and another, until several handfuls of gold
lay in a little heap upon the ground.
The man stopped pumping then and ran to help his wife gather the gold
pieces into her apron; but their hands trembled so greatly through excitement
and joy that they could scarcely pick up the sparkling coins.
At last she gathered them close to her bosom and together they ran to
the house, where they emptied the precious gold upon the table and counted the
pieces.
All were stamped with the design of the United States mint and were
worth five dollars each. Some were worn and somewhat discolored from use,
while others seemed bright and new, as if they had not been much handled.
When the value of the pieces was added together they were found to be worth
three hundred dollars.
Suddenly the woman spoke.
“Husband, the beetle said truly when he declared we should get
something more precious than water from the well. But run at once and take
away the handle from the pump, lest anyone should pass this way and discover
our secret.”
So the man ran to the pump and removed the handle, which he carried
to the house and hid underneath the bed.
They hardly slept a wink that night, lying awake to think of their good
fortune and what they should do with their store of yellow gold. In all their
former lives they had never possessed more than a few dollars at a time, and
now the cracked teapot was nearly full of gold coins.
The following day was Sunday, and they arose early and ran to see if
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their treasure was safe. There it lay, heaped snugly within the teapot, and they
were so willing to feast their eyes upon it that it was long before the man could
leave it to build the fire or the woman to cook the breakfast.
While they ate their simple meal the woman said:
“We will go to church to-day and return thanks for the riches that have
come to us so suddenly. And I will give the pastor one of the gold pieces.”
“It is well enough to go to church,” replied her husband, “and also to
return thanks. But in the night I decided how we will spend all our money; so
there will be none left for the pastor.”
“We can pump more,” said the woman.
“Perhaps; and perhaps not,” he answered, cautiously. “What we have
we can depend upon, but whether or not there be more in the well I cannot say.”
“Then go and find out,” she returned, “for I am anxious to give something
to the pastor, who is a poor man and deserving.”
So the man got the pump handle from beneath the bed, and, going to the
pump, fitted it in place. Then he set a large wooden bucket under the spout and
began to pump. To their joy the gold pieces soon began flowing into the pail,
and, seeing it about to run over the brim, the woman brought another pail. But
now the stream suddenly stopped, and the man said, cheerfully:
“That is enough for to-day, good wife! We have added greatly to our
treasure, and the parson shall have his gold piece. Indeed, I think I shall also put
a coin into the contribution box.”
Then, because the teapot would hold no more gold, the farmer emptied
the pail into the wood-box, covering the money with dried leaves and twigs, that
no one might suspect what lay underneath.
Afterward they dressed themselves in their best clothing and started for
the church, each taking a bright gold piece from the teapot as a gift to the pastor.
Over the hill and down into the valley beyond they walked, feeling so
gay and light-hearted that they did not mind the distance at all. At last they came
to the little country church and entered just as the services began.
Being proud of their wealth and of the gifts they had brought for the
pastor, they could scarcely wait for the moment when the deacon passed the
contribution box. But at last the time came, and the farmer held his hand high
over the box and dropped the gold piece so that all the congregation could see
what he had given. The woman did likewise, feeling important and happy at
being able to give the good parson so much.
The parson, watching from the pulpit, saw the gold drop into the box,
and could hardly believe that his eyes did not deceive him. However, when
the box was laid upon his desk there were the two gold pieces, and he was so
surprised that he nearly forgot his sermon.
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When the people were leaving the church at the close of the services the
good man stopped the farmer and his wife and asked:
“Where did you get so much gold?”
The woman gladly told him how she had rescued the beetle, and how, in
return, they had been rewarded with the wonderful pump. The pastor listened
to it all gravely, and when the story was finished he said:
“According to tradition strange things happened in this world ages ago,
and now I find that strange things may also happen today. For by your tale you
have found a beetle that can speak and also has power to bestow upon you great
wealth.” Then he looked carefully at the gold pieces and continued: “Either this
money is fairy gold or it is genuine metal, stamped at the mint of the United
States government. If it is fairy gold it will disappear within 24 hours, and will
therefore do no one any good. If it is real money, then your beetle must have
robbed some one of the gold and placed it in your well. For all money belongs
to some one, and if you have not earned it honestly, but have come by it in the
mysterious way you mention, it was surely taken from the persons who owned
it, without their consent. Where else could real money come from?”
The farmer and his wife were confused by this statement and looked
guiltily at each other, for they were honest people and wished to wrong no one.
“Then you think the beetle stole the money?” asked the woman.
“By his magic powers he probably took it from its rightful owners. Even
bugs which can speak have no consciences and cannot tell the difference between
right and wrong. With a desire to reward you for your kindness the beetle took
from its lawful possessors the money you pumped from the well.”
“Perhaps it really is fairy gold,” suggested the man. “If so, we must go to
the town and spend the money before it disappears.”
“That would be wrong,” answered the pastor; “for then the merchants
would have neither money nor goods. To give them fairy gold would be to rob
them.”
“What, then, shall we do?” asked the poor woman, wringing her hands
with grief and disappointment.
“Go home and wait until to-morrow. If the gold is then in your possession
it is real money and not fairy gold. But if it is real money you must try to restore
it to its rightful owners. Take, also, these pieces which you have given me, for I
cannot accept gold that is not honestly come by.”
Sadly the poor people returned to their home, being greatly disturbed
by what they had heard. Another sleepless night was passed, and on Monday
morning they arose at daylight and ran to see if the gold was still visible.
“It is real money, after all!” cried the man; “for not a single piece has
disappeared.”
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When the woman went to the brook that day she looked for the beetle,
and, sure enough, there he sat upon the flat stone.
“Are you happy now?” asked the beetle, as the woman paused before
him.
“We are very unhappy,” she answered; “for, although you have given
us much gold, our good parson says it surely belongs to some one else, and was
stolen by you to reward us.”
“Your parson may be a good man,” returned the beetle, with some
indignation, “but he certainly is not overwise. Nevertheless, if you do not want
the gold I can take it from you as easily as I gave it.”
“But we do want it!” cried the woman, fearfully. “That is,” she added, “if
it is honestly come by.”
“It is not stolen,” replied the beetle, sulkily, “and now belongs to no one
but yourselves. When you saved my life I thought how I might reward you; and,
knowing you to be poor, I decided gold would make you happier than anything
else.
“You must know,” he continued, “that although I appear so small and
insignificant, I am really king of all the insects, and my people obey my slightest
wish. Living, as they do, close to the ground, the insects often come across gold
and other pieces of money which have been lost by men and have fallen into
cracks or crevasses or become covered with earth or hidden by grass or weeds.
Whenever my people find money in this way they report the fact to me; but I
have always let it lie, because it could be of no possible use to an insect.
“However, when I decided to give you gold I knew just where to obtain
it without robbing any of your fellow creatures. Thousands of insects were at
once sent by me in every direction to bring the pieces of lost gold to his hill. It
cost my people several days of hard labor, as you may suppose; but by the time
your husband had finished the well the gold began to arrive from all parts of the
country, and during the night my subjects dumped it all into the well. So you
may use it with a clear conscience, knowing that you wrong no one.”
This explanation delighted the woman, and when she returned to
the house and reported to her husband what the beetle had said he also was
overjoyed.
So they at once took a number of the gold pieces and went to the town to
purchase provisions and clothing and many things of which they had long stood
in need; but so proud were they of their newly acquired wealth that they took
no pains to conceal it. They wanted everyone to know they had money, and so
it was no wonder that when some of the wicked men in the village saw the gold
they longed to possess it themselves.
“If they spend this money so freely,” whispered one to another, “there
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must be a great store of gold at their home.”
“That is true,” was the answer. “Let us hasten there before they return
and ransack the house.”
So they left the village and hurried away to the farm on the hill, where
they broke down the door and turned everything topsy turvy until they had
discovered the gold in the wood-box and the teapot. It did not take them long to
make this into bundles, which they slung upon their backs and carried off, and
it was probably because they were in a great hurry that they did not stop to put
the house in order again.
Presently the good woman and her husband came up the hill from
the village with their arms full of bundles and followed by a crowd of small
boys who had been hired to help carry the purchases. Then followed others,
youngsters and country louts, attracted by the wealth and prodigality of the
pair, who, from simple curiosity, trailed along behind like the tail of a comet
and helped swell the concourse into a triumphal procession. Last of all came
Guggins, the shopkeeper, carrying with much tenderness a new silk dress which
was to be paid for when they reached the house, all the money they had taken to
the village having been lavishly expended.
The farmer, who had formerly been a modest man, was now so swelled
with pride that he tipped the rim of his hat over his left ear and smoked a big
cigar that was fast making him ill. His wife strutted along beside him like a
peacock, enjoying to the full the homage and respect her wealth had won from
those who formerly deigned not to notice her, and glancing from time to time at
the admiring procession in the rear.
But, alas for their new-born pride! when they reached the farmhouse
they found the door broken in, the furniture strewn in all directions and their
treasure stolen to the very last gold piece.
The crowd grinned and made slighting remarks of a personal nature,
and Guggins, the shopkeeper, demanded in a loud voice the money for the silk
dress he had brought.
Then the woman whispered to her husband to run and pump some
more gold while she kept the crowd quiet, and he obeyed quickly. But after a
few moments he returned with a white face to tell her the pump was dry, and
not a gold piece could now be coaxed from the spout.
The procession marched back to the village laughing and jeering at the
farmer and his wife, who had pretended to be so rich; and some of the boys
were naughty enough to throw stones at the house from the top of the hill. Mr.
Guggins carried away his dress after severely scolding the woman for deceiving
him, and when the couple at last found themselves alone their pride had turned
to humiliation and their joy to bitter grief.
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Just before sundown the woman dried her eyes and, having resumed her
ordinary attire, went to the brook for water. When she came to the flat stone she
saw the King Beetle sitting upon it.
“The well is dry!” she cried out, angrily.
“Yes,” answered the beetle, calmly, “you have pumped from it all the
gold my people could find.”
“But we are now ruined,” said the woman, sitting down in the path
beginning to weep; “for robbers have stolen from us every penny we possessed.”
“I’m sorry,” returned the beetle; “but it is your own fault. Had you
not made so great a show of your wealth no one would have suspected you
possessed a treasure, or thought to rob you. As it is, you have merely lost the
gold which others have lost before you. It will probably be lost many times more
before the world comes to an end.”
“But what are we to do now?” she asked.
“What did you do before I gave you the money?”
“We worked from morning ‘til night,” said she.
“Then work still remains for you,” remarked the beetle, composedly;
“no one will ever try to rob you of that, you may be sure!” And he
slid from the stone and disappeared for the last time.
*****
This story should teach us to accept good fortune with humble hearts and to use
it with moderation. For, had the farmer and his wife resisted the temptation to display
their wealth ostentatiously, they might have retained it to this very day.
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Rumpelstiltzkin

T

Traditional German Folk Tale

here was once upon a time a poor miller who had a very beautiful
daughter. Now it happened one day that he had an audience with
the King, and in order to appear a person of some importance he
told him that he had a daughter who could spin straw into gold. “Now that’s a
talent worth having,” said the King to the miller; “if your daughter is as clever as
you say, bring her to my palace to-morrow, and I’ll put her to the test.” When the
girl was brought to him he led her into a room full of straw, gave her a spinningwheel and spindle, and said: “Now set to work and spin all night till early dawn,
and if by that time you haven’t spun the straw into gold you shall die.” Then he
closed the door behind him and left her alone inside.
So the poor miller’s daughter sat down, and didn’t know what in the
world she was to do. She hadn’t the least idea of how to spin straw into gold, and
became at last so miserable that she began to cry.
Suddenly the door opened, and in stepped a tiny little man and said:
“Good-evening, Miss Miller-maid; why are you crying so bitterly?”
“Oh!” answered the girl, “I have to spin straw into gold, and haven’t a
notion how it’s done.”
“What will you give me if I spin it for you?” asked the manikin.
“My necklace,” replied the girl.
The little man took the necklace, sat himself down at the wheel, and
whir, whir, whir, the wheel went round three times, and the bobbin was full.
Then he put on another, and whir, whir, whir, the wheel went round three times,
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and the second too was full; and so it went on till the morning, when all the
straw was spun away, and all the bobbins were full of gold.
As soon as the sun rose the King came, and when he perceived the gold
he was astonished and delighted, but his heart only lusted more than ever after
the precious metal. He had the miller’s daughter put into another room full of
straw, much bigger than the first, and bade her, if she valued her life, spin it all
into gold before the following morning.
The girl didn’t know what to do, and began to cry; then the door opened
as before, and the tiny little man appeared and said: “What’ll you give me if I
spin the straw into gold for you?”
“The ring from my finger,” answered the girl. The manikin took the ring,
and whir! round went the spinning-wheel again, and when morning broke he
had spun all the straw into glittering gold.
The King was pleased beyond measure at the sights but his greed for
gold was still not satisfied, and he had the miller’s daughter brought into a yet
bigger room full of straw, and said: “You must spin all this away in the night; but
if you succeed this time you shall become my wife.”
“She’s only a miller’s daughter, it’s true,” he thought; “but I couldn’t
find a richer wife if I were to search the whole world over.”
When the girl was alone the little man appeared for the third time, and
said: “What’ll you give me if I spin the straw for you once again?”
“I’ve nothing more to give,” answered the girl. “Then promise me when
you are Queen to give me your first child.”
“Who knows what may not happen before that?” thought the miller’s
daughter; and besides, she saw no other way out of it, so she promised the
manikin what he demanded, and he set to work once more and spun the straw
into gold. When the King came in the morning, and found everything as he had
desired, he straightway made her his wife, and the miller’s daughter became a
queen.
When a year had passed a beautiful son was born to her, and she thought
no more of the little man, till all of a sudden one day he stepped into her room
and said: “Now give me what you promised.”
The Queen was in a great state, and offered the little man all the riches in
her kingdom if he would only leave her the child. But the manikin said: “No, a
living creature is dearer to me than all the treasures in the world.”
Then the Queen began to cry and sob so bitterly that the little man was
sorry for her, and said: “I’ll give you three days to guess my name, and if you
find it out in that time you may keep your child.”
Then the Queen pondered the whole night over all the names she had
ever heard, and sent a messenger to scour the land, and to pick up far and near
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any names he could come across. When the little man arrived on the following
day she began with Kasper, Melchior, Belshazzar, and all the other names she
knew, in a string, but at each one the manikin called out: “That’s not my name.”
The next day she sent to inquire the names of all the people in the
neighborhood, and had a long list of the most uncommon and extraordinary
for the little man when he made his appearance. “Is your name, perhaps,
Sheepshanks Cruickshanks, Spindleshanks?” but he always replied: “That’s not
my name.”
On the third day the messenger returned and announced: “I have not
been able to find any new names, but as I came upon a high hill round the corner
of the wood, where the foxes and hares bid each other good-night, I saw a little
house, and in front of the house burned a fire, and round the fire sprang the most
grotesque little man, hopping on one leg and crying:
“To-morrow I brew, to-day I bake,
And then the child away I’ll take;
For little deems my royal dame
That Rumpelstiltzkin is my name!”
You can imagine the Queen’s delight at hearing the name, and when
the little man stepped in shortly afterward and asked: “Now, my lady Queen,
what’s my name?” she asked first: “Is your name Conrad?”
“NO.”
“Is your name Harry?”
“No.”
“Is your name perhaps, Rumpelstiltzkin?”
“Some demon has told you that! some demon has told you that!”
screamed the little man, and in his rage drove his right foot so far into the ground
that it sank in up to his waist; then in a passion he seized the left foot with both
hands and tore himself in two.
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The Overcoat

I

Nikolai Gogol

n the department of — but it is better not to mention the department.
There is nothing more irritable than departments, regiments, courts
of justice, and, in a word, every branch of public service. Each
individual attached to them nowadays thinks all society insulted in his person.
Quite recently a complaint was received from a justice of the peace, in which
he plainly demonstrated that all the imperial institutions were going to the
dogs, and that the Czar’s sacred name was being taken in vain; and in proof he
appended to the complaint a romance in which the justice of the peace is made
to appear about once every ten lines, and sometimes in a drunken condition.
Therefore, in order to avoid all unpleasantness, it will be better to describe the
department in question only as a certain department.
So, in a certain department there was a certain official — not a very high
one, it must be allowed — short of stature, somewhat pock-marked, red-haired,
and short-sighted, with a bald forehead, wrinkled cheeks, and a complexion of
the kind known as sanguine. The St. Petersburg climate was responsible for this.
As for his official status, he was what is called a perpetual titular councillor,
over which, as is well known, some writers make merry, and crack their jokes,
obeying the praiseworthy custom of attacking those who cannot bite back.
His family name was Bashmatchkin. This name is evidently derived
from “bashmak” (shoe); but when, at what time, and in what manner, is not
known. His father and grandfather, and all the Bashmatchkins, always wore
boots, which only had new heels two or three times a year. His name was Akakiy
Akakievitch. It may strike the reader as rather singular and far-fetched, but he
may rest assured that it was by no means far-fetched, and that the circumstances
were such that it would have been impossible to give him any other.
This is how it came about.
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of the 23rd of March. His mother, the wife of a Government official and a very
fine woman, made all due arrangements for having the child baptised. She
was lying on the bed opposite the door; on her right stood the godfather, Ivan
Ivanovitch Eroshkin, a most estimable man, who served as presiding officer of
the senate, while the godmother, Anna Semenovna Byelobrushkova, the wife of
an officer of the quarter, and a woman of rare virtues. They offered the mother
her choice of three names, Mokiya, Sossiya, or that the child should be called after
the martyr Khozdazat. “No,” said the good woman, “all those names are poor.”
In order to please her they opened the calendar to another place; three more
names appeared, Triphiliy, Dula, and Varakhasiy. “This is a judgment,” said the
old woman. “What names! I truly never heard the like. Varada or Varukh might
have been borne, but not Triphiliy and Varakhasiy!” They turned to another
page and found Pavsikakhiy and Vakhtisiy. “Now I see,” said the old woman,
“that it is plainly fate. And since such is the case, it will be better to name him
after his father. His father’s name was Akakiy, so let his son’s be Akakiy too.” In
this manner he became Akakiy Akakievitch. They christened the child, whereat
he wept and made a grimace, as though he foresaw that he was to be a titular
councillor.
In this manner did it all come about. We have mentioned it in order that
the reader might see for himself that it was a case of necessity, and that it was
utterly impossible to give him any other name. When and how he entered the
department, and who appointed him, no one could remember. However much
the directors and chiefs of all kinds were changed, he was always to be seen in
the same place, the same attitude, the same occupation; so that it was afterwards
affirmed that he had been born in undress uniform with a bald head. No respect
was shown him in the department. The porter not only did not rise from his
seat when he passed, but never even glanced at him, any more than if a fly had
flown through the reception-room. His superiors treated him in coolly despotic
fashion. Some sub-chief would thrust a paper under his nose without so much as
saying, “Copy,” or “Here’s a nice interesting affair,” or anything else agreeable,
as is customary amongst well-bred officials. And he took it, looking only at the
paper and not observing who handed it to him, or whether he had the right to
do so; simply took it, and set about copying it.
The young officials laughed at and made fun of him, so far as their
official wit permitted; told in his presence various stories concocted about him,
and about his landlady, an old woman of seventy; declared that she beat him;
asked when the wedding was to be; and strewed bits of paper over his head,
calling them snow. But Akakiy Akakievitch answered not a word, any more
than if there had been no one there besides himself. It even had no effect upon
his work: amid all these annoyances he never made a single mistake in a letter.
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But if the joking became wholly unbearable, as when they jogged his hand and
prevented his attending to his work, he would exclaim, “Leave me alone! Why
do you insult me?” And there was something strange in the words and the voice
in which they were uttered. There was in it something which moved to pity; so
much that one young man, a new-comer, who, taking pattern by the others, had
permitted himself to make sport of Akakiy, suddenly stopped short, as though
all about him had undergone a transformation, and presented itself in a different
aspect. Some unseen force repelled him from the comrades whose acquaintance
he had made, on the supposition that they were well-bred and polite men. Long
afterwards, in his gayest moments, there recurred to his mind the little official
with the bald forehead, with his heart-rending words, “Leave me alone! Why
do you insult me?” In these moving words, other words resounded —”I am
thy brother.” And the young man covered his face with his hand; and many
a time afterwards, in the course of his life, shuddered at seeing how much
inhumanity there is in man, how much savage coarseness is concealed beneath
delicate, refined worldliness, and even, O God! in that man whom the world
acknowledges as honourable and noble.
It would be difficult to find another man who lived so entirely for his
duties. It is not enough to say that Akakiy laboured with zeal: no, he laboured with
love. In his copying, he found a varied and agreeable employment. Enjoyment
was written on his face: some letters were even favorites with him; and when he
encountered these, he smiled, winked, and worked with his lips, till it seemed
as though each letter might be read in his face, as his pen traced it. If his pay had
been in proportion to his zeal, he would, perhaps, to his great surprise, have
been made even a councillor of state. But he worked, as his companions, the
wits, put it, like a horse in a mill.
Moreover, it is impossible to say that no attention was paid to him.
One director being a kindly man, and desirous of rewarding him for his long
service, ordered him to be given something more important than mere copying.
So he was ordered to make a report of an already concluded affair to another
department: the duty consisting simply in changing the heading and altering a
few words from the first to the third person. This caused him so much toil that
he broke into a perspiration, rubbed his forehead, and finally said, “No, give me
rather something to copy.” After that they let him copy on forever.
Outside this copying, it appeared that nothing existed for him. He
gave no thought to his clothes: his undress uniform was not green, but a sort
of rustymeal color. The collar was low, so that his neck, in spite of the fact that
it was not long, seemed inordinately so as it emerged from it, like the necks of
those plaster cats which wag their heads, and are carried about upon the heads
of scores of image sellers. And something was always sticking to his uniform,
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either a bit of hay or some trifle. Moreover, he had a peculiar knack, as he walked
along the street, of arriving beneath a window just as all sorts of rubbish were
being flung out of it: hence he always bore about on his hat scraps of melon rinds
and other such articles. Never once in his life did he give heed to what was going
on every day in the street; while it is well known that his young brother officials
train the range of their glances till they can see when any one’s trouser straps
come undone upon the opposite sidewalk, which always brings a malicious
smile to their faces. But Akakiy Akakievitch saw in all things the clean, even
strokes of his written lines; and only when a horse thrust his nose, from some
unknown quarter, over his shoulder, and sent a whole gust of wind down his
neck from his nostrils, did he observe that he was not in the middle of a page, but
in the middle of the street.
On reaching home, he sat down at once at the table, supped his cabbage
soup up quickly, and swallowed a bit of beef with onions, never noticing their
taste, and gulping down everything with flies and anything else which the Lord
happened to send at the moment. His stomach filled, he rose from the table,
and copied papers which he had brought home. If there happened to be none,
he took copies for himself, for his own gratification, especially if the document
was noteworthy, not on account of its style, but of its being addressed to some
distinguished person.
Even at the hour when the grey St. Petersburg sky had quite dispersed,
and all the official world had eaten or dined, each as he could, in accordance
with the salary he received and his own fancy; when all were resting from the
departmental jar of pens, running to and fro from their own and other people’s
indispensable occupations, and from all the work that an uneasy man makes
willingly for himself, rather than what is necessary; when officials hasten to
dedicate to pleasure the time which is left to them, one bolder than the rest going
to the theatre; another, into the street looking under all the bonnets; another
wasting his evening in compliments to some pretty girl, the star of a small official
circle; another — and this is the common case of all — visiting his comrades
on the fourth or third floor, in two small rooms with an ante-room or kitchen,
and some pretensions to fashion, such as a lamp or some other trifle which has
cost many a sacrifice of dinner or pleasure trip; in a word, at the hour when all
officials disperse among the contracted quarters of their friends, to play whist, as
they sip their tea from glasses with a kopek’s worth of sugar, smoke long pipes,
relate at times some bits of gossip which a Russian man can never, under any
circumstances, refrain from, and, when there is nothing else to talk of, repeat
eternal anecdotes about the commandant to whom they had sent word that the
tails of the horses on the Falconet Monument had been cut off, when all strive to
divert themselves, Akakiy Akakievitch indulged in no kind of diversion. No one
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could ever say that he had seen him at any kind of evening party. Having written
to his heart’s content, he lay down to sleep, smiling at the thought of the coming
day — of what God might send him to copy on the morrow.
Thus flowed on the peaceful life of the man, who, with a salary of four
hundred rubles, understood how to be content with his lot; and thus it would
have continued to flow on, perhaps, to extreme old age, were it not that there
are various ills strewn along the path of life for titular councillors as well as for
private, actual, court, and every other species of councillor, even for those who
never give any advice or take any themselves.
There exists in St. Petersburg a powerful foe of all who receive a salary of
four hundred rubles a year, or thereabouts. This foe is no other than the Northern
cold, although it is said to be very healthy. At nine o’clock in the morning, at the
very hour when the streets are filled with men bound for the various official
departments, it begins to bestow such powerful and piercing nips on all noses
impartially that the poor officials really do not know what to do with them. At an
hour when the foreheads of even those who occupy exalted positions ache with
the cold, and tears start to their eyes, the poor titular councillors are sometimes
quite unprotected. Their only salvation lies in traversing as quickly as possible,
in their thin little cloaks, five or six streets, and then warming their feet in the
porter’s room, and so thawing all their talents and qualifications for official
service, which had become frozen on the way.
Akakiy Akakievitch had felt for some time that his back and shoulders
suffered with peculiar poignancy, in spite of the fact that he tried to traverse the
distance with all possible speed. He began finally to wonder whether the fault
did not lie in his cloak. He examined it thoroughly at home, and discovered that
in two places, namely, on the back and shoulders, it had become thin as gauze:
the cloth was worn to such a degree that he could see through it, and the lining
had fallen into pieces. You must know that Akakiy Akakievitch’s cloak served as
an object of ridicule to the officials: they even refused it the noble name of cloak,
and called it a cape. In fact, it was of singular make: its collar diminishing year by
year, but serving to patch its other parts. The patching did not exhibit great skill
on the part of the tailor, and was, in fact, baggy and ugly. Seeing how the matter
stood, Akakiy Akakievitch decided that it would be necessary to take the cloak
to Petrovitch, the tailor, who lived somewhere on the fourth floor up a dark
stair-case, and who, in spite of his having but one eye, and pock-marks all over
his face, busied himself with considerable success in repairing the trousers and
coats of officials and others; that is to say, when he was sober and not nursing
some other scheme in his head.
It is not necessary to say much about this tailor; but, as it is the custom
to have the character of each personage in a novel clearly defined, there is no
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help for it, so here is Petrovitch the tailor. At first he was called only Grigoriy,
and was some gentleman’s serf; he commenced calling himself Petrovitch from
the time when he received his free papers, and further began to drink heavily on
all holidays, at first on the great ones, and then on all church festivities without
discrimination, wherever a cross stood in the calendar. On this point he was
faithful to ancestral custom; and when quarrelling with his wife, he called her a
low female and a German. As we have mentioned his wife, it will be necessary
to say a word or two about her. Unfortunately, little is known of her beyond the
fact that Petrovitch has a wife, who wears a cap and a dress; but cannot lay claim
to beauty, at least, no one but the soldiers of the guard even looked under her
cap when they met her.
Ascending the staircase which led to Petrovitch’s room — which
staircase was all soaked with dish-water, and reeked with the smell of spirits
which affects the eyes, and is an inevitable adjunct to all dark stairways in St.
Petersburg houses — ascending the stairs, Akakiy Akakievitch pondered how
much Petrovitch would ask, and mentally resolved not to give more than two
rubles. The door was open; for the mistress, in cooking some fish, had raised such
a smoke in the kitchen that not even the beetles were visible. Akakiy Akakievitch
passed through the kitchen unperceived, even by the housewife, and at length
reached a room where he beheld Petrovitch seated on a large unpainted table,
with his legs tucked under him like a Turkish pasha. His feet were bare, after
the fashion of tailors who sit at work; and the first thing which caught the eye
was his thumb, with a deformed nail thick and strong as a turtle’s shell. About
Petrovitch’s neck hung a skein of silk and thread, and upon his knees lay some
old garment. He had been trying unsuccessfully for three minutes to thread his
needle, and was enraged at the darkness and even at the thread, growling in a
low voice, “It won’t go through, the barbarian! you pricked me, you rascal!”
Akakiy Akakievitch was vexed at arriving at the precise moment
when Petrovitch was angry; he liked to order something of Petrovitch when
the latter was a little downhearted, or, as his wife expressed it, “when he had
settled himself with brandy, the one-eyed devil!” Under such circumstances,
Petrovitch generally came down in his price very readily, and even bowed and
returned thanks. Afterwards, to be sure, his wife would come, complaining that
her husband was drunk, and so had fixed the price too low; but, if only a tenkopek piece were added, then the matter was settled. But now it appeared that
Petrovitch was in a sober condition, and therefore rough, taciturn, and inclined
to demand, Satan only knows what price. Akakiy Akakievitch felt this, and
would gladly have beat a retreat; but he was in for it. Petrovitch screwed up his
one eye very intently at him, and Akakiy Akakievitch involuntarily said: “How
do you do, Petrovitch?”
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“I wish you a good morning, sir,” said Petrovitch, squinting at Akakiy
Akakievitch’s hands, to see what sort of booty he had brought.
“Ah! I — to you, Petrovitch, this —” It must be known that Akakiy
Akakievitch expressed himself chiefly by prepositions, adverbs, and scraps of
phrases which had no meaning whatever. If the matter was a very difficult one,
he had a habit of never completing his sentences; so that frequently, having
begun a phrase with the words, “This, in fact, is quite —” he forgot to go on,
thinking that he had already finished it.
“What is it?” asked Petrovitch, and with his one eye scanned
Akakievitch’s whole uniform from the collar down to the cuffs, the back, the
tails and the buttonholes, all of which were well known to him, since they were
his own handiwork. Such is the habit of tailors; it is the first thing they do on
meeting one.
“But I, here, this — Petrovitch — a cloak, cloth — here you see,
everywhere, in different places, it is quite strong — it is a little dusty, and looks
old, but it is new, only here in one place it is a little — on the back, and here on
one of the shoulders, it is a little worn, yes, here on this shoulder it is a little —
do you see? that is all. And a little work —”
Petrovitch took the cloak, spread it out, to begin with, on the table,
looked hard at it, shook his head, reached out his hand to the window-sill for
his snuff-box, adorned with the portrait of some general, though what general
is unknown, for the place where the face should have been had been rubbed
through by the finger, and a square bit of paper had been pasted over it. Having
taken a pinch of snuff, Petrovitch held up the cloak, and inspected it against
the light, and again shook his head once more. After which he again lifted the
general-adorned lid with its bit of pasted paper, and having stuffed his nose with
snuff, closed and put away the snuff-box, and said finally, “No, it is impossible
to mend it; it’s a wretched garment!”
Akakiy Akakievitch’s heart sank at these words.
“Why is it impossible, Petrovitch?” he said, almost in the pleading voice
of a child; “all that ails it is, that it is worn on the shoulders. You must have some
pieces —”
“Yes, patches could be found, patches are easily found,” said Petrovitch,
“but there’s nothing to sew them to. The thing is completely rotten; if you put a
needle to it — see, it will give way.”
“Let it give way, and you can put on another patch at once.”
“But there is nothing to put the patches on to; there’s no use in
strengthening it; it is too far gone. It’s lucky that it’s cloth; for, if the wind were
to blow, it would fly away.”
“Well, strengthen it again. How will this, in fact —”
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“No,” said Petrovitch decisively, “there is nothing to be done with it.
It’s a thoroughly bad job. You’d better, when the cold winter weather comes
on, make yourself some gaiters out of it, because stockings are not warm. The
Germans invented them in order to make more money.” Petrovitch loved, on all
occasions, to have a fling at the Germans. “But it is plain you must have a new
cloak.”
At the word “new,” all grew dark before Akakiy Akakievitch’s eyes, and
everything in the room began to whirl round. The only thing he saw clearly was
the general with the paper face on the lid of Petrovitch’s snuff-box. “A new one?”
said he, as if still in a dream: “why, I have no money for that.”
“Yes, a new one,” said Petrovitch, with barbarous composure.
“Well, if it came to a new one, how would it — ?”
“You mean how much would it cost?”
“Yes.”
“Well, you would have to lay out a hundred and fifty or more,” said
Petrovitch, and pursed up his lips significantly. He liked to produce powerful
effects, liked to stun utterly and suddenly, and then to glance sideways to see
what face the stunned person would put on the matter.
“A hundred and fifty rubles for a cloak!” shrieked poor Akakiy
Akakievitch, perhaps for the first time in his life, for his voice had always been
distinguished for softness.
“Yes, sir,” said Petrovitch, “for any kind of cloak. If you have a marten
fur on the collar, or a silk-lined hood, it will mount up to two hundred.”
“Petrovitch, please,” said Akakiy Akakievitch in a beseeching tone, not
hearing, and not trying to hear, Petrovitch’s words, and disregarding all his
“effects,” “some repairs, in order that it may wear yet a little longer.”
“No, it would only be a waste of time and money,” said Petrovitch;
and Akakiy Akakievitch went away after these words, utterly discouraged. But
Petrovitch stood for some time after his departure, with significantly compressed
lips, and without betaking himself to his work, satisfied that he would not be
dropped, and an artistic tailor employed.
Akakiy Akakievitch went out into the street as if in a dream. “Such an
affair!” he said to himself: “I did not think it had come to —” and then after
a pause, he added, “Well, so it is! see what it has come to at last! and I never
imagined that it was so!” Then followed a long silence, after which he exclaimed,
“Well, so it is! see what already — nothing unexpected that — it would be
nothing — what a strange circumstance!” So saying, instead of going home,
he went in exactly the opposite direction without himself suspecting it. On the
way, a chimney-sweep bumped up against him, and blackened his shoulder,
and a whole hatful of rubbish landed on him from the top of a house which
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was building. He did not notice it; and only when he ran against a watchman,
who, having planted his halberd beside him, was shaking some snuff from his
box into his horny hand, did he recover himself a little, and that because the
watchman said, “Why are you poking yourself into a man’s very face? Haven’t
you the pavement?” This caused him to look about him, and turn towards home.
There only, he finally began to collect his thoughts, and to survey his
position in its clear and actual light, and to argue with himself, sensibly and
frankly, as with a reasonable friend with whom one can discuss private and
personal matters. “No,” said Akakiy Akakievitch, “it is impossible to reason
with Petrovitch now; he is that — evidently his wife has been beating him.
I’d better go to him on Sunday morning; after Saturday night he will be a little
cross-eyed and sleepy, for he will want to get drunk, and his wife won’t give
him any money; and at such a time, a ten-kopek piece in his hand will — he will
become more fit to reason with, and then the cloak, and that —” Thus argued
Akakiy Akakievitch with himself, regained his courage, and waited until the
first Sunday, when, seeing from afar that Petrovitch’s wife had left the house, he
went straight to him.
Petrovitch’s eye was, indeed, very much askew after Saturday: his head
drooped, and he was very sleepy; but for all that, as soon as he knew what it
was a question of, it seemed as though Satan jogged his memory. “Impossible,”
said he: “please to order a new one.” Thereupon Akakiy Akakievitch handed
over the tenkopek piece. “Thank you, sir; I will drink your good health,” said
Petrovitch: “but as for the cloak, don’t trouble yourself about it; it is good for
nothing. I will make you a capital new one, so let us settle about it now.”
Akakiy Akakievitch was still for mending it; but Petrovitch would not
hear of it, and said, “I shall certainly have to make you a new one, and you may
depend upon it that I shall do my best. It may even be, as the fashion goes, that
the collar can be fastened by silver hooks under a flap.”
Then Akakiy Akakievitch saw that it was impossible to get along without
a new cloak, and his spirit sank utterly. How, in fact, was it to be done? Where
was the money to come from? He might, to be sure, depend, in part, upon his
present at Christmas; but that money had long been allotted beforehand. He
must have some new trousers, and pay a debt of long standing to the shoemaker
for putting new tops to his old boots, and he must order three shirts from the
seamstress, and a couple of pieces of linen. In short, all his money must be spent;
and even if the director should be so kind as to order him to receive forty-five
rubles instead of forty, or even fifty, it would be a mere nothing, a mere drop
in the ocean towards the funds necessary for a cloak: although he knew that
Petrovitch was often wrong-headed enough to blurt out some outrageous price,
so that even his own wife could not refrain from exclaiming, “Have you lost
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your senses, you fool?” At one time he would not work at any price, and now it
was quite likely that he had named a higher sum than the cloak would cost.
But although he knew that Petrovitch would undertake to make a cloak
for eighty rubles, still, where was he to get the eighty rubles from? He might
possibly manage half, yes, half might be procured, but where was the other half
to come from? But the reader must first be told where the first half came from.
Akakiy Akakievitch had a habit of putting, for every ruble he spent, a groschen
into a small box, fastened with a lock and key, and with a slit in the top for the
reception of money. At the end of every half-year he counted over the heap of
coppers, and changed it for silver. This he had done for a long time, and in the
course of years, the sum had mounted up to over forty rubles. Thus he had
one half on hand; but where was he to find the other half? where was he to
get another forty rubles from? Akakiy Akakievitch thought and thought, and
decided that it would be necessary to curtail his ordinary expenses, for the space
of one year at least, to dispense with tea in the evening; to burn no candles, and,
if there was anything which he must do, to go into his landlady’s room, and
work by her light. When he went into the street, he must walk as lightly as he
could, and as cautiously, upon the stones, almost upon tiptoe, in order not to
wear his heels down in too short a time; he must give the laundress as little to
wash as possible; and, in order not to wear out his clothes, he must take them
off, as soon as he got home, and wear only his cotton dressing-gown, which had
been long and carefully saved.
To tell the truth, it was a little hard for him at first to accustom himself
to these deprivations; but he got used to them at length, after a fashion, and all
went smoothly. He even got used to being hungry in the evening, but he made
up for it by treating himself, so to say, in spirit, by bearing ever in mind the idea
of his future cloak. From that time forth his existence seemed to become, in some
way, fuller, as if he were married, or as if some other man lived in him, as if, in
fact, he were not alone, and some pleasant friend had consented to travel along
life’s path with him, the friend being no other than the cloak, with thick wadding
and a strong lining incapable of wearing out. He became more lively, and even
his character grew firmer, like that of a man who has made up his mind, and
set himself a goal. From his face and gait, doubt and indecision, all hesitating
and wavering traits disappeared of themselves. Fire gleamed in his eyes, and
occasionally the boldest and most daring ideas flitted through his mind; why
not, for instance, have marten fur on the collar? The thought of this almost made
him absent-minded. Once, in copying a letter, he nearly made a mistake, so that
he exclaimed almost aloud, “Ugh!” and crossed himself. Once, in the course of
every month, he had a conference with Petrovitch on the subject of the cloak,
where it would be better to buy the cloth, and the color, and the price. He always
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returned home satisfied, though troubled, reflecting that the time would come at
last when it could all be bought, and then the cloak made.
The affair progressed more briskly than he had expected. Far beyond
all his hopes, the director awarded neither forty nor forty-five rubles for Akakiy
Akakievitch’s share, but sixty. Whether he suspected that Akakiy Akakievitch
needed a cloak, or whether it was merely chance, at all events, twenty extra
rubles were by this means provided. This circumstance hastened matters. Two
or three months more of hunger and Akakiy Akakievitch had accumulated
about eighty rubles. His heart, generally so quiet, began to throb. On the first
possible day, he went shopping in company with Petrovitch. They bought some
very good cloth, and at a reasonable rate too, for they had been considering
the matter for six months, and rarely let a month pass without their visiting
the shops to inquire prices. Petrovitch himself said that no better cloth could be
had. For lining, they selected a cotton stuff, but so firm and thick that Petrovitch
declared it to be better than silk, and even prettier and more glossy. They did
not buy the marten fur, because it was, in fact, dear, but in its stead, they picked
out the very best of cat-skin which could be found in the shop, and which might,
indeed, be taken for marten at a distance.
Petrovitch worked at the cloak two whole weeks, for there was a great
deal of quilting: otherwise it would have been finished sooner. He charged
twelve rubles for the job, it could not possibly have been done for less. It was
all sewed with silk, in small, double seams; and Petrovitch went over each seam
afterwards with his own teeth, stamping in various patterns.
It was — it is difficult to say precisely on what day, but probably the most
glorious one in Akakiy Akakievitch’s life, when Petrovitch at length brought
home the cloak. He brought it in the morning, before the hour when it was
necessary to start for the department. Never did a cloak arrive so exactly in the
nick of time; for the severe cold had set in, and it seemed to threaten to increase.
Petrovitch brought the cloak himself as befits a good tailor. On his countenance
was a significant expression, such as Akakiy Akakievitch had never beheld
there. He seemed fully sensible that he had done no small deed, and crossed a
gulf separating tailors who only put in linings, and execute repairs, from those
who make new things. He took the cloak out of the pocket handkerchief in
which he had brought it. The handkerchief was fresh from the laundress, and
he put it in his pocket for use. Taking out the cloak, he gazed proudly at it,
held it up with both hands, and flung it skillfully over the shoulders of Akakiy
Akakievitch. Then he pulled it and fitted it down behind with his hand, and he
draped it around Akakiy Akakievitch without buttoning it. Akakiy Akakievitch,
like an experienced man, wished to try the sleeves. Petrovitch helped him on
with them, and it turned out that the sleeves were satisfactory also. In short, the
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cloak appeared to be perfect, and most seasonable. Petrovitch did not neglect
to observe that it was only because he lived in a narrow street, and had no
signboard, and had known Akakiy Akakievitch so long, that he had made it so
cheaply; but that if he had been in business on the Nevsky Prospect, he would
have charged seventy-five rubles for the making alone. Akakiy Akakievitch did
not care to argue this point with Petrovitch. He paid him, thanked him, and set
out at once in his new cloak for the department. Petrovitch followed him, and,
pausing in the street, gazed long at the cloak in the distance, after which he went
to one side expressly to run through a crooked alley, and emerge again into the
street beyond to gaze once more upon the cloak from another point, namely,
directly in front.
Meantime Akakiy Akakievitch went on in holiday mood. He was
conscious every second of the time that he had a new cloak on his shoulders;
and several times he laughed with internal satisfaction. In fact, there were two
advantages, one was its warmth, the other its beauty. He saw nothing of the
road, but suddenly found himself at the department. He took off his cloak in
the ante-room, looked it over carefully, and confided it to the especial care of
the attendant. It is impossible to say precisely how it was that every one in the
department knew at once that Akakiy Akakievitch had a new cloak, and that the
“cape” no longer existed. All rushed at the same moment into the ante-room to
inspect it. They congratulated him and said pleasant things to him, so that he
began at first to smile and then to grow ashamed. When all surrounded him,
and said that the new cloak must be “christened,” and that he must give a whole
evening at least to this, Akakiy Akakievitch lost his head completely, and did not
know where he stood, what to answer, or how to get out of it. He stood blushing
all over for several minutes, and was on the point of assuring them with great
simplicity that it was not a new cloak, that it was so and so, that it was in fact the
old “cape.”
At length one of the officials, a sub-chief probably, in order to show that
he was not at all proud, and on good terms with his inferiors, said, “So be it, only
I will give the party instead of Akakiy Akakievitch; I invite you all to tea with me
to-night; it happens quite a propos, as it is my name-day.” The officials naturally
at once offered the sub-chief their congratulations and accepted the invitations
with pleasure. Akakiy Akakievitch would have declined, but all declared that it
was discourteous, that it was simply a sin and a shame, and that he could not
possibly refuse. Besides, the notion became pleasant to him when he recollected
that he should thereby have a chance of wearing his new cloak in the evening
also.
That whole day was truly a most triumphant festival day for Akakiy
Akakievitch. He returned home in the most happy frame of mind, took off his
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cloak, and hung it carefully on the wall, admiring afresh the cloth and the lining.
Then he brought out his old, worn-out cloak, for comparison. He looked at it
and laughed, so vast was the difference. And long after dinner he laughed again
when the condition of the “cape” recurred to his mind. He dined cheerfully,
and after dinner wrote nothing, but took his ease for a while on the bed, until it
got dark. Then he dressed himself leisurely, put on his cloak, and stepped out
into the street. Where the host lived, unfortunately we cannot say: our memory
begins to fail us badly; and the houses and streets in St. Petersburg have become
so mixed up in our head that it is very difficult to get anything out of it again in
proper form. This much is certain, that the official lived in the best part of the
city; and therefore it must have been anything but near to Akakiy Akakievitch’s
residence. Akakiy Akakievitch was first obliged to traverse a kind of wilderness
of deserted, dimly-lighted streets; but in proportion as he approached the
official’s quarter of the city, the streets became more lively, more populous, and
more brilliantly illuminated. Pedestrians began to appear; handsomely dressed
ladies were more frequently encountered; the men had otter skin collars to their
coats; peasant waggoners, with their grate-like sledges stuck over with brassheaded nails, became rarer; whilst on the other hand, more and more drivers
in red velvet caps, lacquered sledges and bear-skin coats began to appear, and
carriages with rich hammer-cloths flew swiftly through the streets, their wheels
scrunching the snow. Akakiy Akakievitch gazed upon all this as upon a novel
sight. He had not been in the streets during the evening for years. He halted out
of curiosity before a shop-window to look at a picture representing a handsome
woman, who had thrown off her shoe, thereby baring her whole foot in a very
pretty way; whilst behind her the head of a man with whiskers and a handsome
moustache peeped through the doorway of another room. Akakiy Akakievitch
shook his head and laughed, and then went on his way. Why did he laugh?
Either because he had met with a thing utterly unknown, but for which every
one cherishes, nevertheless, some sort of feeling; or else he thought, like many
officials, as follows: “Well, those French! What is to be said? If they do go in
anything of that sort, why —” But possibly he did not think at all.
Akakiy Akakievitch at length reached the house in which the subchief lodged. The sub-chief lived in fine style: the staircase was lit by a lamp;
his apartment being on the second floor. On entering the vestibule, Akakiy
Akakievitch beheld a whole row of goloshes on the floor. Among them, in the
centre of the room, stood a samovar or tea-urn, humming and emitting clouds
of steam. On the walls hung all sorts of coats and cloaks, among which there
were even some with beaver collars or velvet facings. Beyond, the buzz of
conversation was audible, and became clear and loud when the servant came
out with a trayful of empty glasses, cream-jugs, and sugar-bowls. It was evident
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that the officials had arrived long before, and had already finished their first
glass of tea.
Akakiy Akakievitch, having hung up his own cloak, entered the inner
room. Before him all at once appeared lights, officials, pipes, and card-tables;
and he was bewildered by the sound of rapid conversation rising from all the
tables, and the noise of moving chairs. He halted very awkwardly in the middle
of the room, wondering what he ought to do. But they had seen him. They
received him with a shout, and all thronged at once into the ante-room, and
there took another look at his cloak. Akakiy Akakievitch, although somewhat
confused, was frank-hearted, and could not refrain from rejoicing when he saw
how they praised his cloak. Then, of course, they all dropped him and his cloak,
and returned, as was proper, to the tables set out for whist.
All this, the noise, the talk, and the throng of people was rather
overwhelming to Akakiy Akakievitch. He simply did not know where he stood,
or where to put his hands, his feet, and his whole body. Finally he sat down by
the players, looked at the cards, gazed at the face of one and another, and after a
while began to gape, and to feel that it was wearisome, the more so as the hour
was already long past when he usually went to bed. He wanted to take leave
of the host; but they would not let him go, saying that he must not fail to drink
a glass of champagne in honour of his new garment. In the course of an hour,
supper, consisting of vegetable salad, cold veal, pastry, confectioner’s pies, and
champagne, was served. They made Akakiy Akakievitch drink two glasses of
champagne, after which he felt things grow livelier.
Still, he could not forget that it was twelve o’clock, and that he should
have been at home long ago. In order that the host might not think of some
excuse for detaining him, he stole out of the room quickly, sought out, in the
ante-room, his cloak, which, to his sorrow, he found lying on the floor, brushed
it, picked off every speck upon it, put it on his shoulders, and descended the
stairs to the street.
In the street all was still bright. Some petty shops, those permanent clubs
of servants and all sorts of folk, were open. Others were shut, but, nevertheless,
showed a streak of light the whole length of the door-crack, indicating that
they were not yet free of company, and that probably some domestics, male
and female, were finishing their stories and conversations whilst leaving their
masters in complete ignorance as to their whereabouts. Akakiy Akakievitch
went on in a happy frame of mind: he even started to run, without knowing
why, after some lady, who flew past like a flash of lightning. But he stopped
short, and went on very quietly as before, wondering why he had quickened his
pace. Soon there spread before him those deserted streets, which are not cheerful
in the daytime, to say nothing of the evening. Now they were even more dim and
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lonely: the lanterns began to grow rarer, oil, evidently, had been less liberally
supplied. Then came wooden houses and fences: not a soul anywhere; only the
snow sparkled in the streets, and mournfully veiled the low-roofed cabins with
their closed shutters. He approached the spot where the street crossed a vast
square with houses barely visible on its farther side, a square which seemed a
fearful desert.
Afar, a tiny spark glimmered from some watchman’s box, which
seemed to stand on the edge of the world. Akakiy Akakievitch’s cheerfulness
diminished at this point in a marked degree. He entered the square, not without
an involuntary sensation of fear, as though his heart warned him of some evil.
He glanced back and on both sides, it was like a sea about him. “No, it is better
not to look,” he thought, and went on, closing his eyes. When he opened them, to
see whether he was near the end of the square, he suddenly beheld, standing just
before his very nose, some bearded individuals of precisely what sort he could
not make out. All grew dark before his eyes, and his heart throbbed.
“But, of course, the cloak is mine!” said one of them in a loud voice,
seizing hold of his collar. Akakiy Akakievitch was about to shout “watch,” when
the second man thrust a fist, about the size of a man’s head, into his mouth,
muttering, “Now scream!”
Akakiy Akakievitch felt them strip off his cloak and give him a push
with a knee: he fell headlong upon the snow, and felt no more. In a few minutes
he recovered consciousness and rose to his feet; but no one was there. He felt
that it was cold in the square, and that his cloak was gone; he began to shout, but
his voice did not appear to reach to the outskirts of the square. In despair, but
without ceasing to shout, he started at a run across the square, straight towards
the watchbox, beside which stood the watchman, leaning on his halberd, and
apparently curious to know what kind of a customer was running towards him
and shouting. Akakiy Akakievitch ran up to him, and began in a sobbing voice
to shout that he was asleep, and attended to nothing, and did not see when a
man was robbed. The watchman replied that he had seen two men stop him in
the middle of the square, but supposed that they were friends of his; and that,
instead of scolding vainly, he had better go to the police on the morrow, so that
they might make a search for whoever had stolen the cloak.
Akakiy Akakievitch ran home in complete disorder; his hair, which
grew very thinly upon his temples and the back of his head, wholly disordered;
his body, arms, and legs covered with snow. The old woman, who was mistress
of his lodgings, on hearing a terrible knocking, sprang hastily from her bed,
and, with only one shoe on, ran to open the door, pressing the sleeve of her
chemise to her bosom out of modesty; but when she had opened it, she fell back
on beholding Akakiy Akakievitch in such a state. When he told her about the
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affair, she clasped her hands, and said that he must go straight to the district
chief of police, for his subordinate would turn up his nose, promise well, and
drop the matter there. The very best thing to do, therefore, would be to go to the
district chief, whom she knew, because Finnish Anna, her former cook, was now
nurse at his house. She often saw him passing the house; and he was at church
every Sunday, praying, but at the same time gazing cheerfully at everybody; so
that he must be a good man, judging from all appearances. Having listened to
this opinion, Akakiy Akakievitch betook himself sadly to his room; and how he
spent the night there any one who can put himself in another’s place may readily
imagine.
Early in the morning, he presented himself at the district chief’s; but was
told that this official was asleep. He went again at ten and was again informed
that he was asleep; at eleven, and they said: “The superintendent is not at home;”
at dinner time, and the clerks in the ante-room would not admit him on any
terms, and insisted upon knowing his business. So that at last, for once in his
life, Akakiy Akakievitch felt an inclination to show some spirit, and said curtly
that he must see the chief in person; that they ought not to presume to refuse
him entrance; that he came from the department of justice, and that when he
complained of them, they would see.
The clerks dared make no reply to this, and one of them went to call
the chief, who listened to the strange story of the theft of the coat. Instead of
directing his attention to the principal points of the matter, he began to question
Akakiy Akakievitch: Why was he going home so late? Was he in the habit of
doing so, or had he been to some disorderly house? So that Akakiy Akakievitch
got thoroughly confused, and left him without knowing whether the affair of his
cloak was in proper train or not.
All that day, for the first time in his life, he never went near the
department. The next day he made his appearance, very pale, and in his old
cape, which had become even more shabby. The news of the robbery of the cloak
touched many; although there were some officials present who never lost an
opportunity, even such a one as the present, of ridiculing Akakiy Akakievitch.
They decided to make a collection for him on the spot, but the officials had
already spent a great deal in subscribing for the director’s portrait, and for some
book, at the suggestion of the head of that division, who was a friend of the
author; and so the sum was trifling.
One of them, moved by pity, resolved to help Akakiy Akakievitch with
some good advice at least, and told him that he ought not to go to the police, for
although it might happen that a police-officer, wishing to win the approval of his
superiors, might hunt up the cloak by some means, still his cloak would remain
in the possession of the police if he did not offer legal proof that it belonged to
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him. The best thing for him, therefore, would be to apply to a certain prominent
personage; since this prominent personage, by entering into relations with the
proper persons, could greatly expedite the matter.
As there was nothing else to be done, Akakiy Akakievitch decided
to go to the prominent personage. What was the exact official position of the
prominent personage remains unknown to this day. The reader must know
that the prominent personage had but recently become a prominent personage,
having up to that time been only an insignificant person. Moreover, his present
position was not considered prominent in comparison with others still more so.
But there is always a circle of people to whom what is insignificant in the eyes of
others, is important enough. Moreover, he strove to increase his importance by
sundry devices; for instance, he managed to have the inferior officials meet him
on the staircase when he entered upon his service; no one was to presume to come
directly to him, but the strictest etiquette must be observed; the collegiate recorder
must make a report to the government secretary, the government secretary to
the titular councillor, or whatever other man was proper, and all business must
come before him in this manner. In Holy Russia all is thus contaminated with
the love of imitation; every man imitates and copies his superior. They even
say that a certain titular councillor, when promoted to the head of some small
separate room, immediately partitioned off a private room for himself, called
it the audience chamber, and posted at the door a lackey with red collar and
braid, who grasped the handle of the door and opened to all comers; though the
audience chamber could hardly hold an ordinary writing-table.
The manners and customs of the prominent personage were grand
and imposing, but rather exaggerated. The main foundation of his system was
strictness. “Strictness, strictness, and always strictness!” he generally said; and
at the last word he looked significantly into the face of the person to whom
he spoke. But there was no necessity for this, for the half-score of subordinates
who formed the entire force of the office were properly afraid; on catching sight
of him afar off they left their work and waited, drawn up in line, until he had
passed through the room. His ordinary converse with his inferiors smacked of
sternness, and consisted chiefly of three phrases: “How dare you?” “Do you
know whom you are speaking to?” “Do you realize who stands before you?”
Otherwise he was a very kind-hearted man, good to his comrades, and
ready to oblige; but the rank of general threw him completely off his balance. On
receiving any one of that rank, he became confused, lost his way, as it were, and
never knew what to do. If he chanced to be amongst his equals he was still a very
nice kind of man, a very good fellow in many respects, and not stupid; but the
very moment that he found himself in the society of people but one rank lower
than himself he became silent; and his situation aroused sympathy, the more so
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as he felt himself that he might have been making an incomparably better use of
his time. In his eyes there was sometimes visible a desire to join some interesting
conversation or group; but he was kept back by the thought, “Would it not be
a very great condescension on his part? Would it not be familiar? and would
he not thereby lose his importance?” And in consequence of such reflections
he always remained in the same dumb state, uttering from time to time a few
monosyllabic sounds, and thereby earning the name of the most wearisome of
men.
To this prominent personage Akakiy Akakievitch presented himself,
and this at the most unfavourable time for himself though opportune for the
prominent personage. The prominent personage was in his cabinet conversing
gaily with an old acquaintance and companion of his childhood whom he had
not seen for several years and who had just arrived when it was announced to
him that a person named Bashmatchkin had come. He asked abruptly, “Who is
he?” —”Some official,” he was informed. “Ah, he can wait! this is no time for
him to call,” said the important man.
It must be remarked here that the important man lied outrageously: he
had said all he had to say to his friend long before; and the conversation had been
interspersed for some time with very long pauses, during which they merely
slapped each other on the leg, and said, “You think so, Ivan Abramovitch!” “Just
so, Stepan Varlamitch!” Nevertheless, he ordered that the official should be kept
waiting, in order to show his friend, a man who had not been in the service for
a long time, but had lived at home in the country, how long officials had to wait
in his ante-room.
At length, having talked himself completely out, and more than that,
having had his fill of pauses, and smoked a cigar in a very comfortable armchair with reclining back, he suddenly seemed to recollect, and said to the
secretary, who stood by the door with papers of reports, “So it seems that there
is a tchinovnik waiting to see me. Tell him that he may come in.” On perceiving
Akakiy Akakievitch’s modest mien and his worn undress uniform, he turned
abruptly to him and said, “What do you want?” in a curt hard voice, which he
had practised in his room in private, and before the looking-glass, for a whole
week before being raised to his present rank.
Akakiy Akakievitch, who was already imbued with a due amount of fear,
became somewhat confused: and as well as his tongue would permit, explained,
with a rather more frequent addition than usual of the word “that,” that his
cloak was quite new, and had been stolen in the most inhuman manner; that he
had applied to him in order that he might, in some way, by his intermediation
— that he might enter into correspondence with the chief of police, and find the
cloak.
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For some inexplicable reason this conduct seemed familiar to the
prominent personage. “What, my dear sir!” he said abruptly, “are you not
acquainted with etiquette? Where have you come from? Don’t you know how
such matters are managed? You should first have entered a complaint about this
at the court below: it would have gone to the head of the department, then to the
chief of the division, then it would have been handed over to the secretary, and
the secretary would have given it to me.”
“But, your excellency,” said Akakiy Akakievitch, trying to collect his
small handful of wits, and conscious at the same time that he was perspiring
terribly, “I, your excellency, presumed to trouble you because secretaries — are
an untrustworthy race.”
“What, what, what!” said the important personage. “Where did you get
such courage? Where did you get such ideas? What impudence towards their
chiefs and superiors has spread among the young generation!” The prominent
personage apparently had not observed that Akakiy Akakievitch was already in
the neighbourhood of fifty. If he could be called a young man, it must have been
in comparison with some one who was twenty. “Do you know to whom you
speak? Do you realise who stands before you? Do you realise it? do you realise
it? I ask you!” Then he stamped his foot and raised his voice to such a pitch that
it would have frightened even a different man from Akakiy Akakievitch.
Akakiy Akakievitch’s senses failed him; he staggered, trembled in every
limb, and, if the porters had not run to support him, would have fallen to the
floor. They carried him out insensible. But the prominent personage, gratified
that the effect should have surpassed his expectations, and quite intoxicated
with the thought that his word could even deprive a man of his senses, glanced
sideways at his friend in order to see how he looked upon this, and perceived,
not without satisfaction, that his friend was in a most uneasy frame of mind, and
even beginning, on his part, to feel a trifle frightened.
Akakiy Akakievitch could not remember how he descended the stairs
and got into the street. He felt neither his hands nor feet. Never in his life had he
been so rated by any high official, let alone a strange one. He went staggering on
through the snow-storm, which was blowing in the streets, with his mouth wide
open; the wind, in St. Petersburg fashion, darted upon him from all quarters,
and down every cross-street. In a twinkling it had blown a quinsy into his throat,
and he reached home unable to utter a word. His throat was swollen, and he lay
down on his bed. So powerful is sometimes a good scolding!
The next day a violent fever showed itself. Thanks to the generous
assistance of the St. Petersburg climate, the malady progressed more rapidly
than could have been expected: and when the doctor arrived, he found,
on feeling the sick man’s pulse, that there was nothing to be done, except to
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prescribe a fomentation, so that the patient might not be left entirely without
the beneficent aid of medicine; but at the same time, he predicted his end in
thirty-six hours. After this he turned to the landlady, and said, “And as for you,
don’t waste your time on him: order his pine coffin now, for an oak one will
be too expensive for him.” Did Akakiy Akakievitch hear these fatal words?
and if he heard them, did they produce any overwhelming effect upon him?
Did he lament the bitterness of his life? — We know not, for he continued in
a delirious condition. Visions incessantly appeared to him, each stranger than
the other. Now he saw Petrovitch, and ordered him to make a cloak, with some
traps for robbers, who seemed to him to be always under the bed; and cried
every moment to the landlady to pull one of them from under his coverlet. Then
he inquired why his old mantle hung before him when he had a new cloak.
Next he fancied that he was standing before the prominent person, listening to
a thorough setting-down, and saying, “Forgive me, your excellency!” but at last
he began to curse, uttering the most horrible words, so that his aged landlady
crossed herself, never in her life having heard anything of the kind from him,
the more so as those words followed directly after the words “your excellency.”
Later on he talked utter nonsense, of which nothing could be made: all that was
evident being, that his incoherent words and thoughts hovered ever about one
thing, his cloak.
At length poor Akakiy Akakievitch breathed his last. They sealed up
neither his room nor his effects, because, in the first place, there were no heirs,
and, in the second, there was very little to inherit beyond a bundle of goosequills, a quire of white official paper, three pairs of socks, two or three buttons
which had burst off his trousers, and the mantle already known to the reader.
To whom all this fell, God knows. I confess that the person who told me this tale
took no interest in the matter. They carried Akakiy Akakievitch out and buried
him.
And St. Petersburg was left without Akakiy Akakievitch, as though he
had never lived there. A being disappeared who was protected by none, dear to
none, interesting to none, and who never even attracted to himself the attention
of those students of human nature who omit no opportunity of thrusting a
pin through a common fly, and examining it under the microscope. A being
who bore meekly the jibes of the department, and went to his grave without
having done one unusual deed, but to whom, nevertheless, at the close of his life
appeared a bright visitant in the form of a cloak, which momentarily cheered his
poor life, and upon whom, thereafter, an intolerable misfortune descended, just
as it descends upon the mighty of this world!
Several days after his death, the porter was sent from the department
to his lodgings, with an order for him to present himself there immediately; the
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chief commanding it. But the porter had to return unsuccessful, with the answer
that he could not come; and to the question, “Why?” replied, “Well, because he
is dead! he was buried four days ago.” In this manner did they hear of Akakiy
Akakievitch’s death at the department, and the next day a new official sat in
his place, with a handwriting by no means so upright, but more inclined and
slanting.
But who could have imagined that this was not really the end of Akakiy
Akakievitch, that he was destined to raise a commotion after death, as if in
compensation for his utterly insignificant life? But so it happened, and our poor
story unexpectedly gains a fantastic ending.
A rumor suddenly spread through St. Petersburg that a dead man had
taken to appearing on the Kalinkin Bridge and its vicinity at night in the form of
a tchinovnik seeking a stolen cloak, and that, under the pretext of its being the
stolen cloak, he dragged, without regard to rank or calling, every one’s cloak
from his shoulders, be it cat-skin, beaver, fox, bear, sable; in a word, every sort
of fur and skin which men adopted for their covering. One of the department
officials saw the dead man with his own eyes and immediately recognized in
him Akakiy Akakievitch. This, however, inspired him with such terror that
he ran off with all his might, and therefore did not scan the dead man closely,
but only saw how the latter threatened him from afar with his finger. Constant
complaints poured in from all quarters that the backs and shoulders, not only
of titular but even of court councillors, were exposed to the danger of a cold on
account of the frequent dragging off of their cloaks.
Arrangements were made by the police to catch the corpse, alive or
dead, at any cost, and punish him as an example to others in the most severe
manner. In this they nearly succeeded; for a watchman, on guard in Kirushkin
Alley, caught the corpse by the collar on the very scene of his evil deeds, when
attempting to pull off the frieze coat of a retired musician. Having seized him by
the collar, he summoned, with a shout, two of his comrades, whom he enjoined
to hold him fast while he himself felt for a moment in his boot, in order to draw
out his snuff-box and refresh his frozen nose. But the snuff was of a sort which
even a corpse could not endure. The watchman having closed his right nostril
with his finger, had no sooner succeeded in holding half a handful up to the
left than the corpse sneezed so violently that he completely filled the eyes of
all three. While they raised their hands to wipe them, the dead man vanished
completely, so that they positively did not know whether they had actually had
him in their grip at all. Thereafter the watchmen conceived such a terror of dead
men that they were afraid even to seize the living, and only screamed from a
distance, “Hey, there! go your way!” So the dead tchinovnik began to appear
even beyond the Kalinkin Bridge, causing no little terror to all timid people.
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But we have totally neglected that certain prominent personage who may
really be considered as the cause of the fantastic turn taken by this true history.
First of all, justice compels us to say that after the departure of poor, annihilated
Akakiy Akakievitch he felt something like remorse. Suffering was unpleasant to
him, for his heart was accessible to many good impulses, in spite of the fact that
his rank often prevented his showing his true self. As soon as his friend had left
his cabinet, he began to think about poor Akakiy Akakievitch. And from that
day forth, poor Akakiy Akakievitch, who could not bear up under an official
reprimand, recurred to his mind almost every day. The thought troubled him
to such an extent that a week later he even resolved to send an official to him, to
learn whether he really could assist him; and when it was reported to him that
Akakiy Akakievitch had died suddenly of fever, he was startled, hearkened to
the reproaches of his conscience, and was out of sorts for the whole day.
Wishing to divert his mind in some way, and drive away the disagreeable
impression, he set out that evening for one of his friends’ houses, where he
found quite a large party assembled. What was better, nearly every one was of
the same rank as himself, so that he need not feel in the least constrained. This
had a marvellous effect upon his mental state. He grew expansive, made himself
agreeable in conversation, in short, he passed a delightful evening. After supper
he drank a couple of glasses of champagne — not a bad recipe for cheerfulness,
as every one knows. The champagne inclined him to various adventures; and he
determined not to return home, but to go and see a certain well-known lady of
German extraction, Karolina Ivanovna, a lady, it appears, with whom he was on
a very friendly footing.
It must be mentioned that the prominent personage was no longer a
young man, but a good husband and respected father of a family. Two sons,
one of whom was already in the service, and a good-looking, sixteen-year-old
daughter, with a rather retrousse but pretty little nose, came every morning to
kiss his hand and say, “Bonjour, papa.” His wife, a still fresh and good-looking
woman, first gave him her hand to kiss, and then, reversing the procedure, kissed
his. But the prominent personage, though perfectly satisfied in his domestic
relations, considered it stylish to have a friend in another quarter of the city.
This friend was scarcely prettier or younger than his wife; but there are such
puzzles in the world, and it is not our place to judge them. So the important
personage descended the stairs, stepped into his sledge, said to the coachman,
“To Karolina Ivanovna’s,” and, wrapping himself luxuriously in his warm
cloak, found himself in that delightful frame of mind than which a Russian can
conceive no better, namely, when you think of nothing yourself, yet when the
thoughts creep into your mind of their own accord, each more agreeable than
the other, giving you no trouble either to drive them away or seek them. Fully
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satisfied, he recalled all the gay features of the evening just passed, and all the
mots which had made the little circle laugh. Many of them he repeated in a
low voice, and found them quite as funny as before; so it is not surprising that
he should laugh heartily at them. Occasionally, however, he was interrupted
by gusts of wind, which, coming suddenly, God knows whence or why, cut
his face, drove masses of snow into it, filled out his cloak-collar like a sail, or
suddenly blew it over his head with supernatural force, and thus caused him
constant trouble to disentangle himself.
Suddenly the important personage felt some one clutch him firmly by
the collar. Turning round, he perceived a man of short stature, in an old, worn
uniform, and recognized, not without terror, Akakiy Akakievitch. The official’s
face was white as snow, and looked just like a corpse’s. But the horror of the
important personage transcended all bounds when he saw the dead man’s
mouth open, and, with a terrible odor of the grave, gave vent to the following
remarks: “Ah, here you are at last! I have you, that — by the collar! I need your
cloak; you took no trouble about mine, but reprimanded me; so now give up
your own.”
The pallid prominent personage almost died of fright. Brave as he was
in the office and in the presence of inferiors generally, and although, at the sight
of his manly form and appearance, every one said, “Ugh! how much character
he had!” at this crisis, he, like many possessed of an heroic exterior, experienced
such terror, that, not without cause, he began to fear an attack of illness. He flung
his cloak hastily from his shoulders and shouted to his coachman in an unnatural
voice, “Home at full speed!” The coachman, hearing the tone which is generally
employed at critical moments and even accompanied by something much more
tangible, drew his head down between his shoulders in case of an emergency,
flourished his whip, and flew on like an arrow. In a little more than six minutes
the prominent personage was at the entrance of his own house. Pale, thoroughly
scared, and cloakless, he went home instead of to Karolina Ivanovna’s, reached
his room somehow or other, and passed the night in the direst distress; so that
the next morning over their tea his daughter said, “You are very pale to-day,
papa.” But papa remained silent, and said not a word to any one of what had
happened to him, where he had been, or where he had intended to go.
This occurrence made a deep impression upon him. He even began to
say: “How dare you? do you realize who stands before you?” less frequently to
the underofficials, and if he did utter the words, it was only after having first
learned the bearings of the matter. But the most noteworthy point was, that
from that day forward the apparition of the dead tchinovnik ceased to be seen.
Evidently the prominent personage’s cloak just fitted his shoulders; at all events,
no more instances of his dragging cloaks from people’s shoulders were heard
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of. But many active and apprehensive persons could by no means reassure
themselves, and asserted that the dead tchinovnik still showed himself in distant
parts of the city.
In fact, one watchman in Kolomna saw with his own eyes the apparition
come from behind a house. But being rather weak of body, he dared not arrest
him, but followed him in the dark, until, at length, the apparition looked round,
paused, and inquired, “What do you want?” at the same time showing a fist such
as is never seen on living men. The watchman said, “It’s of no consequence,”
and turned back instantly. But the apparition was much too tall, wore huge
moustaches, and, directing its steps apparently towards the Obukhoff bridge,
disappeared in the darkness of the night.
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The $30,000 Bequest
Mark Twain

L

Chapter I

akeside was a pleasant little town of five or six thousand inhabitants,
and a rather pretty one, too, as towns go in the Far West. It had
church accommodations for thirty-five thousand, which is the
way of the Far West and the South, where everybody is religious, and where
each of the Protestant sects is represented and has a plant of its own. Rank was
unknown in Lakeside—unconfessed, anyway; everybody knew everybody and
his dog, and a sociable friendliness was the prevailing atmosphere.
Saladin Foster was book-keeper in the principal store, and the only
high-salaried man of his profession in Lakeside. He was thirty-five years old,
now; he had served that store for fourteen years; he had begun in his marriageweek at four hundred dollars a year, and had climbed steadily up, a hundred
dollars a year, for four years; from that time forth his wage had remained eight
hundred—a handsome figure indeed, and everybody conceded that he was
worth it.
His wife, Electra, was a capable helpmeet, although—like himself— a
dreamer of dreams and a private dabbler in romance. The first thing she did,
after her marriage—child as she was, aged only nineteen— was to buy an acre
of ground on the edge of the town, and pay down the cash for it—twenty-five
dollars, all her fortune. Saladin had less, by fifteen. She instituted a vegetable
garden there, got it farmed on shares by the nearest neighbor, and made it pay
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her a hundred per cent. a year. Out of Saladin’s first year’s wage she put thirty
dollars in the savings-bank, sixty out of his second, a hundred out of his third, a
hundred and fifty out of his fourth. His wage went to eight hundred a year, then,
and meantime two children had arrived and increased the expenses, but she
banked two hundred a year from the salary, nevertheless, thenceforth. When she
had been married seven years she built and furnished a pretty and comfortable
two-thousand-dollar house in the midst of her garden-acre, paid half of the
money down and moved her family in. Seven years later she was out of debt
and had several hundred dollars out earning its living.
Earning it by the rise in landed estate; for she had long ago bought
another acre or two and sold the most of it at a profit to pleasant people who
were willing to build, and would be good neighbors and furnish a general
comradeship for herself and her growing family. She had an independent
income from safe investments of about a hundred dollars a year; her children
were growing in years and grace; and she was a pleased and happy woman.
Happy in her husband, happy in her children, and the husband and the children
were happy in her. It is at this point that this history begins.
The youngest girl, Clytemnestra—called Clytie for short— was eleven;
her sister, Gwendolen—called Gwen for short— was thirteen; nice girls, and
comely. The names betray the latent romance-tinge in the parental blood, the
parents’ names indicate that the tinge was an inheritance. It was an affectionate
family, hence all four of its members had pet names, Saladin’s was a curious
and unsexing one—Sally; and so was Electra’s—Aleck. All day long Sally was a
good and diligent book-keeper and salesman; all day long Aleck was a good and
faithful mother and housewife, and thoughtful and calculating business woman;
but in the cozy living-room at night they put the plodding world away, and
lived in another and a fairer, reading romances to each other, dreaming dreams,
comrading with kings and princes and stately lords and ladies in the flash and
stir and splendor of noble palaces and grim and ancient castles.

N

Chapter II

ow came great news! Stunning news—joyous news, in fact.
It came from a neighboring state, where the family’s only
surviving relative lived. It was Sally’s relative—a sort of vague
and indefinite uncle or second or third cousin by the name of Tilbury Foster,
seventy and a bachelor, reputed well off and corresponding sour and crusty.
Sally had tried to make up to him once, by letter, in a bygone time, and had not
made that mistake again. Tilbury now wrote to Sally, saying he should shortly
die, and should leave him thirty thousand dollars, cash; not for love, but because
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money had given him most of his troubles and exasperations, and he wished to
place it where there was good hope that it would continue its malignant work.
The bequest would be found in his will, and would be paid over. Provided,
that Sally should be able to prove to the executors that he had taken no notice
of the gift by spoken word or by letter, had made no inquiries concerning the
moribund’s progress toward the everlasting tropics, and had not attended the
funeral.
As soon as Aleck had partially recovered from the tremendous emotions
created by the letter, she sent to the relative’s habitat and subscribed for the local
paper.
Man and wife entered into a solemn compact, now, to never mention
the great news to any one while the relative lived, lest some ignorant person
carry the fact to the death-bed and distort it and make it appear that they were
disobediently thankful for the bequest, and just the same as confessing it and
publishing it, right in the face of the prohibition.
For the rest of the day Sally made havoc and confusion with his books,
and Aleck could not keep her mind on her affairs, not even take up a flower-pot
or book or a stick of wood without forgetting what she had intended to do with
it. For both were dreaming.
“Thir-ty thousand dollars!”
All day long the music of those inspiring words sang through those
people’s heads.
From his marriage-day forth, Aleck’s grip had been upon the purse, and
Sally had seldom known what it was to be privileged to squander a dime on
non-necessities.
“Thir-ty thousand dollars!” the song went on and on. A vast sum, an
unthinkable sum!
All day long Aleck was absorbed in planning how to invest it, Sally in
planning how to spend it.
There was no romance-reading that night. The children took themselves
away early, for their parents were silent, distraught, and strangely unentertaining.
The good-night kisses might as well have been impressed upon vacancy, for all
the response they got; the parents were not aware of the kisses, and the children
had been gone an hour before their absence was noticed. Two pencils had been
busy during that hour—note-making; in the way of plans. It was Sally who broke
the stillness at last. He said, with exultation:
“Ah, it’ll be grand, Aleck! Out of the first thousand we’ll have a horse and
a buggy for summer, and a cutter and a skin lap-robe for winter.”
Aleck responded with decision and composure—
“Out of the capital? Nothing of the kind. Not if it was a million!”
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Sally was deeply disappointed; the glow went out of his face.
“Oh, Aleck!” he said, reproachfully. “We’ve always worked so hard and
been so scrimped: and now that we are rich, it does seem—”
He did not finish, for he saw her eye soften; his supplication had touched
her. She said, with gentle persuasiveness:
“We must not spend the capital, dear, it would not be wise. Out of the
income from it—”
“That will answer, that will answer, Aleck! How dear and good you are!
There will be a noble income and if we can spend that—”
“Not all of it, dear, not all of it, but you can spend a part of it. That is, a
reasonable part. But the whole of the capital— every penny of it—must be put
right to work, and kept at it. You see the reasonableness of that, don’t you?”
“Why, ye-s. Yes, of course. But we’ll have to wait so long. Six months
before the first interest falls due.”
“Yes—maybe longer.”
“Longer, Aleck? Why? Don’t they pay half-yearly?”
“That kind of an investment—yes; but I sha’n’t invest in that way.”
“What way, then?”
“For big returns.”
“Big. That’s good. Go on, Aleck. What is it?”
“Coal. The new mines. Cannel. I mean to put in ten thousand. Ground
floor. When we organize, we’ll get three shares for one.”
“By George, but it sounds good, Aleck! Then the shares will be worth—
how much? And when?”
“About a year. They’ll pay ten per cent. half yearly, and be worth thirty
thousand. I know all about it; the advertisement is in the Cincinnati paper here.”
“Land, thirty thousand for ten—in a year! Let’s jam in the whole capital
and pull out ninety! I’ll write and subscribe right now— tomorrow it maybe too
late.”
He was flying to the writing-desk, but Aleck stopped him and put him
back in his chair. She said:
“Don’t lose your head so. We mustn’t subscribe till we’ve got the money;
don’t you know that?”
Sally’s excitement went down a degree or two, but he was not wholly
appeased.
“Why, Aleck, we’ll have it, you know—and so soon, too. He’s probably
out of his troubles before this; it’s a hundred to nothing he’s selecting his
brimstone-shovel this very minute. Now, I think—”
Aleck shuddered, and said:
“How can you, Sally! Don’t talk in that way, it is perfectly scandalous.”
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“Oh, well, make it a halo, if you like, _I_ don’t care for his outfit, I was
only just talking. Can’t you let a person talk?”
“But why should you want to talk in that dreadful way? How would you
like to have people talk so about you, and you not cold yet?”
“Not likely to be, for one while, I reckon, if my last act was giving away
money for the sake of doing somebody a harm with it. But never mind about
Tilbury, Aleck, let’s talk about something worldly. It does seem to me that that
mine is the place for the whole thirty. What’s the objection?”
“All the eggs in one basket—that’s the objection.”
“All right, if you say so. What about the other twenty? What do you
mean to do with that?”
“There is no hurry; I am going to look around before I do anything with
it.”
“All right, if your mind’s made up,” signed Sally. He was deep in thought
awhile, then he said:
“There’ll be twenty thousand profit coming from the ten a year from
now. We can spend that, can we, Aleck?”
Aleck shook her head.
“No, dear,” she said, “it won’t sell high till we’ve had the first semiannual dividend. You can spend part of that.”
“Shucks, only that—and a whole year to wait! Confound it, I—”
“Oh, do be patient! It might even be declared in three months— it’s quite
within the possibilities.”
“Oh, jolly! oh, thanks!” and Sally jumped up and kissed his wife in
gratitude. “It’ll be three thousand—three whole thousand! how much of it can
we spend, Aleck? Make it liberal!—do, dear, that’s a good fellow.”
Aleck was pleased; so pleased that she yielded to the pressure and
conceded a sum which her judgment told her was a foolish extravagance—
a thousand dollars. Sally kissed her half a dozen times and even in that way
could not express all his joy and thankfulness. This new access of gratitude
and affection carried Aleck quite beyond the bounds of prudence, and before
she could restrain herself she had made her darling another grant—a couple of
thousand out of the fifty or sixty which she meant to clear within a year of the
twenty which still remained of the bequest. The happy tears sprang to Sally’s
eyes, and he said:
“Oh, I want to hug you!” And he did it. Then he got his notes and sat
down and began to check off, for first purchase, the luxuries which he should
earliest wish to secure. “Horse—buggy—cutter—lap-robe—patent-leathers—
dog—plug-hat— church-pew—stem-winder—new teeth—say, Aleck!”
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“Well?”
“Ciphering away, aren’t you? That’s right. Have you got the twenty
thousand invested yet?”
“No, there’s no hurry about that; I must look around first, and think.”
“But you are ciphering; what’s it about?”
“Why, I have to find work for the thirty thousand that comes out of the
coal, haven’t I?”
“Scott, what a head! I never thought of that. How are you getting along?
Where have you arrived?”
“Not very far—two years or three. I’ve turned it over twice; once in oil
and once in wheat.”
“Why, Aleck, it’s splendid! How does it aggregate?”
“I think—well, to be on the safe side, about a hundred and eighty
thousand clear, though it will probably be more.”
“My! isn’t it wonderful? By gracious! luck has come our way at last, after
all the hard sledding, Aleck!”
“Well?”
“I’m going to cash in a whole three hundred on the missionaries— what
real right have we care for expenses!”
“You couldn’t do a nobler thing, dear; and it’s just like your generous
nature, you unselfish boy.”
The praise made Sally poignantly happy, but he was fair and just enough
to say it was rightfully due to Aleck rather than to himself, since but for her he
should never have had the money.
Then they went up to bed, and in their delirium of bliss they forgot and
left the candle burning in the parlor. They did not remember until they were
undressed; then Sally was for letting it burn; he said they could afford it, if it was
a thousand. But Aleck went down and put it out.
A good job, too; for on her way back she hit on a scheme that would turn
the hundred and eighty thousand into half a million before it had had time to get
cold.

T

Chapter III

he little newspaper which Aleck had subscribed for was a
Thursday sheet; it would make the trip of five hundred miles
from Tilbury’s village and arrive on Saturday. Tilbury’s letter had
started on Friday, more than a day too late for the benefactor to die and get
into that week’s issue, but in plenty of time to make connection for the next
output. Thus the Fosters had to wait almost a complete week to find out whether
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anything of a satisfactory nature had happened to him or not. It was a long, long
week, and the strain was a heavy one. The pair could hardly have borne it if their
minds had not had the relief of wholesome diversion. We have seen that they
had that. The woman was piling up fortunes right along, the man was spending
them— spending all his wife would give him a chance at, at any rate.
At last the Saturday came, and the Weekly Sagamore arrived. Mrs. Eversly
Bennett was present. She was the Presbyterian parson’s wife, and was working
the Fosters for a charity. Talk now died a sudden death—on the Foster side. Mrs.
Bennett presently discovered that her hosts were not hearing a word she was
saying; so she got up, wondering and indignant, and went away. The moment
she was out of the house, Aleck eagerly tore the wrapper from the paper, and
her eyes and Sally’s swept the columns for the death-notices. Disappointment!
Tilbury was not anywhere mentioned. Aleck was a Christian from the cradle,
and duty and the force of habit required her to go through the motions. She
pulled herself together and said, with a pious two-per-cent. trade joyousness:
“Let us be humbly thankful that he has been spared; and—”
“Damn his treacherous hide, I wish—”
“Sally! For shame!”
“I don’t care!” retorted the angry man. “It’s the way you feel, and if you
weren’t so immorally pious you’d be honest and say so.”
Aleck said, with wounded dignity:
“I do not see how you can say such unkind and unjust things. There is no
such thing as immoral piety.”
Sally felt a pang, but tried to conceal it under a shuffling attempt to save
his case by changing the form of it—as if changing the form while retaining the
juice could deceive the expert he was trying to placate. He said:
“I didn’t mean so bad as that, Aleck; I didn’t really mean immoral piety,
I only meant—meant—well, conventional piety, you know; er—shop piety;
the—the—why, you know what I mean. Aleck—the—well, where you put up
that plated article and play it for solid, you know, without intending anything
improper, but just out of trade habit, ancient policy, petrified custom, loyalty to—
to—hang it, I can’t find the right words, but you know what I mean, Aleck, and
that there isn’t any harm in it. I’ll try again. You see, it’s this way. If a person—”
“You have said quite enough,” said Aleck, coldly; “let the subject be
dropped.”
“I’M willing,” fervently responded Sally, wiping the sweat from his
forehead and looking the thankfulness he had no words for. Then, musingly,
he apologized to himself. “I certainly held threes— I know it—but I drew and
didn’t fill. That’s where I’m so often weak in the game. If I had stood pat—but I
didn’t. I never do. I don’t know enough.”
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Confessedly defeated, he was properly tame now and subdued. Aleck
forgave him with her eyes.
The grand interest, the supreme interest, came instantly to the front again;
nothing could keep it in the background many minutes on a stretch. The couple
took up the puzzle of the absence of Tilbury’s death-notice. They discussed it
every which way, more or less hopefully, but they had to finish where they
began, and concede that the only really sane explanation of the absence of the
notice must be—and without doubt was—that Tilbury was not dead. There was
something sad about it, something even a little unfair, maybe, but there it was,
and had to be put up with. They were agreed as to that. To Sally it seemed a
strangely inscrutable dispensation; more inscrutable than usual, he thought; one
of the most unnecessary inscrutable he could call to mind, in fact—and said so,
with some feeling; but if he was hoping to draw Aleck he failed; she reserved her
opinion, if she had one; she had not the habit of taking injudicious risks in any
market, worldly or other.
The pair must wait for next week’s paper—Tilbury had evidently
postponed. That was their thought and their decision. So they put the subject
away and went about their affairs again with as good heart as they could.
Now, if they had but known it, they had been wronging Tilbury all the
time. Tilbury had kept faith, kept it to the letter; he was dead, he had died to
schedule. He was dead more than four days now and used to it; entirely dead,
perfectly dead, as dead as any other new person in the cemetery; dead in abundant
time to get into that week’s Sagamore, too, and only shut out by an accident; an
accident which could not happen to a metropolitan journal, but which happens
easily to a poor little village rag like the Sagamore. On this occasion, just as
the editorial page was being locked up, a gratis quart of strawberry ice-water
arrived from Hostetter’s Ladies and Gents Ice-Cream Parlors, and the stickful of
rather chilly regret over Tilbury’s translation got crowded out to make room for
the editor’s frantic gratitude.
On its way to the standing-galley Tilbury’s notice got pied. Otherwise
it would have gone into some future edition, for Weekly Sagamores do not
waste “live” matter, and in their galleys “live” matter is immortal, unless a pi
accident intervenes. But a thing that gets pied is dead, and for such there is
no resurrection; its chance of seeing print is gone, forever and ever. And so, let
Tilbury like it or not, let him rave in his grave to his fill, no matter—no mention
of his death would ever see the light in the Weekly Sagamore.
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Chapter IV

ive weeks drifted tediously along. The Sagamore arrived regularly
on the Saturdays, but never once contained a mention of Tilbury
Foster. Sally’s patience broke down at this point, and he said,

resentfully:
“Damn his livers, he’s immortal!”
Aleck give him a very severe rebuke, and added with icy solemnity:
“How would you feel if you were suddenly cut out just after such an
awful remark had escaped out of you?”
Without sufficient reflection Sally responded:
“I’d feel I was lucky I hadn’t got caught with it in me.”
Pride had forced him to say something, and as he could not think of any
rational thing to say he flung that out. Then he stole a base— as he called it—that
is, slipped from the presence, to keep from being brayed in his wife’s discussionmortar.
Six months came and went. The Sagamore was still silent about Tilbury.
Meantime, Sally had several times thrown out a feeler—that is, a hint that he
would like to know. Aleck had ignored the hints. Sally now resolved to brace up
and risk a frontal attack. So he squarely proposed to disguise himself and go to
Tilbury’s village and surreptitiously find out as to the prospects. Aleck put her
foot on the dangerous project with energy and decision. She said:
“What can you be thinking of? You do keep my hands full! You have to
be watched all the time, like a little child, to keep you from walking into the fire.
You’ll stay right where you are!”
“Why, Aleck, I could do it and not be found out—I’m certain of it.”
“Sally Foster, don’t you know you would have to inquire around?”
“Of course, but what of it? Nobody would suspect who I was.”
“Oh, listen to the man! Some day you’ve got to prove to the executors
that you never inquired. What then?”
He had forgotten that detail. He didn’t reply; there wasn’t anything to
say. Aleck added:
“Now then, drop that notion out of your mind, and don’t ever meddle
with it again. Tilbury set that trap for you. Don’t you know it’s a trap? He is
on the watch, and fully expecting you to blunder into it. Well, he is going to be
disappointed—at least while I am on deck. Sally!”
“Well?”
“As long as you live, if it’s a hundred years, don’t you ever make an
inquiry. Promise!”
“All right,” with a sigh and reluctantly.
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Then Aleck softened and said:
“Don’t be impatient. We are prospering; we can wait; there is no hurry.
Our small dead-certain income increases all the time; and as to futures, I have not
made a mistake yet—they are piling up by the thousands and tens of thousands.
There is not another family in the state with such prospects as ours. Already we
are beginning to roll in eventual wealth. You know that, don’t you?”
“Yes, Aleck, it’s certainly so.”
“Then be grateful for what God is doing for us and stop worrying. You
do not believe we could have achieved these prodigious results without His
special help and guidance, do you?”
Hesitatingly, “N-no, I suppose not.” Then, with feeling and admiration,
“And yet, when it comes to judiciousness in watering a stock or putting up a
hand to skin Wall Street I don’t give in that you need any outside amateur help,
if I do wish I—”
“Oh, do shut up! I know you do not mean any harm or any irreverence,
poor boy, but you can’t seem to open your mouth without letting out things to
make a person shudder. You keep me in constant dread. For you and for all of
us. Once I had no fear of the thunder, but now when I hear it I—”
Her voice broke, and she began to cry, and could not finish. The sight
of this smote Sally to the heart and he took her in his arms and petted her
and comforted her and promised better conduct, and upbraided himself and
remorsefully pleaded for forgiveness. And he was in earnest, and sorry for what
he had done and ready for any sacrifice that could make up for it.
And so, in privacy, he thought long and deeply over the matter, resolving
to do what should seem best. It was easy to promise reform; indeed he had
already promised it. But would that do any real good, any permanent good? No,
it would be but temporary—he knew his weakness, and confessed it to himself
with sorrow—he could not keep the promise. Something surer and better must
be devised; and he devised it. At cost of precious money which he had long been
saving up, shilling by shilling, he put a lightning-rod on the house.
At a subsequent time he relapsed.
What miracles habit can do! and how quickly and how easily habits are
acquired—both trifling habits and habits which profoundly change us. If by
accident we wake at two in the morning a couple of nights in succession, we
have need to be uneasy, for another repetition can turn the accident into a habit;
and a month’s dallying with whiskey— but we all know these commonplace
facts.
The castle-building habit, the day-dreaming habit—how it grows! what a
luxury it becomes; how we fly to its enchantments at every idle moment, how we
revel in them, steep our souls in them, intoxicate ourselves with their beguiling
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fantasies—oh yes, and how soon and how easily our dram life and our material
life become so intermingled and so fused together that we can’t quite tell which
is which, any more.
By and by Aleck subscribed to a Chicago daily and for the Wall Street
Pointer. With an eye single to finance she studied these as diligently all the week
as she studied her Bible Sundays. Sally was lost in admiration, to note with what
swift and sure strides her genius and judgment developed and expanded in
the forecasting and handling of the securities of both the material and spiritual
markets. He was proud of her nerve and daring in exploiting worldly stocks,
and just as proud of her conservative caution in working her spiritual deals. He
noted that she never lost her head in either case; that with a splendid courage
she often went short on worldly futures, but heedfully drew the line there—she
was always long on the others. Her policy was quite sane and simple, as she
explained it to him: what she put into earthly futures was for speculation, what
she put into spiritual futures was for investment; she was willing to go into the
one on a margin, and take chances, but in the case of the other, “margin her no
margins”—she wanted to cash in a hundred cents per dollar’s worth, and have
the stock transferred on the books.
It took but a very few months to educate Aleck’s imagination and Sally’s.
Each day’s training added something to the spread and effectiveness of the two
machines. As a consequence, Aleck made imaginary money much faster than
at first she had dreamed of making it, and Sally’s competency in spending the
overflow of it kept pace with the strain put upon it, right along. In the beginning,
Aleck had given the coal speculation a twelvemonth in which to materialize,
and had been loath to grant that this term might possibly be shortened by nine
months. But that was the feeble work, the nursery work, of a financial fancy that
had had no teaching, no experience, no practice. These aids soon came, then that
nine months vanished, and the imaginary ten-thousand-dollar investment came
marching home with three hundred per cent. profit on its back!
It was a great day for the pair of Fosters. They were speechless for joy.
Also speechless for another reason: after much watching of the market, Aleck
had lately, with fear and trembling, made her first flyer on a “margin,” using
the remaining twenty thousand of the bequest in this risk. In her mind’s eye she
had seen it climb, point by point—always with a chance that the market would
break— until at last her anxieties were too great for further endurance— she
being new to the margin business and unhardened, as yet—and she gave her
imaginary broker an imaginary order by imaginary telegraph to sell. She said
forty thousand dollars’ profit was enough. The sale was made on the very day
that the coal venture had returned with its rich freight. As I have said, the couple
were speechless. they sat dazed and blissful that night, trying to realize that they
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were actually worth a hundred thousand dollars in clean, imaginary cash. Yet so
it was.
It was the last time that ever Aleck was afraid of a margin; at least afraid
enough to let it break her sleep and pale her cheek to the extent that this first
experience in that line had done.
Indeed it was a memorable night. Gradually the realization that they
were rich sank securely home into the souls of the pair, then they began to place
the money. If we could have looked out through the eyes of these dreamers,
we should have seen their tidy little wooden house disappear, and two-story
brick with a cast-iron fence in front of it take its place; we should have seen a
three-globed gas-chandelier grow down from the parlor ceiling; we should have
seen the homely rag carpet turn to noble Brussels, a dollar and a half a yard;
we should have seen the plebeian fireplace vanish away and a recherch’e, big
base-burner with isinglass windows take position and spread awe around. And
we should have seen other things, too; among them the buggy, the lap-robe, the
stove-pipe hat, and so on.
From that time forth, although the daughters and the neighbors saw
only the same old wooden house there, it was a two-story brick to Aleck and
Sally and not a night went by that Aleck did not worry about the imaginary gasbills, and get for all comfort Sally’s reckless retort: “What of it? We can afford it.”
Before the couple went to bed, that first night that they were rich, they
had decided that they must celebrate. They must give a party— that was the
idea. But how to explain it—to the daughters and the neighbors? They could not
expose the fact that they were rich. Sally was willing, even anxious, to do it; but
Aleck kept her head and would not allow it. She said that although the money
was as good as in, it would be as well to wait until it was actually in. On that
policy she took her stand, and would not budge. The great secret must be kept,
she said—kept from the daughters and everybody else.
The pair were puzzled. They must celebrate, they were determined
to celebrate, but since the secret must be kept, what could they celebrate? No
birthdays were due for three months. Tilbury wasn’t available, evidently he was
going to live forever; what the nation could they celebrate? That was Sally’s way
of putting it; and he was getting impatient, too, and harassed. But at last he hit
it—just by sheer inspiration, as it seemed to him— and all their troubles were
gone in a moment; they would celebrate the Discovery of America. A splendid
idea!
Aleck was almost too proud of Sally for words—she said she never
would have thought of it. But Sally, although he was bursting with delight in the
compliment and with wonder at himself, tried not to let on, and said it wasn’t
really anything, anybody could have done it. Whereat Aleck, with a prideful toss
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of her happy head, said:
“Oh, certainly! Anybody could—oh, anybody! Hosannah Dilkins, for
instance! Or maybe Adelbert Peanut—oh, dear—yes! Well, I’d like to see them
try it, that’s all. Dear-me-suz, if they could think of the discovery of a forty-acre
island it’s more than _I_ believe they could; and as for the whole continent, why,
Sally Foster, you know perfectly well it would strain the livers and lights out of
them and then they couldn’t!”
The dear woman, she knew he had talent; and if affection made her
over-estimate the size of it a little, surely it was a sweet and gentle crime, and
forgivable for its source’s sake.

T

Chapter V

he celebration went off well. The friends were all present, both
the young and the old. Among the young were Flossie and Gracie
Peanut and their brother Adelbert, who was a rising young
journeyman tinner, also Hosannah Dilkins, Jr., journeyman plasterer, just out of
his apprenticeship. For many months Adelbert and Hosannah had been showing
interest in Gwendolen and Clytemnestra Foster, and the parents of the girls
had noticed this with private satisfaction. But they suddenly realized now that
that feeling had passed. They recognized that the changed financial conditions
had raised up a social bar between their daughters and the young mechanics.
The daughters could now look higher—and must. Yes, must. They need marry
nothing below the grade of lawyer or merchant; poppa and momma would take
care of this; there must be no m’esalliances.
However, these thinkings and projects of their were private, and did not
show on the surface, and therefore threw no shadow upon the celebration. What
showed upon the surface was a serene and lofty contentment and a dignity of
carriage and gravity of deportment which compelled the admiration and likewise
the wonder of the company. All noticed it and all commented upon it, but none
was able to divine the secret of it. It was a marvel and a mystery. Three several
persons remarked, without suspecting what clever shots they were making:
“It’s as if they’d come into property.”
That was just it, indeed.
Most mothers would have taken hold of the matrimonial matter in the
old regulation way; they would have given the girls a talking to, of a solemn
sort and untactful—a lecture calculated to defeat its own purpose, by producing
tears and secret rebellion; and the said mothers would have further damaged
the business by requesting the young mechanics to discontinue their attentions.
But this mother was different. She was practical. She said nothing to any of the
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young people concerned, nor to any one else except Sally. He listened to her and
understood; understood and admired. He said:
“I get the idea. Instead of finding fault with the samples on view, thus
hurting feelings and obstructing trade without occasion, you merely offer a
higher class of goods for the money, and leave nature to take her course. It’s
wisdom, Aleck, solid wisdom, and sound as a nut. Who’s your fish? Have you
nominated him yet?”
No, she hadn’t. They must look the market over—which they did. To
start with, they considered and discussed Brandish, rising young lawyer, and
Fulton, rising young dentist. Sally must invite them to dinner. But not right
away; there was no hurry, Aleck said. Keep an eye on the pair, and wait; nothing
would be lost by going slowly in so important a matter.
It turned out that this was wisdom, too; for inside of three weeks Aleck
made a wonderful strike which swelled her imaginary hundred thousand to
four hundred thousand of the same quality. She and Sally were in the clouds
that evening. For the first time they introduced champagne at dinner. Not real
champagne, but plenty real enough for the amount of imagination expended
on it. It was Sally that did it, and Aleck weakly submitted. At bottom both were
troubled and ashamed, for he was a high-up Son of Temperance, and at funerals
wore an apron which no dog could look upon and retain his reason and his
opinion; and she was a W. C. T. U., with all that that implies of boiler-iron virtue
and unendurable holiness. But there is was; the pride of riches was beginning its
disintegrating work. They had lived to prove, once more, a sad truth which had
been proven many times before in the world: that whereas principle is a great
and noble protection against showy and degrading vanities and vices, poverty
is worth six of it. More than four hundred thousand dollars to the good. They
took up the matrimonial matter again. Neither the dentist nor the lawyer was
mentioned; there was no occasion, they were out of the running. Disqualified.
They discussed the son of the pork-packer and the son of the village banker.
But finally, as in the previous case, they concluded to wait and think, and go
cautiously and sure.
Luck came their way again. Aleck, ever watchful saw a great and
risky chance, and took a daring flyer. A time of trembling, of doubt, of awful
uneasiness followed, for non-success meant absolute ruin and nothing short of
it. Then came the result, and Aleck, faint with joy, could hardly control her voice
when she said:
“The suspense is over, Sally—and we are worth a cold million!”
Sally wept for gratitude, and said:
“Oh, Electra, jewel of women, darling of my heart, we are free at last, we
roll in wealth, we need never scrimp again. it’s a case for Veuve Cliquot!” and he
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got out a pint of spruce-beer and made sacrifice, he saying “Damn the expense,”
and she rebuking him gently with reproachful but humid and happy eyes.
They shelved the pork-packer’s son and the banker’s son, and sat down
to consider the Governor’s son and the son of the Congressman.

I

Chapter VI

t were a weariness to follow in detail the leaps and bounds the Foster
fictitious finances took from this time forth. It was marvelous, it was
dizzying, it was dazzling. Everything Aleck touched turned to fairy
gold, and heaped itself glittering toward the firmament. Millions upon millions
poured in, and still the mighty stream flowed thundering along, still its vast
volume increased. Five millions— ten millions—twenty—thirty—was there
never to be an end?
Two years swept by in a splendid delirium, the intoxicated Fosters
scarcely noticing the flight of time. They were now worth three hundred million
dollars; they were in every board of directors of every prodigious combine in the
country; and still as time drifted along, the millions went on piling up, five at a
time, ten at a time, as fast as they could tally them off, almost. The three hundred
double itself—then doubled again—and yet again—and yet once more.
Twenty-four hundred millions!
The business was getting a little confused. It was necessary to take an
account of stock, and straighten it out. The Fosters knew it, they felt it, they
realized that it was imperative; but they also knew that to do it properly and
perfectly the task must be carried to a finish without a break when once it was
begun. A ten-hours’ job; and where could they find ten leisure hours in a bunch?
Sally was selling pins and sugar and calico all day and every day; Aleck was
cooking and washing dishes and sweeping and making beds all day and every
day, with none to help, for the daughters were being saved up for high society.
The Fosters knew there was one way to get the ten hours, and only one. Both
were ashamed to name it; each waited for the other to do it. Finally Sally said:
“Somebody’s got to give in. It’s up to me. Consider that I’ve named it—
never mind pronouncing it out aloud.”
Aleck colored, but was grateful. Without further remark, they fell. Fell,
and—broke the Sabbath. For that was their only free ten-hour stretch. It was
but another step in the downward path. Others would follow. Vast wealth has
temptations which fatally and surely undermine the moral structure of persons
not habituated to its possession.
They pulled down the shades and broke the Sabbath. With hard and
patient labor they overhauled their holdings and listed them. And a long-drawn
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procession of formidable names it was! Starting with the Railway Systems,
Steamer Lines, Standard Oil, Ocean Cables, Diluted Telegraph, and all the rest,
and winding up with Klondike, De Beers, Tammany Graft, and Shady Privileges
in the Post-office Department.
Twenty-four hundred millions, and all safely planted in Good Things,
gilt-edged and interest-bearing. Income, $120,000,000 a year. Aleck fetched a
long purr of soft delight, and said:
“Is it enough?”
“It is, Aleck.”
“What shall we do?”
“Stand pat.”
“Retire from business?”
“That’s it.”
“I am agreed. The good work is finished; we will take a long rest and
enjoy the money.”
“Good! Aleck!”
“Yes, dear?”
“How much of the income can we spend?”
“The whole of it.”
It seemed to her husband that a ton of chains fell from his limbs. He did
not say a word; he was happy beyond the power of speech.
After that, they broke the Sabbaths right along as fast as they turned
up. It is the first wrong step that counts. Every Sunday they put in the whole
day, after morning service, on inventions— inventions of ways to spend the
money. They got to continuing this delicious dissipation until past midnight;
and at every s’eance Aleck lavished millions upon great charities and religious
enterprises, and Sally lavished like sums upon matters to which (at first) he gave
definite names. Only at first. Later the names gradually lost sharpness of outline,
and eventually faded into “sundries,” thus becoming entirely—but safely—
undescriptive. For Sally was crumbling. The placing of these millions added
seriously and most uncomfortably to the family expenses—in tallow candles.
For a while Aleck was worried. Then, after a little, she ceased to worry, for the
occasion of it was gone. She was pained, she was grieved, she was ashamed; but
she said nothing, and so became an accessory. Sally was taking candles; he was
robbing the store. It is ever thus. Vast wealth, to the person unaccustomed to it, is
a bane; it eats into the flesh and bone of his morals. When the Fosters were poor,
they could have been trusted with untold candles. But now they—but let us not
dwell upon it. From candles to apples is but a step: Sally got to taking apples;
then soap; then maple-sugar; then canned goods; then crockery. How easy it is
to go from bad to worse, when once we have started upon a downward course!
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Meantime, other effects had been milestoning the course of the Fosters’
splendid financial march. The fictitious brick dwelling had given place to an
imaginary granite one with a checker-board mansard roof; in time this one
disappeared and gave place to a still grander home—and so on and so on.
Mansion after mansion, made of air, rose, higher, broader, finer, and each in
its turn vanished away; until now in these latter great days, our dreamers were
in fancy housed, in a distant region, in a sumptuous vast palace which looked
out from a leafy summit upon a noble prospect of vale and river and receding
hills steeped in tinted mists— and all private, all the property of the dreamers; a
palace swarming with liveried servants, and populous with guests of fame and
power, hailing from all the world’s capitals, foreign and domestic.
This palace was far, far away toward the rising sun, immeasurably
remote, astronomically remote, in Newport, Rhode Island, Holy Land of High
Society, ineffable Domain of the American Aristocracy. As a rule they spent a
part of every Sabbath—after morning service— in this sumptuous home, the
rest of it they spent in Europe, or in dawdling around in their private yacht. Six
days of sordid and plodding fact life at home on the ragged edge of Lakeside
and straitened means, the seventh in Fairlyand—such had been their program
and their habit.
In their sternly restricted fact life they remained as of old— plodding,
diligent, careful, practical, economical. They stuck loyally to the little Presbyterian
Church, and labored faithfully in its interests and stood by its high and tough
doctrines with all their mental and spiritual energies. But in their dream life they
obeyed the invitations of their fancies, whatever they might be, and howsoever
the fancies might change. Aleck’s fancies were not very capricious, and not
frequent, but Sally’s scattered a good deal. Aleck, in her dream life, went over to
the Episcopal camp, on account of its large official titles; next she became Highchurch on account of the candles and shows; and next she naturally changed to
Rome, where there were cardinals and more candles. But these excursions were
a nothing to Sally’s. His dream life was a glowing and continuous and persistent
excitement, and he kept every part of it fresh and sparkling by frequent changes,
the religious part along with the rest. He worked his religions hard, and changed
them with his shirt.
The liberal spendings of the Fosters upon their fancies began early in
their prosperities, and grew in prodigality step by step with their advancing
fortunes. In time they became truly enormous. Aleck built a university or two
per Sunday; also a hospital or two; also a Rowton hotel or so; also a batch of
churches; now and then a cathedral; and once, with untimely and ill-chosen
playfulness, Sally said, “It was a cold day when she didn’t ship a cargo of
missionaries to persuade unreflecting Chinamen to trade off twenty-four carat
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Confucianism for counterfeit Christianity.”
This rude and unfeeling language hurt Aleck to the heart, and she went
from the presence crying. That spectacle went to his own heart, and in his pain
and shame he would have given worlds to have those unkind words back. She
had uttered no syllable of reproach— and that cut him. Not one suggestion
that he look at his own record— and she could have made, oh, so many, and
such blistering ones! Her generous silence brought a swift revenge, for it turned
his thoughts upon himself, it summoned before him a spectral procession,
a moving vision of his life as he had been leading it these past few years of
limitless prosperity, and as he sat there reviewing it his cheeks burned and his
soul was steeped in humiliation. Look at her life—how fair it was, and tending
ever upward; and look at his own—how frivolous, how charged with mean
vanities, how selfish, how empty, how ignoble! And its trend—never upward,
but downward, ever downward!
He instituted comparisons between her record and his own. He had
found fault with her—so he mused—he! And what could he say for himself?
When she built her first church what was he doing? Gathering other blas’e
multimillionaires into a Poker Club; defiling his own palace with it; losing
hundreds of thousands to it at every sitting, and sillily vain of the admiring
notoriety it made for him. When she was building her first university, what was
he doing? Polluting himself with a gay and dissipated secret life in the company
of other fast bloods, multimillionaires in money and paupers in character. When
she was building her first foundling asylum, what was he doing? Alas! When
she was projecting her noble Society for the Purifying of the Sex, what was he
doing? Ah, what, indeed! When she and the W. C. T. U. and the Woman with the
Hatchet, moving with resistless march, were sweeping the fatal bottle from the
land, what was he doing? Getting drunk three times a day. When she, builder of
a hundred cathedrals, was being gratefully welcomed and blest in papal Rome
and decorated with the Golden Rose which she had so honorably earned, what
was he doing? Breaking the bank at Monte Carlo.
He stopped. He could go no farther; he could not bear the rest. He rose
up, with a great resolution upon his lips: this secret life should be revealing, and
confessed; no longer would he live it clandestinely, he would go and tell her All.
And that is what he did. He told her All; and wept upon her bosom;
wept, and moaned, and begged for her forgiveness. It was a profound shock,
and she staggered under the blow, but he was her own, the core of her heart, the
blessing of her eyes, her all in all, she could deny him nothing, and she forgave
him. She felt that he could never again be quite to her what he had been before;
she knew that he could only repent, and not reform; yet all morally defaced and
decayed as he was, was he not her own, her very own, the idol of her deathless
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worship? She said she was his serf, his slave, and she opened her yearning heart
and took him in.

O

Chapter VII

ne Sunday afternoon some time after this they were sailing the
summer seas in their dream yacht, and reclining in lazy luxury
under the awning of the after-deck. There was silence, for each
was busy with his own thoughts. These seasons of silence had insensibly been
growing more and more frequent of late; the old nearness and cordiality were
waning. Sally’s terrible revelation had done its work; Aleck had tried hard to
drive the memory of it out of her mind, but it would not go, and the shame and
bitterness of it were poisoning her gracious dream life. She could see now (on
Sundays) that her husband was becoming a bloated and repulsive Thing. She
could not close her eyes to this, and in these days she no longer looked at him,
Sundays, when she could help it.
But she—was she herself without blemish? Alas, she knew she was not.
She was keeping a secret from him, she was acting dishonorably toward him, and
many a pang it was costing her. She was breaking the compact, and concealing
it from him. Under strong temptation she had gone into business again; she had
risked their whole fortune in a purchase of all the railway systems and coal and
steel companies in the country on a margin, and she was now trembling, every
Sabbath hour, lest through some chance word of hers he find it out. In her misery
and remorse for this treachery she could not keep her heart from going out to
him in pity; she was filled with compunctions to see him lying there, drunk and
contented, and ever suspecting. Never suspecting—trusting her with a perfect
and pathetic trust, and she holding over him by a thread a possible calamity of
so devastating a—
“Say—Aleck?”
The interrupting words brought her suddenly to herself. She was
grateful to have that persecuting subject from her thoughts, and she answered,
with much of the old-time tenderness in her tone:
“Yes, dear.”
“Do you know, Aleck, I think we are making a mistake—that is, you are.
I mean about the marriage business.” He sat up, fat and froggy and benevolent,
like a bronze Buddha, and grew earnest. “Consider—it’s more than five years.
You’ve continued the same policy from the start: with every rise, always holding
on for five points higher. Always when I think we are going to have some
weddings, you see a bigger thing ahead, and I undergo another disappointment.
I think you are too hard to please. Some day we’ll get left. First, we turned down
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the dentist and the lawyer. That was all right— it was sound. Next, we turned
down the banker’s son and the pork-butcher’s heir—right again, and sound.
Next, we turned down the Congressman’s son and the Governor’s—right as
a trivet, I confess it. Next the Senator’s son and the son of the Vice-President
of the United States—perfectly right, there’s no permanency about those little
distinctions. Then you went for the aristocracy; and I thought we had struck
oil at last—yes. We would make a plunge at the Four Hundred, and pull in
some ancient lineage, venerable, holy, ineffable, mellow with the antiquity of a
hundred and fifty years, disinfected of the ancestral odors of salt-cod and pelts all
of a century ago, and unsmirched by a day’s work since, and then! why, then the
marriages, of course. But no, along comes a pair a real aristocrats from Europe,
and straightway you throw over the half-breeds. It was awfully discouraging,
Aleck! Since then, what a procession! You turned down the baronets for a pair of
barons; you turned down the barons for a pair of viscounts; the viscounts for a
pair of earls; the earls for a pair of marquises; the marquises for a brace of dukes.
Now, Aleck, cash in!— you’ve played the limit. You’ve got a job lot of four dukes
under the hammer; of four nationalities; all sound in the wind and limb and
pedigree, all bankrupt and in debt up to the ears. They come high, but we can
afford it. Come, Aleck, don’t delay any longer, don’t keep up the suspense: take
the whole lay-out, and leave the girls to choose!”
Aleck had been smiling blandly and contentedly all through this
arraignment of her marriage policy, a pleasant light, as of triumph with perhaps
a nice surprise peeping out through it, rose in her eyes, and she said, as calmly
as she could:
“Sally, what would you say to—royalty?”
Prodigious! Poor man, it knocked him silly, and he fell over the garboardstrake and barked his shin on the cat-heads. He was dizzy for a moment, then he
gathered himself up and limped over and sat down by his wife and beamed his
old-time admiration and affection upon her in floods, out of his bleary eyes.
“By George!” he said, fervently, “Aleck, you are great—the greatest
woman in the whole earth! I can’t ever learn the whole size of you. I can’t ever
learn the immeasurable deeps of you. Here I’ve been considering myself qualified
to criticize your game. I! Why, if I had stopped to think, I’d have known you had
a lone hand up your sleeve. Now, dear heart, I’m all red-hot impatience—tell me
about it!”
The flattered and happy woman put her lips to his ear and whispered a
princely name. It made him catch his breath, it lit his face with exultation.
“Land!” he said, “it’s a stunning catch! He’s got a gambling-hall, and a
graveyard, and a bishop, and a cathedral—all his very own. And all gilt-edged
five-hundred-per-cent. stock, every detail of it; the tidiest little property in
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Europe. and that graveyard— it’s the selectest in the world: none but suicides
admitted; yes, sir, and the free-list suspended, too, all the time. There isn’t much
land in the principality, but there’s enough: eight hundred acres in the graveyard
and forty-two outside. It’s a sovereignty—that’s the main thing; land’s nothing.
There’s plenty land, Sahara’s drugged with it.”
Aleck glowed; she was profoundly happy. She said:
“Think of it, Sally—it is a family that has never married outside the Royal
and Imperial Houses of Europe: our grandchildren will sit upon thrones!”
“True as you live, Aleck—and bear scepters, too; and handle them as
naturally and nonchalantly as I handle a yardstick. It’s a grand catch, Aleck. He’s
corralled, is he? Can’t get away? You didn’t take him on a margin?”
“No. Trust me for that. He’s not a liability, he’s an asset. So is the other
one.”
“Who is it, Aleck?”
“His Royal Highness Sigismund-Siegfriend-Lauenfeld-DinkelspielSchwartzenberg Blutwurst, Hereditary Grant Duke of Katzenyammer.”
“No! You can’t mean it!”
“It’s as true as I’m sitting here, I give you my word,” she answered.
His cup was full, and he hugged her to his heart with rapture, saying:
“How wonderful it all seems, and how beautiful! It’s one of the oldest
and noblest of the three hundred and sixty-four ancient German principalities,
and one of the few that was allowed to retain its royal estate when Bismarck
got done trimming them. I know that farm, I’ve been there. It’s got a rope-walk
and a candle-factory and an army. Standing army. Infantry and cavalry. Three
soldier and a horse. Aleck, it’s been a long wait, and full of heartbreak and hope
deferred, but God knows I am happy now. Happy, and grateful to you, my own,
who have done it all. When is it to be?”
“Next Sunday.”
“Good. And we’ll want to do these weddings up in the very regalest
style that’s going. It’s properly due to the royal quality of the parties of the first
part. Now as I understand it, there is only one kind of marriage that is sacred to
royalty, exclusive to royalty: it’s the morganatic.”
“What do they call it that for, Sally?”
“I don’t know; but anyway it’s royal, and royal only.”
“Then we will insist upon it. More—I will compel it. It is morganatic
marriage or none.”
“That settles it!” said Sally, rubbing his hands with delight. “And it will
be the very first in America. Aleck, it will make Newport sick.”
Then they fell silent, and drifted away upon their dream wings to the
far regions of the earth to invite all the crowned heads and their families and
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provide gratis transportation to them.

D

Chapter VIII

uring three days the couple walked upon air, with their
heads in the clouds. They were but vaguely conscious of their
surroundings; they saw all things dimly, as through a veil; they
were steeped in dreams, often they did not hear when they were spoken to;
they often did not understand when they heard; they answered confusedly or at
random; Sally sold molasses by weight, sugar by the yard, and furnished soap
when asked for candles, and Aleck put the cat in the wash and fed milk to the
soiled linen. Everybody was stunned and amazed, and went about muttering,
“What can be the matter with the Fosters?”
Three days. Then came events! Things had taken a happy turn, and for
forty-eight hours Aleck’s imaginary corner had been booming. Up—up—still
up! Cost point was passed. Still up—and up— and up! Cost point was passed.
Still up—and up—and up! Five points above cost—then ten—fifteen—twenty!
Twenty points cold profit on the vast venture, now, and Aleck’s imaginary
brokers were shouting frantically by imaginary long-distance, “Sell! sell! for
Heaven’s sake sell!”
She broke the splendid news to Sally, and he, too, said, “Sell! sell—oh,
don’t make a blunder, now, you own the earth!— sell, sell!” But she set her iron
will and lashed it amidships, and said she would hold on for five points more if
she died for it.
It was a fatal resolve. The very next day came the historic crash, the
record crash, the devastating crash, when the bottom fell out of Wall Street, and
the whole body of gilt-edged stocks dropped ninety-five points in five hours,
and the multimillionaire was seen begging his bread in the Bowery. Aleck sternly
held her grip and “put up” ass long as she could, but at last there came a call
which she was powerless to meet, and her imaginary brokers sold her out. Then,
and not till then, the man in her was vanished, and the woman in her resumed
sway. She put her arms about her husband’s neck and wept, saying:
“I am to blame, do not forgive me, I cannot bear it. We are paupers!
Paupers, and I am so miserable. The weddings will never come off; all that is
past; we could not even buy the dentist, now.”
A bitter reproach was on Sally’s tongue: “I begged you to sell, but you—”
He did not say it; he had not the heart to add a hurt to that broken and repentant
spirit. A nobler thought came to him and he said:
“Bear up, my Aleck, all is not lost! You really never invested a penny of
my uncle’s bequest, but only its unmaterialized future; what we have lost was
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only the incremented harvest from that future by your incomparable financial
judgment and sagacity. Cheer up, banish these griefs; we still have the thirty
thousand untouched; and with the experience which you have acquired, think
what you will be able to do with it in a couple years! The marriages are not off,
they are only postponed.”
These are blessed words. Aleck saw how true they were, and their
influence was electric; her tears ceased to flow, and her great spirit rose to its full
stature again. With flashing eye and grateful heart, and with hand uplifted in
pledge and prophecy, she said:
“Now and here I proclaim—”
But she was interrupted by a visitor. It was the editor and proprietor
of the Sagamore. He had happened into Lakeside to pay a duty-call upon an
obscure grandmother of his who was nearing the end of her pilgrimage, and
with the idea of combining business with grief he had looked up the Fosters, who
had been so absorbed in other things for the past four years that they neglected
to pay up their subscription. Six dollars due. No visitor could have been more
welcome. He would know all about Uncle Tilbury and what his chances might
be getting to be, cemeterywards. They could, of course, ask no questions, for
that would squelch the bequest, but they could nibble around on the edge of the
subject and hope for results. The scheme did not work. The obtuse editor did
not know he was being nibbled at; but at last, chance accomplished what art had
failed in. In illustration of something under discussion which required the help
of metaphor, the editor said:
“Land, it’s a tough as Tilbury Foster!—as we say.”
It was sudden, and it made the Fosters jump. The editor noticed, and
said, apologetically:
“No harm intended, I assure you. It’s just a saying; just a joke, you
know—nothing of it. Relation of yours?”
Sally crowded his burning eagerness down, and answered with all the
indifference he could assume:
“I—well, not that I know of, but we’ve heard of him.” The editor was
thankful, and resumed his composure. Sally added: “Is he— is he—well?”
“Is he well? Why, bless you he’s in Sheol these five years!”
The Fosters were trembling with grief, though it felt like joy. Sally said, noncommittally—and tentatively:
“Ah, well, such is life, and none can escape—not even the rich are
spared.”
The editor laughed.
“If you are including Tilbury,” said he, “it don’t apply. He hadn’t a cent;
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the town had to bury him.”
The Fosters sat petrified for two minutes; petrified and cold. Then, whitefaced and weak-voiced, Sally asked:
“Is it true? Do you know it to be true?”
“Well, I should say! I was one of the executors. He hadn’t anything to
leave but a wheelbarrow, and he left that to me. It hadn’t any wheel, and wasn’t
any good. Still, it was something, and so, to square up, I scribbled off a sort of a
little obituarial send-off for him, but it got crowded out.”
The Fosters were not listening—their cup was full, it could contain no
more. They sat with bowed heads, dead to all things but the ache at their hearts.
An hour later. Still they sat there, bowed, motionless, silent, the visitor
long ago gone, they unaware.
Then they stirred, and lifted their heads wearily, and gazed at each other
wistfully, dreamily, dazed; then presently began to twaddle to each other in
a wandering and childish way. At intervals they lapsed into silences, leaving
a sentence unfinished, seemingly either unaware of it or losing their way.
Sometimes, when they woke out of these silences they had a dim and transient
consciousness that something had happened to their minds; then with a dumb
and yearning solicitude they would softly caress each other’s hands in mutual
compassion and support, as if they would say: “I am near you, I will not forsake
you, we will bear it together; somewhere there is release and forgetfulness,
somewhere there is a grave and peace; be patient, it will not be long.”
They lived yet two years, in mental night, always brooding, steeped in
vague regrets and melancholy dreams, never speaking; then release came to
both on the same day.
Toward the end the darkness lifted from Sally’s ruined mind for a
moment, and he said:
“Vast wealth, acquired by sudden and unwholesome means, is a snare.
It did us no good, transient were its feverish pleasures; yet for its sake we threw
away our sweet and simple and happy life— let others take warning by us.”
He lay silent awhile, with closed eyes; then as the chill of death crept
upward toward his heart, and consciousness was fading from his brain, he
muttered:
“Money had brought him misery, and he took his revenge upon us, who
had done him no harm. He had his desire: with base and cunning calculation
he left us but thirty thousand, knowing we would try to increase it, and ruin
our life and break our hearts. Without added expense he could have left us far
above desire of increase, far above the temptation to speculate, and a kinder soul
would have done it; but in him was no generous spirit, no pity, no—”
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The Five Boons Of Life
Mark Twain

CHAPTER I

In the morning of life came a good fairy with her basket, and said:
“Here are gifts. Take one, leave the others. And be wary, chose wisely;
oh, choose wisely! for only one of them is valuable.”
The gifts were five: Fame, Love, Riches, Pleasure, Death. The youth said,
eagerly:
“There is no need to consider”; and he chose Pleasure.
He went out into the world and sought out the pleasures that youth
delights in. But each in its turn was short-lived and disappointing, vain and
empty; and each, departing, mocked him. In the end he said: “These years I have
wasted. If I could but choose again, I would choose wisely.

CHAPTER II

The fairy appeared, and said:
“Four of the gifts remain. Choose once more; and oh, remember-time is
flying, and only one of them is precious.”
The man considered long, then chose Love; and did not mark the tears
that rose in the fairy’s eyes.
After many, many years the man sat by a coffin, in an empty home. And
he communed with himself, saying: “One by one they have gone away and left
me; and now she lies here, the dearest and the last. Desolation after desolation
has swept over me; for each hour of happiness the treacherous trader, Love, as
sold me I have paid a thousand hours of grief. Out of my heart of hearts I curse
him.”
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CHAPTER III

“Choose again.” It was the fairy speaking.
“The years have taught you wisdom -- surely it must be so. Three gifts
remain. Only one of them has any worth -- remember it, and choose warily.”
The man reflected long, then chose Fame; and the fairy, sighing, went
her way.
Years went by and she came again, and stood behind the man where he
sat solitary in the fading day, thinking. And she knew his thought:
“My name filled the world, and its praises were on every tongue, and
it seemed well with me for a little while. How little a while it was! Then came
envy; then detraction; then calumny; then hate; then persecution. Then derision,
which is the beginning of the end. And last of all came pity, which is the funeral
of fame. Oh, the bitterness and misery of renown! target for mud in its prime, for
contempt and compassion in its decay.”

CHAPTER IV

“Chose yet again.” It was the fairy’s voice.
“Two gifts remain. And do not despair. In the beginning there was but
one that was precious, and it is still here.”
“Wealth -- which is power! How blind I was!” said the man. “Now, at
last, life will be worth the living. I will spend, squander, dazzle. These mockers
and despisers will crawl in the dirt before me, and I will feed my hungry heart
with their envy. I will have all luxuries, all joys, all enchantments of the spirit, all
contentments of the body that man holds dear. I will buy, buy, buy! deference,
respect, esteem, worship -- every pinchbeck grace of life the market of a trivial
world can furnish forth. I have lost much time, and chosen badly heretofore, but
let that pass; I was ignorant then, and could but take for best what seemed so.”
Three short years went by, and a day came when the man sat shivering
in a mean garret; and he was gaunt and wan and hollow-eyed, and clothed in
rags; and he was gnawing a dry crust and mumbling:
“Curse all the world’s gifts, for mockeries and gilded lies! And miscalled,
every one. They are not gifts, but merely lendings. Pleasure, Love, Fame, Riches:
they are but temporary disguises for lasting realities -- Pain, Grief, Shame,
Poverty. The fairy said true; in all her store there was but one gift which was
precious, only one that was not valueless. How poor and cheap and mean I
know those others now to be, compared with that inestimable one, that dear and
sweet and kindly one, that steeps in dreamless and enduring sleep the pains that
persecute the body, and the shames and griefs that eat the mind and heart. Bring
it! I am weary, I would rest.”
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CHAPTER V

The fairy came, bringing again four of the gifts, but Death was wanting.
She said:
“I gave it to a mother’s pet, a little child. It was ignorant, but trusted me,
asking me to choose for it. You did not ask me to choose.”
“Oh, miserable me! What is left for me?”
“What not even you have deserved: the wanton insult of Old Age.”
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The Trimmed Lamp

O

O. Henry

f course there are two sides to the question. Let us look at the
other. We often hear “shop-girls” spoken of. No such persons
exist. There are girls who work in shops. They make their living
that way. But why turn their occupation into an adjective? Let us be fair. We do
not refer to the girls who live on Fifth Avenue as “marriage-girls.”
Lou and Nancy were chums. They came to the big city to find work
because there was not enough to eat at their homes to go around.
Nancy was nineteen; Lou was twenty. Both were pretty, active,
country girls who had no ambition to go on the stage.
The little cherub that sits up aloft guided them to a cheap and respectable
boarding-house. Both found positions and became wage-earners. They remained
chums. It is at the end of six months that I would beg you to step forward and
be introduced to them. Meddlesome Reader: My Lady friends, Miss Nancy and
Miss Lou. While you are shaking hands please take notice—cautiously—of their
attire. Yes, cautiously; for they are as quick to resent a stare as a lady in a box at
the horse show is.
Lou is a piece-work ironer in a hand laundry. She is clothed in a badlyfitting purple dress, and her hat plume is four inches too long; but her ermine
muff and scarf cost $25, and its fellow beasts will be ticketed in the windows
at $7.98 before the season is over. Her cheeks are pink, and her light blue eyes
bright. Contentment radiates from her.
Nancy you would call a shop-girl—because you have the habit. There
is no type; but a perverse generation is always seeking a type; so this is what
the type should be. She has the high-ratted pompadour, and the exaggerated
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straight-front. Her skirt is shoddy, but has the correct flare. No furs protect her
against the bitter spring air, but she wears her short broadcloth jacket as jauntily
as though it were Persian lamb! On her face and in her eyes, remorseless typeseeker, is the typical shop-girl expression. It is a look of silent but contemptuous
revolt against cheated womanhood; of sad prophecy of the vengeance to come.
When she laughs her loudest the look is still there. The same look can be seen
in the eyes of Russian peasants; and those of us left will see it some day on
Gabriel’s face when he comes to blow us up. It is a look that should wither and
abash man; but he has been known to smirk at it and offer flowers—with a string
tied to them.
Now lift your hat and come away, while you receive Lou’s cheery “See
you again,” and the sardonic, sweet smile of Nancy that seems, somehow, to
miss you and go fluttering like a white moth up over the housetops to the stars.
The two waited on the corner for Dan. Dan was Lou’s steady company.
Faithful? Well, he was on hand when Mary would have had to hire a dozen
subpoena servers to find her lamb.
“Ain’t you cold, Nance?” said Lou. “Say, what a chump you are for
working in that old store for $8. a week! I made $l8.50 last week. Of course
ironing ain’t as swell work as selling lace behind a counter, but it pays. None
of us ironers make less than $10. And I don’t know that it’s any less respectful
work, either.”
“You can have it,” said Nancy, with uplifted nose. “I’ll take my eight a
week and hall bedroom. I like to be among nice things and swell people. And
look what a chance I’ve got! Why, one of our glove girls married a Pittsburg—
steel maker, or blacksmith or something—the other day worth a million dollars.
I’ll catch a swell myself some time. I ain’t bragging on my looks or anything; but
I’ll take my chances where there’s big prizes offered. What show would a girl
have in a laundry?”
“Why, that’s where I met Dan,” said Lou, triumphantly. “He came in for
his Sunday shirt and collars and saw me at the first board, ironing. We all try
to get to work at the first board. Ella Maginnis was sick that day, and I had her
place. He said he noticed my arms first, how round and white they was. I had
my sleeves rolled up. Some nice fellows come into laundries. You can tell ‘em
by their bringing their clothes in suit cases; and turning in the door sharp and
sudden.”
“How can you wear a waist like that, Lou?” said Nancy, gazing down at
the offending article with sweet scorn in her heavy-lidded eyes. “It shows fierce
taste.”
“This waist?” cried Lou, with wide-eyed indignation. “Why, I paid $16.
for this waist. It’s worth twenty-five. A woman left it to be laundered, and never
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called for it. The boss sold it to me. It’s got yards and yards of hand embroidery
on it. Better talk about that ugly, plain thing you’ve got on.”
“This ugly, plain thing,” said Nancy, calmly, “was copied from one
that Mrs. Van Alstyne Fisher was wearing. The girls say her bill in the store
last year was $12,000. I made mine, myself. It cost me $1.50. Ten feet away you
couldn’t tell it from hers.”
“Oh, well,” said Lou, good-naturedly, “if you want to starve and put
on airs, go ahead. But I’ll take my job and good wages; and after hours give me
something as fancy and attractive to wear as I am able to buy.”
But just then Dan came—a serious young man with a ready-made
necktie, who had escaped the city’s brand of frivolity—an electrician earning 30
dollars per week who looked upon Lou with the sad eyes of Romeo, and thought
her embroidered waist a web in which any fly should delight to be caught.
“My friend, Mr. Owens—shake hands with Miss Danforth,” said Lou.
“I’m mighty glad to know you, Miss Danforth,” said Dan, with
outstretched hand. “I’ve heard Lou speak of you so often.”
“Thanks,” said Nancy, touching his fingers with the tips of her cool ones,
“I’ve heard her mention you—a few times.”
Lou giggled.
“Did you get that handshake from Mrs. Van Alstyne Fisher, Nance?” she
asked.
“If I did, you can feel safe in copying it,” said Nancy.
“Oh, I couldn’t use it, at all. It’s too stylish for me. It’s intended to set off
diamond rings, that high shake is. Wait till I get a few and then I’ll try it.”
“Learn it first,” said Nancy wisely, “and you’ll be more likely to get the
rings.”
“Now, to settle this argument,” said Dan, with his ready, cheerful smile,
“let me make a proposition. As I can’t take both of you up to Tiffany’s and do the
right thing, what do you say to a little vaudeville? I’ve got the rickets. How about
looking at stage diamonds since we can’t shake hands with the real sparklers?”
The faithful squire took his place close to the curb; Lou next, a little
peacocky in her bright and pretty clothes; Nancy on the inside, slender, and
soberly clothed as the sparrow, but with the true Van Alstyne Fisher walk—thus
they set out for their evening’s moderate diversion.
I do not suppose that many look upon a great department store as an
educational institution. But the one in which Nancy worked was something like
that to her. She was surrounded by beautiful things that breathed of taste and
refinement. If you live in an atmosphere of luxury, luxury is yours whether your
money pays for it, or another’s.
The people she served were mostly women whose dress, manners, and
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position in the social world were quoted as criterions. From them Nancy began
to take toll—the best from each according to her view.
From one she would copy and practice a gesture, from another an
eloquent lifting of an eyebrow, from others, a manner of walking, of carrying a
purse, of smiling, of greeting a friend, of addressing “inferiors in station.” From
her best beloved model, Mrs. Van Alstyne Fisher, she made requisition for that
excellent thing, a soft, low voice as clear as silver and as perfect in articulation
as the notes of a thrush. Suffused in the aura of this high social refinement and
good breeding, it was impossible for her to escape a deeper effect of it. As good
habits are said to be better than good principles, so, perhaps, good manners
are better than good habits. The teachings of your parents may not keep alive
your New England conscience; but if you sit on a straight-back chair and repeat
the words “prisms and pilgrims” forty times the devil will flee from you. And
when Nancy spoke in the Van Alstyne Fisher tones she felt the thrill of _noblesse
oblige_ to her very bones.
There was another source of learning in the great departmental school.
Whenever you see three or four shop-girls gather in a bunch and jingle their
wire bracelets as an accompaniment to apparently frivolous conversation, do
not think that they are there for the purpose of criticizing the way Ethel does her
back hair. The meeting may lack the dignity of the deliberative bodies of man;
but it has all the importance of the occasion on which Eve and her first daughter
first put their heads together to make Adam understand his proper place in the
household. It is Woman’s Conference for Common Defense and Exchange of
Strategical Theories of Attack and Repulse upon and against the World, which is
a Stage, and Man, its Audience who Persists in Throwing Bouquets Thereupon.
Woman, the most helpless of the young of any animal—with the fawn’s grace
but without its fleetness; with the bird’s beauty but without its power of flight;
with the honey-bee’s burden of sweetness but without its—Oh, let’s drop that
simile—some of us may have been stung.
During this council of war they pass weapons one to another, and
exchange stratagems that each has devised and formulated out of the tactics of
life.
“I says to ‘im,” says Sadie, “ain’t you the fresh thing! Who do you
suppose I am, to be addressing such a remark to me? And what do you think he
says back to me?”
The heads, brown, black, flaxen, red, and yellow bob together; the
answer is given; and the parry to the thrust is decided upon, to be used by each
thereafter in passages-at-arms with the common enemy, man.
Thus Nancy learned the art of defense; and to women successful defense
means victory.
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The curriculum of a department store is a wide one. Perhaps no other
college could have fitted her as well for her life’s ambition—the drawing of a
matrimonial prize.
Her station in the store was a favored one. The music room was
near enough for her to hear and become familiar with the works of the best
composers—at least to acquire the familiarity that passed for appreciation in the
social world in which she was vaguely trying to set a tentative and aspiring foot.
She absorbed the educating influence of art wares, of costly and dainty fabrics,
of adornments that are almost culture to women.
The other girls soon became aware of Nancy’s ambition. “Here comes
your millionaire, Nancy,” they would call to her whenever any man who looked
the role approached her counter. It got to be a habit of men, who were hanging
about while their women folk were shopping, to stroll over to the handkerchief
counter and dawdle over the cambric squares. Nancy’s imitation high-bred air
and genuine dainty beauty was what attracted. Many men thus came to display
their graces before her. Some of them may have been millionaires; others were
certainly no more than their sedulous apes. Nancy learned to discriminate.
There was a window at the end of the handkerchief counter; and she could see
the rows of vehicles waiting for the shoppers in the street below. She looked and
perceived that automobiles differ as well as do their owners.
Once a fascinating gentleman bought four dozen handkerchiefs, and
wooed her across the counter with a King Cophetua air. When he had gone one
of the girls said:
“What’s wrong, Nance, that you didn’t warm up to that fellow. He looks
the swell article, all right, to me.”
“Him?” said Nancy, with her coolest, sweetest, most impersonal, Van
Alstyne Fisher smile; “not for mine. I saw him drive up outside. A 12 H. P.
machine and an Irish chauffeur! And you saw what kind of handkerchiefs he
bought—silk! And he’s got dactylis on him. Give me the real thing or nothing, if
you please.”
Two of the most “refined” women in the store—a forelady and a
cashier—had a few “swell gentlemen friends” with whom they now and then
dined. Once they included Nancy in an invitation. The dinner took place in a
spectacular cafe whose tables are engaged for New Year’s eve a year in advance.
There were two “gentlemen friends”—one without any hair on his head—high
living ungrew it; and we can prove it—the other a young man whose worth
and sophistication he impressed upon you in two convincing ways—he swore
that all the wine was corked; and he wore diamond cuff buttons. This young
man perceived irresistible excellencies in Nancy. His taste ran to shop-girls; and
here was one that added the voice and manners of his high social world to the
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franker charms of her own caste. So, on the following day, he appeared in the
store and made her a serious proposal of marriage over a box of hem-stitched,
grass-bleached Irish linens.
Nancy declined. A brown pompadour ten feet away had been using her
eyes and ears. When the rejected suitor had gone she heaped carboys of
upbraidings and horror upon Nancy’s head.
“What a terrible little fool you are! That fellow’s a millionaire—he’s a
nephew of old Van Skittles himself. And he was talking on the level, too. Have
you gone crazy, Nance?”
“Have I?” said Nancy. “I didn’t take him, did I? He isn’t a millionaire
so hard that you could notice it, anyhow. His family only allows him $20,000 a
year to spend. The bald-headed fellow was guying him about it the other night
at supper.”
The brown pompadour came nearer and narrowed her eyes.
“Say, what do you want?” she inquired, in a voice hoarse for lack of
chewing-gum. “Ain’t that enough for you? Do you want to be a Mormon, and
marry Rockefeller and Gladstone Dowie and the King of Spain and the whole
bunch? Ain’t $20,000 a year good enough for you?”
Nancy flushed a little under the level gaze of the black, shallow eyes.
“It wasn’t altogether the money, Carrie,” she explained. “His friend
caught him in a rank lie the other night at dinner. It was about some girl he
said he hadn’t been to the theater with. Well, I can’t stand a liar. Put everything
together—I don’t like him; and that settles it. When I sell out it’s not going to be
on any bargain day. I’ve got to have something that sits up in a chair like a man,
anyhow. Yes, I’m looking out for a catch; but it’s got to be able to do something
more than make a noise like a toy bank.”
“The physiopathic ward for yours!” said the brown pompadour, walking
away.
These high ideas, if not ideals—Nancy continued to cultivate on $8. per
week. She bivouacked on the trail of the great unknown “catch,” eating her dry
bread and tightening her belt day by day. On her face was the faint, soldierly,
sweet, grim smile of the preordained man-hunter. The store was her forest; and
many times she raised her rifle at game that seemed broad-antlered and big; but
always some deep unerring instinct—perhaps of the huntress, perhaps of the
woman—made her hold her fire and take up the trail again.
Lou flourished in the laundry. Out of her $18.50 per week she paid $6.
for her room and board. The rest went mainly for clothes. Her opportunities
for bettering her taste and manners were few compared with Nancy’s. In the
steaming laundry there was nothing but work, work and her thoughts of the
evening pleasures to come. Many costly and showy fabrics passed under her
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iron; and it may be that her growing fondness for dress was thus transmitted to
her through the conducting metal.
When the day’s work was over Dan awaited her outside, her faithful
shadow in whatever light she stood.
Sometimes he cast an honest and troubled glance at Lou’s clothes that
increased in conspicuity rather than in style; but this was no disloyalty; he
deprecated the attention they called to her in the streets.
And Lou was no less faithful to her chum. There was a law that Nancy
should go with them on whatsoever outings they might take. Dan bore the extra
burden heartily and in good cheer. It might be said that Lou furnished the color,
Nancy the tone, and Dan the weight of the distraction-seeking trio. The escort,
in his neat but obviously ready-made suit, his ready-made tie and unfailing,
genial, ready-made wit never startled or clashed. He was of that good kind that
you are likely to forget while they are present, but remember distinctly after they
are gone.
To Nancy’s superior taste the flavor of these ready-made pleasures was
sometimes a little bitter: but she was young; and youth is a gourmand, when it
cannot be a gourmet.
“Dan is always wanting me to marry him right away,” Lou told her
once. “But why should I? I’m independent. I can do as I please with the money I
earn; and he never would agree for me to keep on working afterward. And say,
Nance, what do you want to stick to that old store for, and half starve and half
dress yourself? I could get you a place in the laundry right now if you’d come. It
seems to me that you could afford to be a little less stuck-up if you could make a
good deal more money.”
“I don’t think I’m stuck-up, Lou,” said Nancy, “but I’d rather live on half
rations and stay where I am. I suppose I’ve got the habit. It’s the chance that I
want. I don’t expect to be always behind a counter. I’m learning something new
every day. I’m right up against refined and rich people all the time—even if I do
only wait on them; and I’m not missing any pointers that I see passing around.”
“Caught your millionaire yet?” asked Lou with her teasing laugh.
“I haven’t selected one yet,” answered Nancy. “I’ve been looking them
over.”
“Goodness! the idea of picking over ‘em! Don’t you ever let one get
by you Nance—even if he’s a few dollars shy. But of course you’re joking—
millionaires don’t think about working girls like us.”
“It might be better for them if they did,” said Nancy, with cool wisdom.
“Some of us could teach them how to take care of their money.” “If one was to
speak to me,” laughed Lou, “I know I’d have a duck-fit.”
“That’s because you don’t know any. The only difference between swells
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and other people is you have to watch ‘em closer. Don’t you think that red silk
lining is just a little bit too bright for that coat, Lou?”
Lou looked at the plain, dull olive jacket of her friend.
“Well, no I don’t—but it may seem so beside that faded-looking thing
you’ve got on.”
“This jacket,” said Nancy, complacently, “has exactly the cut and fit of
one that Mrs. Van Alstyne Fisher was wearing the other day. The material cost
me $3.98. I suppose hers cost about $100. more.”
“Oh, well,” said Lou lightly, “it don’t strike me as millionaire bait.
Shouldn’t wonder if I catch one before you do, anyway.”
Truly it would have taken a philosopher to decide upon the values
of the theories held by the two friends. Lou, lacking that certain pride and
fastidiousness that keeps stores and desks filled with girls working for the barest
living, thumped away gaily with her iron in the noisy and stifling laundry.
Her wages supported her even beyond the point of comfort; so that her dress
profited until sometimes she cast a sidelong glance of impatience at the neat but
inelegant apparel of Dan—Dan the constant, the immutable, the undeviating.
As for Nancy, her case was one of tens of thousands. Silk and jewels
and laces and ornaments and the perfume and music of the fine world of goodbreeding and taste—these were made for woman; they are her equitable portion.
Let her keep near them if they are a part of life to her, and if she will. She is no
traitor to herself, as Esau was; for she keeps he birthright and the pottage she
earns is often very scant.
In this atmosphere Nancy belonged; and she throve in it and ate her frugal
meals and schemed over her cheap dresses with a determined and contented
mind. She already knew woman; and she was studying man, the animal, both as
to his habits and eligibility. Some day she would bring down the game that she
wanted; but she promised herself it would be what seemed to her the biggest
and the best, and nothing smaller.
Thus she kept her lamp trimmed and burning to receive the bridegroom
when he should come.
But, another lesson she learned, perhaps unconsciously. Her standard
of values began to shift and change. Sometimes the dollar-mark grew blurred in
her mind’s eye, and shaped itself into letters that spelled such words as “truth”
and “honor” and now and then just “kindness.” Let us make a likeness of one
who hunts the moose or elk in some mighty wood. He sees a little dell, mossy
and embowered, where a rill trickles, babbling to him of rest and comfort. At
these times the spear of Nimrod himself grows blunt.
So, Nancy wondered sometimes if Persian lamb was always quoted at its
market value by the hearts that it covered.
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One Thursday evening Nancy left the store and turned across Sixth
Avenue westward to the laundry. She was expected to go with Lou and Dan to a
musical comedy.
Dan was just coming out of the laundry when she arrived. There was a
queer, strained look on his face.
“I thought I would drop around to see if they had heard from her,” he
said.
“Heard from who?” asked Nancy. “Isn’t Lou there?”
“I thought you knew,” said Dan. “She hasn’t been here or at the house
where she lived since Monday. She moved all her things from there. She told one
of the girls in the laundry she might be going to Europe.”
“Hasn’t anybody seen her anywhere?” asked Nancy.
Dan looked at her with his jaws set grimly, and a steely gleam in his
steady gray eyes.
“They told me in the laundry,” he said, harshly, “that they saw her pass
yesterday—in an automobile. With one of the millionaires, I suppose, that you
and Lou were forever busying your brains about.”
For the first time Nancy quailed before a man. She laid her hand that
trembled slightly on Dan’s sleeve.
“You’ve no right to say such a thing to me, Dan—as if I had anything to
do with it!”
“I didn’t mean it that way,” said Dan, softening. He fumbled in his vest
pocket.
“I’ve got the tickets for the show to-night,” he said, with a gallant show
of lightness. “If you—”
Nancy admired pluck whenever she saw it.
“I’ll go with you, Dan,” she said.
Three months went by before Nancy saw Lou again.
At twilight one evening the shop-girl was hurrying home along the
border of a little quiet park. She heard her name called, and wheeled about in
time to catch Lou rushing into her arms.
After the first embrace they drew their heads back as serpents do, ready
to attack or to charm, with a thousand questions trembling on their swift tongues.
And then Nancy noticed that prosperity had descended upon Lou, manifesting
itself in costly furs, flashing gems, and creations of the tailors’ art.
“You little fool!” cried Lou, loudly and affectionately. “I see you are still
working in that store, and as shabby as ever. And how about that big catch you
were going to make—nothing doing yet, I suppose?”
And then Lou looked, and saw that something better than prosperity had
descended upon Nancy—something that shone brighter than gems in her eyes
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and redder than a rose in her cheeks, and that danced like electricity anxious to
be loosed from the tip of her tongue.
“Yes, I’m still in the store,” said Nancy, “but I’m going to leave it next
week. I’ve made my catch—the biggest catch in the world. You won’t mind now
Lou, will you?—I’m going to be married to Dan—to Dan!—he’s my Dan now—
why, Lou!”
Around the corner of the park strolled one of those new-crop, smoothfaced young policemen that are making the force more endurable—at least
to the eye. He saw a woman with an expensive fur coat, and diamond-ringed
hands crouching down against the iron fence of the park sobbing turbulently,
while a slender, plainly-dressed working girl leaned close, trying to console her.
But the Gibsonian cop, being of the new order, passed on, pretending not to
notice, for he was wise enough to know that these matters are beyond help so far
as the power he represents is concerned, though he rap the pavement with his
nightstick till the sound goes up to the furthermost stars.
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Common People

“A

T.S. Arthur

re you going to call upon Mrs. Clayton and her daughters,
Mrs. Marygold?” asked a neighbor, alluding to a family that
had just moved into Sycamore Row.
“No, indeed, Mrs. Lemmington, that I am not. I don’t visit everybody.”
“I thought the Claytons were a very respectable family,” remarked Mrs.
Lemmington.
“Respectable! Everybody is getting respectable now-a-days. If they are
respectable, it is very lately that they have become so. What is Mr. Clayton, I
wonder, but a school-master! It’s too bad that such people will come crowding
themselves into genteel neighborhoods. The time was when to live in Sycamore
Row was guarantee enough for any one--but, now, all kinds of people have come
into it.”
“I have never met Mrs. Clayton,” remarked Mrs. Lemmington, “but I
have been told that she is a most estimable woman, and that her daughters have
been educated with great care. Indeed, they are represented as being highly
accomplished girls.”
“Well, I don’t care what they are represented to be. I’m not going to keep
company with a schoolmaster’s wife and daughters, that’s certain.”
“Is there anything disgraceful in keeping a school?”
“No, nor in making shoes, either. But, then, that’s no reason why I should
keep company with my shoemaker’s wife, is it? Let common people associate
together--that’s my doctrine.”
“But what do you mean by common people, Mrs. Marygold?”
“Why, I mean common people. Poor people. People who have not come
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of a respectable family. That’s what I mean.”
“I am not sure that I comprehend your explanation much better than
I do your classification. If you mean, as you say, poor people, your objection
will not apply with full force to the Claytons, for they are now in tolerably easy
circumstances. As to the family of Mr. Clayton, I believe his father was a man
of integrity, though not rich. And Mrs. Clayton’s family I know to be without
reproach of any kind.”
“And yet they are common people for all that,” persevered Mrs.
Marygold. “Wasn’t old Clayton a mere petty dealer in small wares. And wasn’t
Mrs. Clayton’s father a mechanic?”
“Perhaps, if some of us were to go back for a generation or two, we might
trace out an ancestor who held no higher place in society,” Mrs. Lemmington
remarked, quietly. “I have no doubt but that I should.”
“I have no fears of that kind,” replied Mrs. Marygold, in an exulting
tone. “I shall never blush when my pedigree is traced.”
“Nor I neither, I hope. Still, I should not wonder if some one of my
ancestors had disgraced himself, for there are but few families that are not
cursed with a spotted sheep. But I have nothing to do with that, and ask only to
be judged by what I am--not by what my progenitors have been.”
“A standard that few will respect, let me tell you.”
“A standard that far the largest portion of society will regard as the true
one, I hope,” replied Mrs. Lemmington. “But, surely, you do not intend refusing
to call upon the Claytons for the reason you have assigned, Mrs. Marygold.”
“Certainly I do. They are nothing but common people, and therefore
beneath me. I shall not stoop to associate with them.”
“I think that I will call upon them. In fact, my object in dropping in this
morning was to see if you would not accompany me,” said Mrs. Lemmington.
“Indeed, I will not, and for the reasons I have given. They are only
common people. You will be stooping.”
“No one stoops in doing a kind act. Mrs. Clayton is a stranger in the
neighborhood, and is entitled to the courtesy of a call, if no more; and that I
shall extend to her. If I find her to be uncongenial in her tastes, no intimate
acquaintanceship need be formed. If she is congenial, I will add another to
my list of valued friends. You and I, I find, estimate differently. I judge every
individual by merit, you by family, or descent.”
“You can do as you please,” rejoined Mrs. Marygold, somewhat coldly.
“For my part, I am particular about my associates. I will visit Mrs. Florence, and
Mrs. Harwood, and such an move in good society, but as to your schoolteachers’
wives and daughters, I must beg to be excused.”
“Every one to her taste,” rejoined Mrs. Lemmington, with a smile, as
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she moved towards the door, where she stood for a few moments to utter some
parting compliments, and then withdrew.
Five minutes afterwards she was shown into Mrs. Clayton’s parlors,
where, in a moment or two, she was met by the lady upon whom she had called,
and received with an air of easy gracefulness, that at once charmed her. A brief
conversation convinced her that Mrs. Clayton was, in intelligence and moral
worth, as far above Mrs. Marygold, as that personage imagined herself to be
above her. Her daughters, who came in while she sat conversing with their
mother, showed themselves to possess all those graces of mind and manner that
win upon our admiration so irresistably. An hour passed quickly and pleasantly,
and then Mrs. Lemmington withdrew.
The difference between Mrs. Lemmington and Mrs. Marygold was
simply this. The former had been familiar with what is called the best society
from her earliest recollection, and being therefore, constantly in association
with those looked upon as the upper class, knew nothing of the upstart selfestimation which is felt by certain weak ignorant persons, who by some
accidental circumstance are elevated far above the condition into which they
moved originally. She could estimate true worth in humble garb as well as in
velvet and rich satins. She was one of those individuals who never pass an old
and worthy domestic in the street without recognition, or stopping to make
some kind inquiry--one who never forgot a familiar face, or neglected to pass a
kind word to even the humblest who possessed the merit of good principles.
As to Mrs. Marygold, notwithstanding her boast in regard to pedigree,
there were not a few who could remember when her grandfather carried a
pedlar’s pack on his back--and an honest and worthy pedlar he was, saving
his pence until they became pounds, and then relinquishing his peregrinating
propensities, for the quieter life of a small shop-keeper. His son, the father of
Mrs. Marygold, while a boy had a pretty familiar acquaintance with low life.
But, as soon as his father gained the means to do so, he was put to school and
furnished with a good education. Long before he was of age, the old man had
become a pretty large shipper; and when his son arrived at mature years, he
took him into business as a partner. In marrying, Mrs. Marygold’s father chose a
young lady whose father, like his own, had grown rich by individual exertions.
This young lady had not a few false notions in regard to the true genteel, and
these fell legitimately to the share of her eldest daughter, who, when she in turn
came upon the stage of action, married into an old and what was called a highly
respectable family, a circumstance that puffed her up to the full extent of her
capacity to bear inflation. There were few in the circle of her acquaintances who
did not fully appreciate her, and smile at her weakness and false pride. Mrs.
Florence, to whom she had alluded in her conversation with Mrs. Lemmington,
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and who lived in Sycamore Row, was not only faultless in regard to family
connections, but was esteemed in the most intelligent circles for her rich mental
endowments and high moral principles. Mrs. Harwood, also alluded to, was the
daughter of an English barrister and wife of a highly distinguished professional
man, and was besides richly endowed herself, morally and intellectually.
Although Mrs. Marygold was very fond of visiting them for the mere eclat of
the thing, yet their company was scarcely more agreeable to her, than hers was
to them, for there was little in common between them. Still, they had to tolerate
her, and did so with a good grace.
It was, perhaps, three months after Mrs. Clayton moved into the
neighborhood, that cards of invitation were sent to Mr. and Mrs. Marygold and
daughter to pass a social evening at Mrs. Harwood’s. Mrs. M. was of course
delighted and felt doubly proud of her own importance. Her daughter Melinda,
of whom she was excessively vain, was an indolent, uninteresting girl, too dull
to imbibe even a small portion of her mother’s self-estimation. In company, she
attracted but little attention, except what her father’s money and standing in
society claimed for her.
On the evening appointed, the Marygolds repaired to the elegant
residence of Mrs. Harwood and were ushered into a large and brilliant company,
more than half of whom were strangers even to them. Mrs. Lemmington was
there, and Mrs. Florence, and many others with whom Mrs. Marygold was on
terms of intimacy, besides several “distinguished strangers.” Among those with
whom Mrs. Marygold was unacquainted, were two young ladies who seemed
to attract general attention. They were not showy, chattering girls, such as in all
companies attract a swarm of shallow-minded youug fellows about them. On
the contrary, there was something retiring, almost shrinking in their manner,
that shunned rather than courted observation. And yet, no one, who, attracted
by their sweet, modest faces, found himself by their side that did not feel inclined
to linger there.
“Who are those girls, Mrs. Lemmington?” asked Mrs. Marygold, meeting
the lady she addressed in crossing the room.
“The two girls in the corner who are attracting so much attention?”
“Yes.”
“Don’t you know them?”
“I certainly do not.”
“They are no common persons, I can assure you, Mrs. Marygold.”
“Of course, or they would not be found here. But who are they?”
“Ah, Mrs. Lemmington! how are you?” said a lady, coming up at this
moment, and interrupting the conversation. “I have been looking for you this half
hour.” Then, passing her arm within that of the individual she had addressed,
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she drew her aside before she had a chance to answer Mrs. Marygold’s question.
In a few minutes after, a gentleman handed Melinda to the piano, and
there was a brief pause as she struck the instrument, and commenced going
through the unintelligible intricacies of a fashionable piece of music. She could
strike all the notes with scientific correctness and mechanical precision. But there
was no more expression in her performance than there is in that of a musical
box. After she had finished her task, she left the instrument with a few words of
commendation extorted by a feeling of politeness.
“Will you not favor us with a song?” asked Mr. Harwood, going up to
one of the young ladies to whom allusion has just been made.
“My sister sings, I do not,” was the modest reply, “but I will take pleasure
in accompanying her.”
All eyes were fixed upon them as they moved towards the piano,
accompanied by Mr. Harwood, for something about their manners, appearance
and conversation, had interested nearly all in the room who had been led to
notice them particularly. The sister who could not sing, seated herself with an air
of easy confidence at the instrument, while the other stood near her. The first few
touches that passed over the keys showed that the performer knew well how to
give to music a soul. The tones that came forth were not the simple vibrations of
a musical chord, but expressions of affection given by her whose fingers woke
the strings into harmony. But if the preluding touches fell witchingly upon every
ear, how exquisitely sweet and thrilling was the voice that stole out low and
tremulous at first, and deepened in volume and expression every moment, until
the whole room seemed filled with melody! Every whisper was hushed, and
every one bent forward almost breathlessly to listen. And when, at length, both
voice and instrument were hushed into silence, no enthusiastic expressions of
admiration were heard, but only half- whispered ejaculations of “exquisite!”
“sweet!” “beautiful!” Then came earnestly expressed wishes for another and
another song, until the sisters, feeling at length that many must be wearied
with their long continued occupation of the piano, felt themselves compelled
to decline further invitations to sing. No one else ventured to touch a key of the
instrument during the evening.
“Do pray, Mrs. Lemmington, tell me who those girls are--I am dying to
know,” said Mrs. Marygold, crossing the room to where the person she addressed
was seated with Mrs. Florence and several other ladies of “distinction,” and
taking a chair by her side.
“They are only common people,” replied Mrs. Lemmington, with
affected indifference.
“Common people, my dear madam! What do you mean by such an
expression?” said Mrs. Florence in surprise, and with something of indignation
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latent in her tone.
“I’m sure their father, Mr. Clayton, is nothing but a teacher.”
“Mr. Clayton! Surely those are not Clayton’s daughters!” ejaculated Mrs.
Marygold, in surprise.
“They certainly are ma’am,” replied Mrs. Florence in a quiet but firm
voice, for she instantly perceived, from something in Mrs. Marygold’s voice and
manner, the reason why her friend had alluded to them as common people.
“Well, really, I am surprised that Mrs. Harwood should have invited
them to her house, and introduced them into genteel company.”
“Why so, Mrs. Marygold?”
“Because, as Mrs. Lemmington has just said, they are common people.
Their father is nothing but a schoolmaster.”
“If I have observed them rightly,” Mrs. Florence said to this, “I have
discovered them to be a rather uncommon kind of people. Almost any one can
thrum on the piano; but you will not find one in a hundred who can perform
with such exquisite grace and feeling as they can. For half an hour this evening
I sat charmed with their conversation, and really instructed and elevated by the
sentiments they uttered. I cannot say as much for any other young ladies in
the room, for there are none others here above the common run of ordinarily
intelligent girls--none who may not really be classed with common people in the
true acceptation of the term.”
“And take them all in all,” added Mrs. Lemmington with warmth, “you
will find nothing common about them. Look at their dress; see how perfect in
neatness, in adaptation of colors and arrangement to complexion and shape, is
every thing about them. Perhaps there will not be found a single young lady in
the room, besides them, whose dress does not show something not in keeping
with good taste. Take their manners. Are they not graceful, gentle, and yet full
of nature’s own expression. In a word, is there any thing about them that is
‘common?’”
“Nothing that my eye has detected,” replied Mrs. Florence.
“Except their origin,” half-sneeringly rejoined Mrs. Marygold.
“They were born of woman,” was the grave remark. “Can any of us
boast a higher origin?”
“There are various ranks among women,” Mrs. Marygold said, firmly.
“True. But, ‘The rank is but the guinea’s stamp, The man’s the gold for a’
that.’
“Mere position in society does not make any of us more or less a true
woman. I could name you over a dozen or more in my circle of acquaintance,
who move in what is called the highest rank; who, in all that truly constitutes a
woman, are incomparably below Mrs. Clayton; who, if thrown with her among
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perfect strangers, would be instantly eclipsed. Come then, Mrs. Marygold, lay
aside all these false standards, and estimate woman more justly. Let me, to begin,
introduce both yourself and Melinda to the young ladies this evening. You will
be charmed with them, I know, and equally charmed with their mother when
you know her.”
“No, ma’am,” replied Mrs. Marygold, drawing herself up with a dignified
air. “I have no wish to cultivate their acquaintance, or the acquaintance of any
persons in their station. I am surprised that Mrs. Harwood has not had more
consideration for her friends than to compel them to come in contact with such
people.”
No reply was made to this; and the next remark of Mrs. Florence was
about some matter of general interest.
“Henry Florence has not been here for a week,” said Mrs. Marygold to her
daughter Melinda, some two months after the period at which the conversation
just noted occurred.
“No; and he used to come almost every evening,” was Melinda’s reply,
made in a tone that expressed disappointment.
“I wonder what can be the reason?” Mrs. Marygold said, half aloud, half
to herself, but with evident feelings of concern. The reason of her concern and
Melinda’s disappointment arose from the fact that both had felt pretty sure of
securing Henry Florence as a member of the Marygold family--such connection,
from his standing in society, being especially desirable.
At the very time the young man was thus alluded to by Mrs. Marygold
and her daughter, he sat conversing with his mother upon a subject that seemed,
from the expression of his countenance, to be of much interest to him.
“So you do not feel inclined to favor any preference on my part towards
Miss Marygold?” he said, looking steadily into his mother’s face.
“I do not, Henry,” was the frank reply.
“Why not?”
“There is something too common about her, if I may so express myself.”
“Too common! What do you mean by that?”
“I mean that there is no distinctive character about her. She is, like the
large mass around us, a mere made-up girl.”
“Speaking in riddles.”
“I mean then, Henry, that her character has been formed, or made up,
by mere external accretions from the common-place, vague, and often too false
notions of things that prevail in society, instead of by the force of sound internal
principles, seen to be true from a rational intuition, and acted upon because they
are true. Cannot you perceive the difference?”
“O yes, plainly. And this is why you use the word ‘common,’ in speaking
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of her?”
“The reason. And now my son, can you not see that there is force in my
objection to her--that she really possess any character distinctively her own, that
is founded upon a clear and rational appreciation of abstractly correct principles
of action?”
“I cannot say that I differ from you very widely,” the young man said,
thoughtfully. “But, if you call Melinda ‘common,’ where shall I go to find one
who may be called ‘uncommon?’”
“I can point you to one.”
“Say on.”
“You have met Fanny Clayton?”
“Fanny Clayton!” ejaculated the young man, taken by surprise, the blood
rising to his face. “O yes, I have met her.”
“She is no common girl, Henry,” Mrs. Florence said, in a serious voice.
“She has not her equal in my circle of acquaintances.”
“Nor in mine either,” replied the young man, recovering himself. “But
you would not feel satisfied to have your son address Miss Clayton?”
“And why not, pray? Henry, I have never met with a young lady whom
I would rather see your wife than Fanny Clayton.”
“And I,” rejoined the young man with equal warmth, “never met with
any one whom I could truly love until I saw her sweet young face.”
“Then never think again of one like Melinda Marygold. You could not be
rationally happy with her.”
Five or six months rolled away, during a large portion of which time
the fact that Henry Florence was addressing Fanny Clayton formed a theme for
pretty free comment in various quarters. Most of Henry’s acquaintance heartily
approved his choice; but Mrs. Marygold, and a few like her, all with daughters
of the “common” class, were deeply incensed at the idea of a “common kind of
a girl” like Miss Clayton being forced into genteel society, a consequence that
would of course follow her marriage. Mrs. Marygold hesitated not to declare
that for her part, let others do as they liked, she was not going to associate with
her--that was settled. She had too much regard to what was due to her station in
life. As for Melinda, she had no very kind feelings for her successful rival--and
such a rival too! A mere schoolmaster’s daughter! And she hesitated not to speak
of her often and in no very courteous terms.
When the notes of invitation to the wedding at length came, which
ceremony was to be performed in the house of Mr. Clayton, in Sycamore Row,
Mrs. Marygold declared that to send her an invitation to go to such a place was
a downright insult. As the time, however, drew near, and she found that Mrs.
Harwood and a dozen others equally respectable in her eyes were going to the
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wedding, she managed to smother her indignation so far as, at length, to make
up her mind to be present at the nuptial ceremonies. But it was not until her ears
were almost stunned by the repeated and earnestly expressed congratulations
to Mrs. Florence at the admirable choice made by her son, and that too by those
whose tastes and opinions she dared not dispute, that she could perceive any
thing even passable in the beautiful young bride.
Gradually, however, as the younger Mrs. Florence, in the process of
time, took her true position in the social circle, even Mrs. Marygold could begin
to perceive the intrinsic excellence of her character, although even this was more
a tacit assent to a universal opinion than a discovery of her own.
As for Melinda, she was married about a year after Fanny Clayton’s
wedding, to a sprig of gentility with about as much force of character as herself.
This took place on the same night that Lieut. Harwood, son of Mrs. Harwood
before alluded to, led to the altar Mary Clayton, the sister of Fanny, who was
conceded by all, to be the loveliest girl they had ever seen--lovely, not only in
face and form, but loveliness itself in the sweet perfections of moral beauty. As
for Lieut. Harwood, he was worthy of the heart he had won.
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With Interest to Date

T

Rex Ellingwood Beach

his is the tale of a wrong that rankled and a great revenge. It is not
a moral story, nor yet, measured by the modern money code, is
it what could be called immoral. It is merely a tale of sharp wits
which clashed in pursuit of business, therefore let it be considered unmoral, a
word with a wholly different commercial significance.
Time was when wrongs were righted by mace and battle-ax, amid
fanfares and shoutings, but we live in a quieter age, an age of repression, wherein
the keenest thrust is not delivered with a yell of triumph nor the oldest score
settled to the blare of trumpets. No longer do the men of great muscle lord it
over the weak and the puny; as a rule they toil and they lift, doing unpleasant,
menial duties for hollow-chested, big-domed men with eye-glasses. But among
those very spindle-shanked, terra-cotta dwellers who cower at draughts and eat
soda mints, the ancient struggle for supremacy wages fiercer than ever. Single
combats are fought now as then, and the flavor of victory is quite as sweet to
the pallid man back of a roll-top desk as to the swart, bristling baron behind his
vizored helmet.
The beginning of this story runs back to the time Henry Hanford went
with the General Equipment Company as a young salesman full of hope and
enthusiasm and a somewhat exaggerated idea of his own importance. He was
selling shears, punches, and other machinery used in the fabrication of structural
steel. In the territory assigned to him, the works of the Atlantic Bridge Company
stuck up like a sore thumb, for although it employed many men, although its
contracts were large and its requirements numerous, the General Equipment
Company had never sold it a dollar’s worth of anything.
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In the course of time Hanford convinced himself that the Atlantic Bridge
Company needed more modern machinery, so he laid siege to Jackson Wylie,
Sr., its president and practical owner. He spent all of six months in gaining the
old man’s ear, but when he succeeded he laid himself out to sell his goods. He
analyzed the Atlantic Bridge Company’s needs in the light of modern milling
practice, and demonstrated the saving his equipment would effect. A big order
and much prestige were at stake, both of which young Hanford needed badly at
the time. He was vastly encouraged, therefore, when the bridge-builder listened
attentively to him.
“I dare say we shall have to make a change,” Mr. Wylie reluctantly
agreed. “I’ve been bothered to death by machinery salesmen, but you’re the first
one to really interest me.”
Hanford acknowledged the compliment and proceeded further to
elaborate upon the superiority of the General Equipment Company’s goods over
those sold by rival concerns. When he left he felt that he had Mr. Wylie, Sr.,
“going.”
At the office they warned him that he had a hard nut to crack; that Wylie
was given to “stringing” salesmen and was a hard man to close with, but Hanford
smiled confidently. Granting those facts, they rendered him all the more eager to
make this sale; and the bridge company really did need up-to-date machinery.
He instituted an even more vigorous selling campaign, he sent much
printed matter to Mr. Wylie, Sr., he wrote him many letters. Being a thoroughgoing
young saleman, he studied the plant from the ground up, learning the bridge
business in such detail as enabled him to talk with authority on efficiency
methods. In the course of his studies he discovered many things that were wrong
with the Atlantic, and spent days in outlining improvements on paper. He made
the acquaintance of the foremen; he cultivated the General Superintendent; he
even met Mr. Jackson Wylie, Jr., the Sales Manager, a very polished, metallic
young man, who seemed quite as deeply impressed with Hanford’s statements
as did his father.
Under our highly developed competitive system, modern business
is done very largely upon personality. From the attitude of both father and
son, Hanford began to count his chickens. Instead of letting up, however, he
redoubled his efforts, which was his way. He spent so much time on the matter
that his other work suffered, and in consequence his firm called him down. He
outlined his progress with the Atlantic Bridge Company, declared he was going
to succeed, and continued to camp with the job, notwithstanding the firm’s open
doubts.
Sixty days after his first interview he had another visit with Wylie, senior,
during which the latter drained him of information and made an appointment
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for a month later. Said Mr. Wylie:
“You impress me strongly, Hanford, and I want my associates to hear
you. Get your proposition into shape and make the same talk to them that you
have made to me.”
Hanford went away elated; he even bragged a bit at the office, and
the report got around among the other salesmen that he really had done the
impossible and had pulled off something big with the Atlantic. It was a busy
month for that young gentleman, and when the red-letter day at last arrived he
went on to Newark to find both Wylies awaiting him.
“Well, sir, are you prepared to make a good argument?” the father
inquired.
“I am.” Hanford decided that three months was not too long a time to
devote to work of this magnitude, after all.
“I want you to do your best,” the bridge-builder continued, encouragingly,
then he led Hanford into the directors’ room, where, to his visitor’s astonishment,
some fifty men were seated.
“These are our salesmen,” announced Mr. Wylie. He introduced Hanford
to them with the request that they listen attentively to what the young man had
to say.
It was rather nervous work for Hanford, but he soon warmed up and
forgot his embarrassment. He stood on his feet for two long hours pleading as
if for his life. He went over the Atlantic plant from end to end; he showed the
economic necessity for new machinery; then he explained the efficiency of his
own appliances. He took rival types and picked them to pieces, pointing out their
inferiority. He showed his familiarity with bridge work by going into figures
which bore out his contention that the Atlantic’s output could be increased and at
an actual monthly saving. He wound up by proving that the General Equipment
Company was the one concern best fitted to effect the improvement.
It had taken months of unremitting toil to prepare himself for this
exposition, but the young fellow felt he had made his case. When he took up the
cost of the proposed instalment, however, Mr. Jackson Wylie, Sr., interrupted
him.
“That is all I care to have you cover,” the latter explained. “Thank you
very kindly, Mr. Hanford.”
Hanford sat down and wiped his forehead, whereupon the other stepped
forward and addressed his employees.
“Gentlemen,” said he, “you have just listened to the best argument I ever
heard. I purposely called you in from the road so that you might have a practical
lesson in salesmanship and learn something from an outsider about your own
business. I want you to profit by this talk. Take it to heart and apply it to your
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own customers. Our selling efficiency has deteriorated lately; you are getting
lazy. I want you to wake up and show better results. That is all. You might thank
this young gentleman for his kindness.”
When the audience had dispersed, Hanford inquired, blankly, “Don’t
you intend to act on my suggestions?”
“Oh no!” said Mr. Wylie, in apparent surprise. “We are doing nicely, as
it is. I merely wanted you to address the boys.”
“But--I’ve spent three months of hard labor on this! You led me to believe
that you would put in new equipment.”
The younger Wylie laughed, languidly exhaling a lungful of cigarette
smoke. “When Dad gets ready to purchase, he’ll let you know,” said he.
Six months later the Atlantic Bridge Company placed a mammoth order
with Hanford’s rival concern, and he was not even asked to figure on it.
That is how the seeds of this story were sown. Of course the facts got out,
for those Atlantic salesmen were not wanting in a sense of humor, and Hanford
was joshed in every quarter. To make matters worse, his firm called him to
account for his wasted time, implying that something was evidently wrong with
his selling methods. Thus began a lack of confidence which quickly developed
into strained relations. The result was inevitable; Hanford saw what was coming
and was wise enough to resign his position.
But it was the ridicule that hurt him most. He was unable to get away
from that. Had he been at all emotional, he would have sworn a vendetta, so
deep and lasting was the hurt, but he did not; he merely failed to forget, which,
after all, is not so different.
It seemed queer that Henry Hanford should wind up in the bridge
business himself, after attempting to fill several unsatisfactory positions, and
yet there was nothing remarkable about it, for that three months of intense
application at the Atlantic plant had given him a groundwork which came in
handy when the Patterson Bridge Company offered him a desk. He was a good
salesman; he worked hard and in time he was promoted. By and by the story was
forgotten--by every one except Henry Hanford. But he had lost a considerable
number of precious years.
*****
When it became known that the English and Continental structural
shops were so full of work that they could not figure on the mammoth fivemillion-dollar steel structure designed to span the Barrata River in Africa, and
when the Royal Commission in London finally advertised broadcast that time
was the essence of this contract, Mr. Jackson Wylie, Sr., realized that his plant
was equipped to handle the job in magnificent shape, with large profit to himself
and with great renown to the Wylie name. He therefore sent his son, Jackson
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Wylie, the Second, now a full-fledged partner, to London armed with letters to
almost everybody in England from almost everybody in America.
Two weeks later--the Patterson Bridge Company was not so aggressive as
its more pretentious rival--Henry Hanford went abroad on the same mission, but
he carried no letters of introduction for the very good reason that he possessed
neither commercial influence nor social prestige. Bradstreets had never rated
him, and Who’s Who contained no names with which he was familiar.
Jackson Wylie, the Second had been to London frequently, and he was
accustomed to English life. He had friends with headquarters at Prince’s and at
Romano’s, friends who were delighted to entertain so prominent an American;
his letters gave him the entree to many of the best clubs and paved his way
socially wherever he chose to go.
It was Hanford’s first trip across, and he arrived on British soil without
so much as a knowledge of English coins, with nothing in the way of baggage
except a grip full of blue-prints, and with no destination except the Parliament
buildings, where he had been led to believe the Royal Barrata Bridge Commission
was eagerly and impatiently awaiting his coming. But when he called at the
Parliament buildings he failed not only to find the Commission, but even to
encounter anybody who knew anything about it. He did manage to locate the
office, after some patient effort, but learned that it was nothing more than a
forwarding address, and that no member of the Commission had been there for
several weeks. He was informed that the Commission had convened once, and
therefore was not entirely an imaginary body; beyond that he could discover
nothing. On his second visit to the office he was told that Sir Thomas Drummond,
the chairman, was inside, having run down from his shooting-lodge in Scotland
for the day. But Sir Thomas’s clerk, with whom Hanford had become acquainted
at the time of his first call, informed him that Mr. Jackson Wylie, the Second,
from America, was closeted with his lordship, and in consequence his lordship
could not be disturbed. Later, when Hanford got more thoroughly in touch with
the general situation, he began to realize that introductions, influence, social
prestige would in all probability go farther toward landing the Barrata Bridge
than mere engineering, ability or close figuring--facts with which the younger
Wylie was already familiar, and against which he had provided. It also became
plain to Hanford as time went on that the contract would of necessity go to
America, for none of the European shops were in position to complete it on time.
Owing to government needs, this huge, eleven-span structure had to be
on the ground within ninety days from the date of the signing of the contract,
and erected within eight months thereafter. The Commission’s clerk, a big, redfaced, jovial fellow, informed Hanford that price was not nearly so essential as
time of delivery; that although the contract glittered with alluring bonuses and
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was heavily weighted with forfeits, neither bonuses nor forfeitures could in the
slightest manner compensate for a delay in time. It was due to this very fact, to
the peculiar urgency of the occasion, that the Commissioners were inclined to
look askance at prospective bidders who might in any way fail to complete the
task as specified.
“If all that is true, tell me why Wylie gets the call?” Hanford inquired.
“I understand he has the very highest references,” said the Englishman.
“No doubt. But you can’t build bridges with letters of introduction, even
in Africa.”
“Probably not. But Sir Thomas is a big man; Mr. Wylie is one of his sort.
They meet on common ground, don’t you see?”
“Well, if I can’t arrange an interview with any member of the Commission,
I can at least take you to lunch. Will you go?”
The clerk declared that he would, indeed, and in the days that followed
the two saw much of each other. This fellow, Lowe by name, interested Hanford.
He was a cosmopolite; he was polished to the hardness of agate by a life spent in
many lands. He possessed a cold eye and a firm chin; he was a complex mixture
of daredeviltry and meekness. He had fought in a war or two, and he had led
hopes quite as forlorn as the one Hanford was now engaged upon. It was this
bond, perhaps, which drew the two together.
In spite of Lowe’s assistance Hanford found it extremely difficult, nay,
almost impossible, to obtain any real inside information concerning the Barrata
Bridge; wherever he turned he brought up against a blank wall of English
impassiveness: he even experienced difficulty in securing the blue-prints he
wanted.
“It looks pretty tough for you,” Lowe told him one day. “I’m afraid
you’re going to come a cropper, old man. This chap Wylie has the rail and he’s
running well. He has opened an office, I believe.”
“So I understand. Well, the race isn’t over yet, and I’m a good stayer.
This is the biggest thing I ever tackled and it means a lot to me--more than you
imagine.”
“How so?”
Hanford recited the story of his old wrong, to Lowe’s frank amazement.
“What a rotten trick!” the latter remarked.
“Yes! And--I don’t forget.”
“You’d better forget this job. It takes pull to get consideration from people
like Sir Thomas, and Wylie has more than he needs. A fellow without it hasn’t a
chance. Look at me, for instance, working at a desk! Bah!”
“Want to try something else?”
“I do! And you’d better follow suit.”
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Hanford shook his head. “I never quit--I can’t. When my chance at this
bridge comes along--”
Lowe laughed.
“Oh, the chance will come. Chances always come; sometimes we don’t
see them, that’s all. When this one comes I want to be ready. Meanwhile, I think
I’ll reconnoiter Wylie’s new office and find out what’s doing.”
Day after day Henry Hanford pursued his work doggedly, seeing much
of Lowe, something of Wylie’s clerk, and nothing whatever of Sir Thomas
Drummond or the other members of the Royal Barrata Bridge Commission.
He heard occasional rumors of the social triumphs of his rival, and met him
once, to be treated with half-veiled amusement by that patronizing young man.
Meanwhile, the time was growing short and Hanford’s firm was not well pleased
with his progress.
Then the chance came, unexpectedly, as Hanford had declared chances
always come. The remarkable thing in this instance was not that the veiled
goddess showed her face, but that Hanford was quick enough to recognize her
and bold enough to act. He had taken Lowe to the Trocadero for dinner, and,
finding no seats where they could watch the crowd, he had selected a stall in a
quiet corner. They had been there but a short time when Hanford recognized a
voice from the stall adjacent as belonging to the representative of the Atlantic
Bridge Company. From the sounds he could tell that Wylie was giving a dinnerparty, and with Lowe’s aid he soon identified the guests as members of the Royal
Barrata Bridge Commission. Hanford began to strain his ears.
As the meal progressed this became less of an effort, for young Wylie’s
voice was strident. The Wylie conversation had ever been limited largely to the
Wylies, their accomplishments, their purposes, and their prospects; and now
having the floor as host, he talked mainly about himself, his father, and their
forthcoming Barrata Bridge contract. It was his evident endeavor this evening to
impress his distinguished guests with the tremendous importance of the Atlantic
Bridge Company and its unsurpassed facilities for handling big jobs. A large
part of young Wylie’s experience had been acquired by manipulating municipal
contracts and the aldermen connected therewith; he now worked along similar
lines. Hanford soon learned that he was trying in every way possible to induce
Drummond and his associates to accompany him back to America for the
purpose of proving beyond peradventure that the Atlantic could take care of a
five-million-dollar contract with ease.
“As if they’d go!” Lowe said, softly. “And yet--by Jove! he talks as if he
had the job buttoned up.”
The Englishman was alert, his dramatic instinct was at play; recognizing
the significance of Wylie’s offer and its possible bearing upon Hanford’s fortunes,
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he waved the waiter away, knowing better than to permit the rattle of dishes to
distract his host’s attention.
Meanwhile, with clenched teeth and smoldering eyes Henry Hanford
heard his rival in the next compartment identify the State of New Jersey by the
fact that the works of the Atlantic Bridge Company were located therein, and
dignify it by the fact that the Jackson Wylies lived there.
“You know, gentlemen,” Wylie was saying, “I can arrange the trip
without the least difficulty, and I assure you there will be no discomfort. I am
in constant cipher communication with my father, and he will be delighted to
afford you every courtesy. I can fix it up by cable in a day.”
Hanford arose with a silent gesture to his guest, then, although the meal
was but half over, he paid the bill. He had closed his campaign. Right then and
there he landed the great Barrata Bridge contract.
Lowe, mystified beyond measure by his friend’s action, made no
comment until they were outside. Then he exclaimed:
“I say, old top, what blew off?”
Hanford smiled at him queerly. “The whole top of young Wylie’s head
blew off, if he only knew it. It’s my day to settle that score, and the interest will
be compounded.”
“I must be extremely stupid.”
“Not at all. You’re damned intelligent, and that’s why I’m going to need
your help.” Hanford turned upon the adventurer suddenly. “Have you ever
been an actor?”
Lowe made a comical grimace. “I say, old man, that’s pretty rough. My
people raised me for a gentleman.”
“Exactly. Come with me to my hotel. We’re going to do each other a great
favor. With your help and the help of Mr. Jackson Wylie the Second’s London
clerk, I’m going to land the Barrata Bridge.”
Hanford had not read his friend Lowe awrong, and when, behind locked
doors, he outlined his plan, the big fellow gazed at him with amazement, his
blue eyes sparkling with admiration.
“Gad! That appeals to me. I--think I can do it.” There was no timidity in
Lowe’s words, merely a careful consideration of the risks involved.
Hanford gripped his hand. “I’ll attend to Wylie’s clerk,” he declared.
“Now we’d better begin to rehearse.”
“But what makes you so positive you can handle his clerk?” queried
Lowe.
“Oh, I’ve studied him the same way I’ve studied you! I’ve been doing
nothing else for the last month.”
“Bli’ me, you’re a corker!” said Mr. Lowe.
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*****
Back in Newark, New Jersey, Jackson Wylie, Sr., was growing impatient.
In spite of his son’s weekly reports he had begun to fret at the indefinite nature
of results up to date. This dissatisfaction it was that had induced him to cable
his invitation to the Royal Commission to visit the Atlantic plant. Mr. Jackson
Wylie, Sr., had a mysterious way of closing contracts once he came in personal
contact with the proper people. In the words of his envious competitors, he had
“good terminal facilities,” and he felt sure in his own mind that he could get
this job if only he could meet some member of that Commission who possessed
the power to act. Business was bad, and in view of his son’s preliminary reports
he had relied upon the certainty of securing this tremendous contract; he had
even turned work away so that his plant might be ready for the rush, with the
result that many of his men now were idle and that he was running far below
capacity. But he likewise had his eye upon those English bonuses, and when
his associates rather timidly called his attention to the present state of affairs he
assured them bitingly that he knew his business. Nevertheless, he could not help
chafing at delay nor longing for the time to come to submit the bid that had lain
for a month upon his desk. The magnitude of the figures contained therein was
getting on Mr. Wylie’s nerves.
On the tenth of May he received a cablegram in his own official cipher
which, translated, read:
Meet Sir Thomas Drummond, Chairman Royal Barrata Bridge
Commission, arriving Cunard Liner Campania, thirteenth, stopping Waldorf.
Arrange personally Barrata contract. Caution.
The cablegram was unsigned, but its address, “Atwylie,” betrayed not only
its destination, but also the identity of its sender. Mr. Jackson Wylie, Sr., became
tremendously excited. The last word conjured up bewildering possibilities. He
was about to consult his associates when it struck him that the greatest caution
he could possibly observe would consist of holding his own tongue now and
henceforth. They had seen fit to criticize his handling of the matter thus far; he
decided he would play safe and say nothing until he had first seen Sir Thomas
Drummond and learned the lay of the land. He imagined he might then have
something electrifying to tell them. He had “dealt from the bottom” too often, he
had closed too many bridge contracts in his time, to mistake the meaning of this
visit, or of that last word “caution.”
During the next few days Mr. Jackson Wylie, Sr., had hard work to hold
himself in, and he was at a high state of nervous tension when, on the morning
of the fourteenth day of May, he strolled into the Waldorf-Astoria and inquired
at the desk for Sir Thomas Drummond.
There was no Sir Thomas stopping at the hotel, although a Mr. T.
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Drummond from London had arrived on the Campania the day before. Mr.
Jackson Wylie placed the heel of his right shoe upon the favorite corn of his
left foot and bore down upon it heavily. He must be getting into his dotage, he
reflected, or else the idea of a five-million-dollar job had him rattled. Of course
Sir Thomas would not use his title.
At the rear desk he had his card blown up through the tube to “Mr. T.
Drummond,” and a few moments later was invited to take the elevator.
Arriving at the sixth floor, he needed no page to guide him; boots
pointed his way to the apartment of the distinguished visitor as plainly as a
lettered sign-board; boots of all descriptions--hunting-boots, riding-boots, street
shoes, lowshoes, pumps, sandals--black ones and tan ones--all in a row outside
the door. It was a typically English display. Evidently Sir Thomas Drummond
was a personage of the most extreme importance and traveled in befitting style,
Mr. Wylie told himself. Nothing was missing from the collection, unless perhaps
a pair of rubber hip-boots.
A stoop-shouldered old man with a marked accent and a port-wine nose
showed Mr. Wylie into a parlor where the first object upon which his active eyes
alighted was a mass of blue-prints. He knew these drawings; he had figured
on them himself. He likewise noted a hat-box and a great, shapeless English
bag, both plastered crazily with hotel and steamship labels hailing from every
quarter of the world. It was plain to be seen that Sir Thomas was a globe-trotter.
“Mr. Drummond begs you to be seated,” the valet announced, with what
seemed an unnecessary accent on the “mister,” then moved silently out.
Mr. Wylie remarked to himself upon the value of discreet servants. They
were very valuable; very hard to get in America. This must be some lifelong
servitor in his lordship’s family.
There was no occasion to inquire the identity of the tall, florid Englishman
in tweeds who entered a moment later, a bundle of estimates in his hand. “Sir
Thomas Drummond, Chairman of the Royal Barrata Bridge Commission,” was
written all over him in large type.
His lordship did not go to the trouble of welcoming his visitor, but
scanned him frigidly through his glasses.
“You are Mr. Jackson Wylie, Senior?” he demanded, abruptly.
“That is my name.”
“President of the Atlantic Bridge Company, of Newark, New Jersey?”
“The same.”
“You received a cablegram from your son in London?”
“Yes, your lordship.”
Sir Thomas made a gesture as if to forego the title. “Let me see it, please.”
Mr. Wylie produced the cablegram, and Drummond scanned it sharply.
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Evidently the identification was complete.
“Does any one besides your son and yourself know the contents of this
message?”
“Not a soul.”
“You have not told any one of my coming?”
“No, sir!”
“Very well.” Sir Thomas appeared to breathe easier; he deliberately tore
the cablegram into small bits, then tossed the fragments into a wastepaper basket
before waving his caller to a chair. He still remained very cold, very forceful,
although his stiff formality had vanished.
“Do you understand all about this bridge?” he inquired.
Wylie senior took the cue of brusqueness and nodded shortly.
“Can you build it in the time specified?”
“With ease.”
“Have you submitted your bid?”
“Not yet. I--”
“What is the amount of your proposal?”
The president of the Atlantic Bridge Company gasped. This was the
boldest, the coldest work he had ever experienced. Many times he had witnessed
public officials like Sir Thomas Drummond approach this delicate point, but
never with such composure, such matter-of-fact certainty and lack of moral
scruple. Evidently, however, this Englishman had come to trade and wanted a
direct answer. There was no false pose, no romance here. But Jackson Wylie, Sr.,
was too shrewd a business man to name a rock-bottom price to begin with. The
training of a lifetime would not permit him to deny himself a liberal leeway for
hedging, therefore he replied, cautiously:
“My figures will be approximately L1,400,000 sterling.” It was his longest
speech thus far.
For what seemed an hour to the bridge-builder Sir Thomas Drummond
gazed at him with a cold, hard eye, then he folded his papers, rolled up his blueprints, placed them in the big traveling-bag, and carefully locked it. When he
had finished he flung out this question suddenly:
“Does that include the Commissioners?”
Up to this point Mr. Jackson Wylie had spoken mainly in monosyllables;
now he quit talking altogether; it was no longer necessary. He merely shook his
head in negation. He was smiling slightly.
“Then I shall ask you to add L200,000 sterling to your price,” his lordship
calmly announced. “Make your bid L1,600,000 sterling, and mail it in time for
Wednesday’s boat. I sail on the same ship. Proposals will be opened on the
twenty-fifth. Arrange for an English indemnity bond for ten per cent. of your
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proposition. Do not communicate in any manner whatsoever with your son,
except to forward the sealed bid to him. He is not to know of our arrangement.
You will meet me in London later; we will take care of that L200,000 out of
the last forty per cent. of the contract price, which is payable thirty days after
completion, inspection, and acceptance of the bridge. You will not consult your
associates upon leaving here. Do I make myself clear? Very well, sir. The figures
are easy to remember: L1,600,000; L1,400,000 to you. I am pleased with the
facilities your plant offers for doing the work. I am confident you can complete
the bridge on time, and I beg leave to wish you a very pleasant good day.”
Jackson Wylie, Sr., did not really come to until he had reached the street;
even then he did not know whether he had come down the elevator or through
the mail-chute. Of one thing only was he certain: he was due to retire in favor
of his son. He told himself that he needed a trip through the Holy Land with a
guardian and a nursing-bottle; then he paused on the curb and stamped on his
corn for a second time.
“Oh, what an idiot I am!” he cried, savagely. “I could have gotten
L1,600,000 to start with, but--by gad, Sir Thomas is the coldest-blooded thing I
ever went against! I--I can’t help but admire him.”
Having shown a deplorable lack of foresight, Mr. Wylie determined to
make up for it by an ample display of hindsight. If the profits on the job were not
to be so large as they might have been, he would at least make certain of them
by obeying instructions to the letter. In accordance with this determination,
he made out the bid himself, and he mailed it with his own hand that very
afternoon. He put three blue stamps on the envelope, although it required but
two. Then he called up an automobile agency and ordered a foreign town-car his
wife had admired. He decided that she and the girls might go to Paris for the fall
shopping--he might even go with them, in view of that morning’s episode.
For ten days he stood the pressure, then on the morning of the twentyfourth he called his confreres into the directors’ room, that same room in which
young Hanford had made his talk a number of years before. Inasmuch as it was
too late now for a disclosure to affect the opening of the bids in London, he felt
absolved from his promise to Sir Thomas.
“Gentlemen, I have the honor to inform you,” he began, pompously,
“that the Barrata Bridge is ours! We have the greatest structural steel job of the
decade.” His chest swelled with justifiable pride.
“How? When? What do you mean?” they cried.
He told them of his mysterious but fruitful interview at the Waldorf ten
days previously, enjoying their expressions of amazement to the full; then he
explained in considerable detail the difficulties he had surmounted in securing
such liberal figures from Sir Thomas.
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“We were ready to take the contract for L1,300,000, as you will remember,
but by the exercise of some diplomacy”--he coughed modestly--”I may say, by
the display of some firmness and independence, I succeeded in securing a clean
profit of $500,000 over what we had expected.” He accepted, with becoming
diffidence, the congratulations which were showered upon him. Of course, the
news created a sensation, but it was as nothing to the sensation that followed
upon the receipt of a cablegram the next day which read:
ATWYLIE,
Newark, New Jersey.
Terrible mistake somewhere. We lost. Am coming home to-day.
Mr. Jackson Wylie, Sr., also went home that day--by carriage, for, after
raving wildly of treachery, after cursing the name of some English nobleman,
unknown to most of the office force, he collapsed, throwing his employees
into much confusion. There were rumors of an apoplectic stroke; some one
telephoned for a physician; but the president of the Atlantic Bridge Company
only howled at the latter when he arrived.
What hit the old man hardest was the fact that he could not explain to his
associates--that he could not even explain to himself, for that matter. He could
make neither head nor tail of the affair; his son was on the high seas and could
not be reached; the mystery of the whole transaction threatened to unseat his
reason. Even when his sorrowing heir arrived, a week after the shock, the father
could gather nothing at first except the bare details.
All he could learn was that the Royal Barrata Bridge Commission had
met on the twenty-fifth day of May, for the second time in its history, with Sir
Thomas Drummond in the chair. In the midst of an ultra-British solemnity the
bids had been opened and read--nine of them--two Belgian, one German, two
French, one English, one Scottish, and two American.
The only proposals that conformed to the specifications in every respect
were the last named. They were perfect. The Atlantic Bridge Company, of
Newark, New Jersey, offered to do the work as specified for L1,600,000 sterling.
The Patterson Bridge Company, through its authorized agent, Mr. Henry
Hanford, named a price of L1,550,000. The rest was but a matter of detail.
Having concluded this bald recital, Jackson Wylie, the Second, spread
his hands in a gesture of despair. “I can’t understand it,” he said, dolefully. “I
thought I had it cinched all the time.”
“You had it cinched!” bellowed his father. “You! Why, you ruined it all!
Why in hell did you send him over here?”
“I? Send who? What are you talking about?”
“That man with the boots! That lying, thieving scoundrel, Sir Thomas
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Drummond, of course.”
The younger Wylie’s face showed blank, uncomprehending amazement.
“Sir Thomas Drummond was in London all the time I was there. I saw him
daily,” said he.
Not until this very moment did the president of the Atlantic Bridge
Company comprehend the trap he had walked into, but now the whole hideous
business became apparent. He had been fooled, swindled, and in a way to
render recourse impossible; nay, in a manner to blacken his reputation if the
story became public. He fell actually ill from the passion of his rage and not even
a long rest from the worries of business completely cured him. The bitter taste of
defeat would not down. He might never have understood the matter thoroughly
had it not been for a missive he received one day through the mail. It was a bill
from a London shoe-store for twelve pairs of boots, of varying styles, made out
to Henry Hanford, and marked “paid.”
Mr. Jackson Wylie, Sr., noted with unspeakable chagrin that the last
word was heavily under-scored in ink, as if by another hand. Hanford’s bill was
indeed paid, and with interest to date.
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A Pair of Silk Stockings
Kate Chopin

L

ittle Mrs. Sommers one day found herself the unexpected possessor
of fifteen dollars. It seemed to her a very large amount of money,
and the way in which it stuffed and bulged her worn old portemonnaie gave her a feeling of importance such as she had not enjoyed for years.
The question of investment was one that occupied her greatly. For a day
or two she walked about apparently in a dreamy state, but really absorbed in
speculation and calculation. She did not wish to act hastily, to do anything she
might afterward regret. But it was during the still hours of the night when she
lay awake revolving plans in her mind that she seemed to see her way clearly
toward a proper and judicious use of the money.
A dollar or two should be added to the price usually paid for Janie’s
shoes, which would insure their lasting an appreciable time longer than they
usually did. She would buy so and so many yards of percale for new shirt waists
for the boys and Janie and Mag. She had intended to make the old ones do by
skilful patching. Mag should have another gown. She had seen some beautiful
patterns, veritable bargains in the shop windows. And still there would be left
enough for new stockings--two pairs apiece--and what darning that would save
for a while! She would get caps for the boys and sailor-hats for the girls. The
vision of her little brood looking fresh and dainty and new for once in their lives
excited her and made her restless and wakeful with anticipation.
The neighbors sometimes talked of certain “better days” that little Mrs.
Sommers had known before she had ever thought of being Mrs. Sommers. She
herself indulged in no such morbid retrospection. She had no time--no second of
time to devote to the past. The needs of the present absorbed her every faculty.
A vision of the future like some dim, gaunt monster sometimes appalled her, but
luckily to-morrow never comes.
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Mrs. Sommers was one who knew the value of bargains; who could
stand for hours making her way inch by inch toward the desired object that was
selling below cost. She could elbow her way if need be; she had learned to clutch
a piece of goods and hold it and stick to it with persistence and determination till
her turn came to be served, no matter when it came.
But that day she was a little faint and tired. She had swallowed a light
luncheon--no! when she came to think of it, between getting the children fed and
the place righted, and preparing herself for the shopping bout, she had actually
forgotten to eat any luncheon at all!
She sat herself upon a revolving stool before a counter that was
comparatively deserted, trying to gather strength and courage to charge through
an eager multitude that was besieging breastworks of shirting and figured lawn.
An all-gone limp feeling had come over her and she rested her hand aimlessly
upon the counter. She wore no gloves. By degrees she grew aware that her hand
had encountered something very soothing, very pleasant to touch. She looked
down to see that her hand lay upon a pile of silk stockings. A placard near by
announced that they had been reduced in price from two dollars and fifty cents
to one dollar and ninety-eight cents; and a young girl who stood behind the
counter asked her if she wished to examine their line of silk hosiery. She smiled,
just as if she had been asked to inspect a tiara of diamonds with the ultimate
view of purchasing it. But she went on feeling the soft, sheeny luxurious things-with both hands now, holding them up to see them glisten, and to feel them
glide serpent-like through her fingers.
Two hectic blotches came suddenly into her pale cheeks. She looked up
at the girl.
“Do you think there are any eights-and-a-half among these?”
There were any number of eights-and-a-half. In fact, there were more of
that size than any other. Here was a light-blue pair; there were some lavender,
some all black and various shades of tan and gray. Mrs. Sommers selected a black
pair and looked at them very long and closely. She pretended to be examining
their texture, which the clerk assured her was excellent.
“A dollar and ninety-eight cents,” she mused aloud. “Well, I’ll take this
pair.” She handed the girl a five-dollar bill and waited for her change and for
her parcel. What a very small parcel it was! It seemed lost in the depths of her
shabby old shopping-bag.
Mrs. Sommers after that did not move in the direction of the bargain
counter. She took the elevator, which carried her to an upper floor into the
region of the ladies’ waiting-rooms. Here, in a retired corner, she exchanged
her cotton stockings for the new silk ones which she had just bought. She was
not going through any acute mental process or reasoning with herself, nor was
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she striving to explain to her satisfaction the motive of her action. She was not
thinking at all. She seemed for the time to be taking a rest from that laborious and
fatiguing function and to have abandoned herself to some mechanical impulse
that directed her actions and freed her of responsibility.
How good was the touch of the raw silk to her flesh! She felt like lying
back in the cushioned chair and reveling for a while in the luxury of it. She
did for a little while. Then she replaced her shoes, rolled the cotton stockings
together and thrust them into her bag. After doing this she crossed straight over
to the shoe department and took her seat to be fitted.
She was fastidious. The clerk could not make her out; he could not
reconcile her shoes with her stockings, and she was not too easily pleased. She
held back her skirts and turned her feet one way and her head another way
as she glanced down at the polished, pointed-tipped boots. Her foot and ankle
looked very pretty. She could not realize that they belonged to her and were a
part of herself. She wanted an excellent and stylish fit, she told the young fellow
who served her, and she did not mind the difference of a dollar or two more in
the price so long as she got what she desired.
It was a long time since Mrs. Sommers had been fitted with gloves. On
rare occasions when she had bought a pair they were always “bargains,” so
cheap that it would have been preposterous and unreasonable to have expected
them to be fitted to the hand.
Now she rested her elbow on the cushion of the glove counter, and a
pretty, pleasant young creature, delicate and deft of touch, drew a long-wristed
“kid” over Mrs. Sommers’s hand. She smoothed it down over the wrist and
buttoned it neatly, and both lost themselves for a second or two in admiring
contemplation of the little symmetrical gloved hand. But there were other places
where money might be spent.
There were books and magazines piled up in the window of a stall a few
paces down the street. Mrs. Sommers bought two high-priced magazines such
as she had been accustomed to read in the days when she had been accustomed
to other pleasant things. She carried them without wrapping. As well as she
could she lifted her skirts at the crossings. Her stockings and boots and well
fitting gloves had worked marvels in her bearing--had given her a feeling of
assurance, a sense of belonging to the well-dressed multitude.
She was very hungry. Another time she would have stilled the cravings
for food until reaching her own home, where she would have brewed herself a
cup of tea and taken a snack of anything that was available. But the impulse that
was guiding her would not suffer her to entertain any such thought.
There was a restaurant at the corner. She had never entered its doors;
from the outside she had sometimes caught glimpses of spotless damask and
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shining crystal, and soft-stepping waiters serving people of fashion.
When she entered her appearance created no surprise, no consternation,
as she had half feared it might. She seated herself at a small table alone, and
an attentive waiter at once approached to take her order. She did not want a
profusion; she craved a nice and tasty bite--a half dozen blue-points, a plump
chop with cress, a something sweet--a creme-frappee, for instance; a glass of
Rhine wine, and after all a small cup of black coffee.
While waiting to be served she removed her gloves very leisurely and
laid them beside her. Then she picked up a magazine and glanced through it,
cutting the pages with a blunt edge of her knife. It was all very agreeable. The
damask was even more spotless than it had seemed through the window, and
the crystal more sparkling. There were quiet ladies and gentlemen, who did not
notice her, lunching at the small tables like her own. A soft, pleasing strain of
music could be heard, and a gentle breeze, was blowing through the window.
She tasted a bite, and she read a word or two, and she sipped the amber wine
and wiggled her toes in the silk stockings. The price of it made no difference. She
counted the money out to the waiter and left an extra coin on his tray, whereupon
he bowed before her as before a princess of royal blood.
There was still money in her purse, and her next temptation presented
itself in the shape of a matinee poster.
It was a little later when she entered the theatre, the play had begun
and the house seemed to her to be packed. But there were vacant seats here
and there, and into one of them she was ushered, between brilliantly dressed
women who had gone there to kill time and eat candy and display their gaudy
attire. There were many others who were there solely for the play and acting. It
is safe to say there was no one present who bore quite the attitude which Mrs.
Sommers did to her surroundings. She gathered in the whole--stage and players
and people in one wide impression, and absorbed it and enjoyed it. She laughed
at the comedy and wept--she and the gaudy woman next to her wept over the
tragedy. And they talked a little together over it. And the gaudy woman wiped
her eyes and sniffled on a tiny square of filmy, perfumed lace and passed little
Mrs. Sommers her box of candy.
The play was over, the music ceased, the crowd filed out. It was like
a dream ended. People scattered in all directions. Mrs. Sommers went to the
corner and waited for the cable car.
A man with keen eyes, who sat opposite to her, seemed to like the study
of her small, pale face. It puzzled him to decipher what he saw there. In truth,
he saw nothing-unless he were wizard enough to detect a poignant wish, a
powerful longing that the cable car would never stop anywhere, but go on and
on with her forever.
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A Night In New Arabia

T

O. Henry

he great city of Bagdad-on-the-Subway is caliph-ridden. Its
palaces, bazaars, khans, and byways are thronged with Al Rashids
in divers disguises, seeking diversion and victims for their
unbridled generosity. You can scarcely find a poor beggar whom they are willing
to let enjoy his spoils unsuccored, nor a wrecked unfortunate upon whom they
will not reshower the means of fresh misfortune. You will hardly find anywhere
a hungry one who has not had the opportunity to tighten his belt in gift libraries,
nor a poor pundit who has not blushed at the holiday basket of celery-crowned
turkey forced resoundingly through his door by the eleemosynary press.
So then, fearfully through the Harun-haunted streets creep the one-eyed
calenders, the Little Hunchback and the Barber’s Sixth Brother, hoping to escape
the ministrations of the roving horde of caliphoid sultans.
Entertainment for many Arabian nights might be had from the histories
of those who have escaped the largesse of the army of Commanders of the
Faithful. Until dawn you might sit on the enchanted rug and listen to such
stories as are told of the powerful genie Roc-Ef-El-Er who sent the Forty Thieves
to soak up the oil plant of Ali Baba; of the good Caliph Kar-Neg-Ghe, who gave
away palaces; of the Seven Voyages of Sailbad, the Sinner, who frequented
wooden excursion steamers among the islands; of the Fisherman and the Bottle;
of the Barmecides’ Boarding house; of Aladdin’s rise to wealth by means of his
Wonderful Gasmeter.
But now, there being ten sultans to one Sheherazade, she is held too
valuable to be in fear of the bowstring. In consequence the art of narrative
languishes. And, as the lesser caliphs are hunting the happy poor and the resigned
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unfortunate from cover to cover in order to heap upon them strange mercies and
mysterious benefits, too often comes the report from Arabian headquarters that
the captive refused “to talk.”
This reticence, then, in the actors who perform the sad comedies of their
philanthropy-scourged world, must, in a degree, account for the shortcomings of
this painfully gleaned tale, which shall be called: THE STORY OF THE CALIPH
WHO ALLEVIATED HIS CONSCIENCE
Old Jacob Spraggins mixed for himself some Scotch and lithia water at
his $1,200 oak sideboard. Inspiration must have resulted from its imbibition, for
immediately afterward he struck the quartered oak soundly with his fist and
shouted to the empty dining room:
“By the coke ovens of hell, it must be that ten thousand dollars! If I can
get that squared, it’ll do the trick.”
Thus, by the commonest artifice of the trade, having gained your interest,
the action of the story will now be suspended, leaving you grumpily to consider
a sort of dull biography beginning fifteen years before.
When old Jacob was young Jacob he was a breaker boy in a Pennsylvania
coal mine. I don’t know what a breaker boy is; but his occupation seems to be
standing by a coal dump with a wan look and a dinner-pail to have his picture
taken for magazine articles. Anyhow, Jacob was one. But, instead of dying of
overwork at nine, and leaving his helpless parents and brothers at the mercy of
the union strikers’ reserve fund, he hitched up his galluses, put a dollar or two
in a side proposition now and then, and at forty-five was worth $20,000,000.
There now! it’s over. Hardly had time to yawn, did you? I’ve seen
biographies that — but let us dissemble.
I want you to consider Jacob Spraggins, Esq., after he had arrived at the
seventh stage of his career. The stages meant are, first, humble origin; second,
deserved promotion; third, stockholder; fourth, capitalist; fifth, trust magnate;
sixth, rich malefactor; seventh, caliph; eighth, x. The eighth stage shall be left to
the higher mathematics.
At fifty-five Jacob retired from active business. The income of a czar was
still rolling in on him from coal, iron, real estate, oil, railroads, manufactories,
and corporations, but none of it touched Jacob’s hands in a raw state. It was
a sterilized increment, carefully cleaned and dusted and fumigated until it
arrived at its ultimate stage of untainted, spotless checks in the white fingers
of his private secretary. Jacob built a three-million-dollar palace on a corner lot
fronting on Nabob Avenue, city of New Bagdad, and began to feel the mantle of
the late H. A. Rashid descending upon him. Eventually Jacob slipped the mantle
under his collar, tied it in a neat four-in-hand, and became a licensed harrier of
our Mesopotamian proletariat.
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When a man’s income becomes so large that the butcher actually sends
him the kind of steak he orders, he begins to think about his soul’s salvation. Now,
the various stages or classes of rich men must not be forgotten. The capitalist can
tell you to a dollar the amount of his wealth. The trust magnate “estimates” it.
The rich malefactor hands you a cigar and denies that he has bought the P. D.
& Q. The caliph merely smiles and talks about Hammerstein and the musical
lasses. There is a record of tremendous altercation at breakfast in a “Where-toDine-Well” tavern between a magnate and his wife, the rift within the loot being
that the wife calculated their fortune at a figure $3,000,000 higher than did her
future divorce. Oh, well, I, myself, heard a similar quarrel between a man and
his wife because he found fifty cents less in his pockets than he thought he had.
After all, we are all human — Count Tolstoi, R. Fitzsimmons, Peter Pan, and the
rest of us.
Don’t lose heart because the story seems to be degenerating into a sort of
moral essay for intellectual readers.
There will be dialogue and stage business pretty soon.
When Jacob first began to compare the eyes of needles with the camels
in the Zoo he decided upon organized charity. He had his secretary send a
check for one million to the Universal Benevolent Association of the Globe. You
may have looked down through a grating in front of a decayed warehouse for
a nickel that you had dropped through. But that is neither here nor there. The
Association acknowledged receipt of his favor of the 24th ult. with enclosure as
stated. Separated by a double line, but still mighty close to the matter under the
caption of “Oddities of the Day’s News” in an evening paper, Jacob Spraggins
read that one “Jasper Spargyous” had “donated $100,000 to the U. B. A. of G.”
A camel may have a stomach for each day in the week; but I dare not venture
to accord him whiskers, for fear of the Great Displeasure at Washington; but if
he have whiskers, surely not one of them will seem to have been inserted in the
eye of a needle by that effort of that rich man to enter the K. of H. The right is
reserved to reject any and all bids; signed, S. Peter, secretary and gatekeeper.
Next, Jacob selected the best endowed college he could scare up and
presented it with a $200,000 laboratory. The college did not maintain a scientific
course, but it accepted the money and built an elaborate lavatory instead, which
was no diversion of funds so far as Jacob ever discovered.
The faculty met and invited Jacob to come over and take his A B C
degree. Before sending the invitation they smiled, cut out the C, added the
proper punctuation marks, and all was well.
While walking on the campus before being capped and gowned, Jacob
saw two professors strolling nearby. Their voices, long adapted to indoor
acoustics, undesignedly reached his ear.
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“There goes the latest chevalier d’industrie,” said one of them, “to buy a
sleeping powder from us. He gets his degree tomorrow.”
“In foro conscientai,” said the other. “Let’s ‘eave ‘arf a brick at ‘im.”
Jacob ignored the Latin, but the brick pleasantry was not too hard for
him. There was no mandragora in the honorary draught of learning that he had
bought. That was before the passage of the Pure Food and Drugs Act.
Jacob wearied of philanthropy on a large scale.
“If I could see folks made happier,” he said to himself — “If I could see
‘em myself and hear ‘em express their gratitude for what I done for ‘em it would
make me feel better. This donatin’ funds to institutions and societies is about as
satisfactory as dropping money into a broken slot machine.”
So Jacob followed his nose, which led him through unswept streets to
the homes of the poorest.
“The very thing!” said Jacob. “I will charter two river steamboats, pack
them full of these unfortunate children and — say ten thousand dolls and drums
and a thousand freezers of ice cream, and give them a delightful outing up the
Sound. The sea breezes on that trip ought to blow the taint off some of this
money that keeps coming in faster than I can work it off my mind.”
Jacob must have leaked some of his benevolent intentions, for an
immense person with a bald face and a mouth that looked as if it ought to have
a “Drop Letters Here” sign over it hooked a finger around him and set him in
a space between a barber’s pole and a stack of ash cans. Words came out of the
post-office slit — smooth, husky words with gloves on ‘em, but sounding as if
they might turn to bare knuckles any moment.
“Say, Sport, do you know where you are at? Well, dis is Mike O’Grady’s
district you’re buttin’ into — see? Mike’s got de stomach-ache privilege for
every kid in dis neighborhood — see? And if dere’s any picnics or red balloons
to be dealt out here, Mike’s money pays for ‘em — see? Don’t you butt in, or
something’ll be handed to you. Youse d — — settlers and reformers with your
social ologies and your millionaire detectives have got dis district in a hell of a
fix, anyhow. With your college students and professors rough-housing de sodawater stands and dem rubber-neck coaches fillin’ de streets, de folks down here
are ‘fraid to go out of de houses. Now, you leave ‘em to Mike. Dey belongs to
him, and he knows how to handle ‘em. Keep on your own side of de town. Are
you some wiser now, uncle, or do you want to scrap wit’ Mike O’Grady for de
Santa Claus belt in dis district?”
Clearly, that spot in the moral vineyard was preempted. So Caliph
Spraggins menaced no more the people in the bazaars of the East Side. To keep
down his growing surplus he doubled his donations to organized charity,
presented the Y. M. C. A. of his native town with a $10,000 collection of butterflies,
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and sent a check to the famine sufferers in China big enough to buy new emerald
eyes and diamond-filled teeth for all their gods. But none of these charitable
acts seemed to bring peace to the caliph’s heart. He tried to get a personal note
into his benefactions by tipping bellboys and waiters $10 and $20 bills. He got
well snickered at and derided for that by the minions who accept with respect
gratuities commensurate to the service performed. He sought out an ambitious
and talented but poor young woman, and bought for her the star part in a new
comedy. He might have gotten rid of $50,000 more of his cumbersome money
in this philanthropy if he had not neglected to write letters to her. But she lost
the suit for lack of evidence, while his capital still kept piling up, and his optikos
needleorum camelibus — or rich man’s disease — was unrelieved.
In Caliph Spraggins’s $3,000,000 home lived his sister Henrietta, who
used to cook for the coal miners in a twenty-five-cent eating house in Coketown,
Pa., and who now would have offered John Mitchell only two fingers of her
hand to shake. And his daughter Celia, nineteen, back from boarding-school and
from being polished off by private instructors in the restaurant languages and
those ‘etudes and things.
Celia is the heroine. Lest the artist’s delineation of her charms on this
very page humbug your fancy, take from me her authorized description. She
was a nice-looking, awkward, loud, rather bashful, brown-haired girl, with a
sallow complexion, bright eyes, and a perpetual smile. She had a wholesome,
Spraggins-inherited love for plain food, loose clothing, and the society of the
lower classes. She had too much health and youth to feel the burden of wealth.
She had a wide mouth that kept the peppermint-pepsin tablets rattling like hail
from the slot-machine wherever she went, and she could whistle hornpipes.
Keep this picture in mind; and let the artist do his worst.
Celia looked out of her window one day and gave her heart to the grocer’s
young man. The receiver thereof was at that moment engaged in conceding
immortality to his horse and calling down upon him the ultimate fate of the
wicked; so he did not notice the transfer. A horse should stand still when you are
lifting a crate of strictly new-laid eggs out of the wagon.
Young lady reader, you would have liked that grocer’s young man
yourself. But you wouldn’t have given him your heart, because you are saving
it for a riding-master, or a shoe-manufacturer with a torpid liver, or something
quiet but rich in gray tweeds at Palm Beach. Oh, I know about it. So I am glad
the grocer’s young man was for Celia, and not for you.
The grocer’s young man was slim and straight and as confident and easy
in his movements as the man in the back of the magazines who wears the new
frictionless roller suspenders. He wore a gray bicycle cap on the back of his head,
and his hair was straw-colored and curly, and his sunburned face looked like one
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that smiled a good deal when he was not preaching the doctrine of everlasting
punishment to delivery-wagon horses. He slung imported A1 fancy groceries
about as though they were only the stuff he delivered at boarding-houses; and
when he picked up his whip, your mind instantly recalled Mr. Tacktt and his air
with the buttonless foils.
Tradesmen delivered their goods at a side gate at the rear of the house.
The grocer’s wagon came about ten in the morning. For three days Celia watched
the driver when he came, finding something new each time to admire in the lofty
and almost contemptuous way he had of tossing around the choicest gifts of
Pomona, Ceres, and the canning factories. Then she consulted Annette.
To be explicit, Annette McCorkle, the second housemaid who deserves
a paragraph herself. Annette Fletcherized large numbers of romantic novels
which she obtained at a free public library branch (donated by one of the biggest
caliphs in the business). She was Celia’s sidekicker and chum, though Aunt
Henrietta didn’t know it, you may hazard a bean or two.
“Oh, canary-bird seed!” exclaimed Annette. “Ain’t it a corkin’ situation?
You a heiress, and fallin’ in love with him on sight! He’s a sweet boy, too, and
above his business. But he ain’t susceptible like the common run of grocer’s
assistants. He never pays no attention to me.”
“He will to me,” said Celia.
“Riches —” began Annette, unsheathing the not unjustifiable feminine
sting.
“Oh, you’re not so beautiful,” said Celia, with her wide, disarming smile.
“Neither am I; but he sha’n’t know that there’s any money mixed up with my
looks, such as they are. That’s fair. Now, I want you to lend me one of your caps
and an apron, Annette.”
“Oh, marshmallows!” cried Annette. “I see. Ain’t it lovely? It’s just like
‘Lurline, the Left-Handed; or, A Buttonhole Maker’s Wrongs.’ I’ll bet he’ll turn
out to be a count.”
There was a long hallway (or “passageway,” as they call it in the land
of the Colonels) with one side latticed, running along the rear of the house. The
grocer’s young man went through this to deliver his goods. One morning he
passed a girl in there with shining eyes, sallow complexion, and wide, smiling
mouth, wearing a maid’s cap and apron. But as he was cumbered with a basket
of Early Drumhead lettuce and Trophy tomatoes and three bunches of asparagus
and six bottles of the most expensive Queen olives, he saw no more than that she
was one of the maids.
But on his way out he came up behind her, and she was whistling
“Fisher’s Hornpipe” so loudly and clearly that all the piccolos in the world
should have disjointed themselves and crept into their cases for shame.
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The grocer’s young man stopped and pushed back his cap until it hung
on his collar button behind.
“That’s out o’ sight, Kid,” said he.
“My name is Celia, if you please,” said the whistler, dazzling him with a
three-inch smile.
That’s all right. I’m Thomas McLeod. What part of the house do you
work in?”
“I’m the — the second parlor maid.”
“Do you know the ‘Falling Waters’?”
“No,” said Celia, “we don’t know anybody. We got rich too quick — that
is, Mr. Spraggins did.”
“I’ll make you acquainted,” said Thomas McLeod. “It’s a strathspey —
the first cousin to a hornpipe.”
If Celia’s whistling put the piccolos out of commission, Thomas McLeod’s
surely made the biggest flutes hunt their holes. He could actually whistle bass.
When he stopped Celia was ready to jump into his delivery wagon and
ride with him clear to the end of the pier and on to the ferry-boat of the Charon
line.
“I’ll be around tomorrow at 10:15,” said Thomas, “with some spinach
and a case of carbonic.”
“I’ll practice that what-you-may-call-it,” said Celia. “I can whistle a fine
second.”
The processes of courtship are personal, and do not belong to general
literature. They should be chronicled in detail only in advertisements of iron
tonics and in the secret by-laws of the Woman’s Auxiliary of the Ancient Order
of the Rat Trap. But genteel writing may contain a description of certain stages
of its progress without intruding upon the province of the X-ray or of park
policemen.
A day came when Thomas McLeod and Celia lingered at the end of the
latticed “passage.”
“Sixteen a week isn’t much,” said Thomas, letting his cap rest on his
shoulder blades.
Celia looked through the lattice-work and whistled a dead march.
Shopping with Aunt Henrietta the day before, she had paid that much for a
dozen handkerchiefs.
“Maybe I’ll get a raise next month,” said Thomas. “I’ll be around
tomorrow at the same time with a bag of flour and the laundry soap.”
“All right,” said Celia. “Annette’s married cousin pays only $20 a month
for a flat in the Bronx.”
Never for a moment did she count on the Spraggins money. She knew Aunt
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Henrietta’s invincible pride of caste and pa’s mightiness as a Colossus of cash,
and she understood that if she chose Thomas she and her grocer’s young man
might go whistle for a living.
Another day came, Thomas violating the dignity of Nabob Avenue with
“The Devil’s Dream,” whistled keenly between his teeth.
“Raised to eighteen a week yesterday,” he said. “Been pricing flats around
Morningside. You want to start untying those apron strings and unpinning that
cap, old girl.”
“Oh, Tommy!” said Celia, with her broadest smile. “Won’t that be
enough? I got Betty to show me how to make a cottage pudding. I guess we
could call it a flat pudding if we wanted to.”
“And tell no lie,” said Thomas.
“And I can sweep and polish and dust — of course, a parlor maid learns
that. And we cold whistle duets of evenings.”
“The old man said he’d raise me to twenty at Christmas if Bryan couldn’t
think of any harder name to call a Republican than a ‘postponer,’” said the
grocer’s young man.
“I can sew,” said Celia; “and I know that you must make the gas
company’s man show his badge when he comes to look at the meter; and I know
how to put up quince jam and window curtains.”
“Bully! you’re all right, Cele. Yes, I believe we can pull it off on eighteen.”
As he was jumping into the wagon the second parlor maid braved
discovery by running swiftly to the gate.
“And, oh, Tommy, I forgot,” she called, softly. “I believe I could make
your neckties.”
“Forget it,” said Thomas decisively.
“And another thing,” she continued. “Sliced cucumbers at night will
drive away cockroaches.”
“And sleep, too, you bet,” said Mr. McLeod. “Yes, I believe if I have a
delivery to make on the West Side this afternoon I’ll look in at a furniture store I
know over there.”
It was just as the wagon dashed away that old Jacob Spraggins struck
the sideboard with his fist and made the mysterious remark about ten thousand
dollars that you perhaps remember. Which justifies the reflection that some
stories, as well as life, and puppies thrown into wells, move around in circles.
Painfully but briefly we must shed light on Jacob’s words.
The foundation of his fortune was made when he was twenty. A poor
coal-digger (ever hear of a rich one?) had saved a dollar or two and bought a
small tract of land on a hillside on which he tried to raise corn. Not a nubbin.
Jacob, whose nose was a divining-rod, told him there was a vein of coal beneath.
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he bought the land from the miner for $125 and sold it a month afterward for
$10,000. Luckily the miner had enough left of his sale money to drink himself
into a black coat opening in the back, as soon as he heard the news.
And so, for forty years afterward, we find Jacob illuminated with the
sudden thought that if he could make restitution of this sum of money to the
heirs or assigns of the unlucky miner, respite and Nepenthe might be his.
And now must come swift action, for we have here some four thousand
words and not a tear shed and never a pistol, joke, safe, nor bottle cracked.
Old Jacob hired a dozen private detectives to find the heirs, if any existed,
of the old miner, Hugh McLeod.
Get the point? Of course I know as well as you do that Thomas is going
to be the heir. I might have concealed the name; but why always hold back you
mystery till the end? I say, let it come near the middle so people can stop reading
there if they want to.
After the detectives had trailed false clues about three thousand dollars
— I mean miles — they cornered Thomas at the grocery and got his confession
that Hugh McLeod had been his grandfather, and that there were no other heirs.
They arranged a meeting for him and old Jacob one morning in one of their
offices.
Jacob liked the young man very much. He liked the way he looked
straight at him when he talked, and the way he threw his bicycle cap over the
top of a rose-colored vase on the centre-table.
There was a slight flaw in Jacob’s system of restitution. He did not
consider that the act, to be perfect, should include confession. So he represented
himself to be the agent of the purchaser of the land who had sent him to refund
the sale price for the ease of his conscience.
“Well, sir,” said Thomas, “this sounds to me like an illustrated post-card
from South Boston with ‘We’re having a good time here’ written on it. I don’t
know the game. Is this ten thousand dollars money, or do I have to save so many
coupons to get it?”
Old Jacob counted out to him twenty five-hundred-dollar bills.
That was better, he thought, than a check. Thomas put them thoughtfully
into his pocket.
“Grandfather’s best thanks,” he said, “to the party who sends it.”
Jacob talked on, asking him about his work, how he spent his leisure
time, and what his ambitions were. The more he saw and heard of Thomas, the
better he liked him. He had not met many young men in Bagdad so frank and
wholesome.
“I would like to have you visit my house,” he said. “I might help you in
investing or laying out your money. I am a very wealthy man. I have a daughter
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about grown, and I would like for you to know her. There are not many young
men I would care to have call on her.”
“I’m obliged,” said Thomas. “I’m not much at making calls. It’s generally
the side entrance for mine. And, besides, I’m engaged to a girl that has the
Delaware peach crop killed in the blossom. She’s a parlor maid in a house where
I deliver goods. She won’t be working there much longer, though. Say, don’t
forget to give your friend my grandfather’s best regards. You’ll excuse me now;
my wagon’s outside with a lot of green stuff that’s got to be delivered. See you
again, sir.”
At eleven Thomas delivered some bunches of parsley and lettuce at the
Spraggins mansion. Thomas was only twenty-two; so, as he came back, he took
out the handful of five-hundred-dollar bills and waved them carelessly. Annette
took a pair of eyes as big as creamed onion to the cook.
“I told you he was a count,” she said, after relating. “He never would
carry on with me.”
“But you say he showed money,” said the cook.
“Hundreds of thousands,” said Annette. “Carried around loose in his
pockets. And he never would look at me.”
“It was paid to me today,” Thomas was explaining to Celia outside. “It
came from my grandfather’s estate. Say, Cele, what’s the use of waiting now?
I’m going to quit the job tonight. Why can’t we get married next week?”
“Tommy,” said Celia. “I’m no parlor maid. I’ve been fooling you. I’m
Miss Spraggins — Celia Spraggins. The newspapers say I’ll be worth forty
million dollars some day.”
Thomas pulled his cap down straight on his head for the first time since
we have known him.
“I suppose then,” said he, “I suppose then you’ll not be marrying me
next week. But you can whistle.”
“No,” said Celia, “I’ll not be marrying you next week. My father would
never let me marry a grocer’s clerk. But I’ll marry you tonight, Tommy, if you
say so.”
Old Jacob Spraggins came home at 9:30 P. M., in his motor car. The make
of it you will have to surmise sorrowfully; I am giving you unsubsidized fiction;
had it been a street car I could have told you its voltage and the number of
wheels it had. Jacob called for his daughter; he had bought a ruby necklace for
her, and wanted to hear her say what a kind, thoughtful, dear old dad he was.
There was a brief search in the house for her, and then came Annette,
glowing with the pure flame of truth and loyalty well mixed with envy and
histrionics.
“Oh, sir,” said she, wondering if she should kneel, “Miss Celia’s just this
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minute running away out of the side gate with a young man to be married. I
couldn’t stop her, sir. They went in a cab.”
“What young man?” roared old Jacob.
“A millionaire, if you please, sir — a rich nobleman in disguise. He carries
his money with him, and the red peppers and the onions was only to blind us,
sir. He never did seem to take to me.”
Jacob rushed out in time to catch his car. The chauffeur had been delayed
by trying to light a cigarette in the wind.
“Here, Gaston, or Mike, or whatever you call yourself, scoot around the
corner quicker than blazes and see if you can see a cab. If you do, run it down.”
There was a cab in sight a block away. Gaston, or Mike, with his eyes half
shut and his mind on his cigarette, picked up the trail, neatly crowded the cab to
the curb and pocketed it.
“What t’ell you doin’?” yelled the cabman.
“Pa!” shrieked Celia.
“Grandfather’s remorseful friend’s agent!” said Thomas. “Wonder
what’s on his conscience now.”
“A thousand thunders,” said Gaston, or Mike. “I have no other match.”
“Young man,” said old Jacob, severely, “how about that parlor maid you
were engaged to?”
A couple of years afterward old Jacob went into the office of his private
secretary.
“The Amalgamated Missionary Society solicits a contribution of $30,000
toward the conversion of the Koreans,” said the secretary.
“Pass ‘em up,” said Jacob.
“The University of Plumville writes that its yearly endowment fund of
$50,000 that you bestowed upon it is past due.”
“Tell ‘em it’s been cut out.”
“The Scientific Society of Clam Cove, Long Island, asks for $10,000 to
buy alcohol to preserve specimens.”
“Waste basket.”
“The Society for Providing Healthful Recreation for Working Girls wants
$20,000 from you to lay out a golf course.”
“Tell ‘em to see an undertaker.”
“Cut ‘em all out,” went on Jacob. “I’ve quit being a good thing. I need
every dollar I can scrape or save. I want you to write to the directors of every
company that I’m interested in and recommend a 10 per cent. cut in salaries.
And say — I noticed half a cake of soap lying in a corner of the hall as I came in.
I want you to speak to the scrubwoman about waste. I’ve got no money to throw
away. And say — we’ve got vinegar pretty well in hand, haven’t we?’
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“The Globe Spice & Seasons Company,” said secretary, “controls the
market at present.”
“Raise vinegar two cents a gallon. Notify all our branches.”
Suddenly Jacob Spraggin’s plump red face relaxed into a pulpy grin. He
walked over to the secretary’s desk and showed a small red mark on his thick
forefinger.
“Bit it,” he said, “darned if he didn’t, and he ain’t had the tooth three
weeks — Jaky McLeod, my Celia’s kid. He’ll be worth a hundred millions by the
time he’s twenty-one if I can pile it up for him.”
As he was leaving, old Jacob turned at the door, and said:
“Better make that vinegar raise three cents instead of two. I’ll be back in
an hour and sign the letters.”
The true history of the Caliph Harun Al Rashid relates that toward the
end of his reign he wearied of philanthropy, and caused to be beheaded all his
former favorites and companions of his “Arabian Nights” rambles. Happy are
we in these days of enlightenment, when the only death warrant the caliphs can
serve on us is in the form of a tradesman’s bill.
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The Young King
Oscar Wilde

[To Margaret Lady Brooke--The Ranee Of Sarawak]

It was the night before the day fixed for his coronation, and the young
King was sitting alone in his beautiful chamber. His courtiers had all taken their
leave of him, bowing their heads to the ground, according to the ceremonious
usage of the day, and had retired to the Great Hall of the Palace, to receive a few
last lessons from the Professor of Etiquette; there being some of them who had
still quite natural manners, which in a courtier is, I need hardly say, a very grave
offence.
The lad--for he was only a lad, being but sixteen years of age--was not
sorry at their departure, and had flung himself back with a deep sigh of relief
on the soft cushions of his embroidered couch, lying there, wild-eyed and openmouthed, like a brown woodland Faun, or some young animal of the forest
newly snared by the hunters.
And, indeed, it was the hunters who had found him, coming upon him
almost by chance as, bare-limbed and pipe in hand, he was following the flock
of the poor goatherd who had brought him up, and whose son he had always
fancied himself to be. The child of the old King’s only daughter by a secret
marriage with one much beneath her in station--a stranger, some said, who, by
the wonderful magic of his lute-playing, had made the young Princess love him;
while others spoke of an artist from Rimini, to whom the Princess had shown
much, perhaps too much honour, and who had suddenly disappeared from the
city, leaving his work in the Cathedral unfinished--he had been, when but a week
old, stolen away from his mother’s side, as she slept, and given into the charge
of a common peasant and his wife, who were without children of their own,
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and lived in a remote part of the forest, more than a day’s ride from the town.
Grief, or the plague, as the court physician stated, or, as some suggested, a swift
Italian poison administered in a cup of spiced wine, slew, within an hour of her
wakening, the white girl who had given him birth, and as the trusty messenger
who bare the child across his saddle-bow stooped from his weary horse and
knocked at the rude door of the goatherd’s hut, the body of the Princess was
being lowered into an open grave that had been dug in a deserted churchyard,
beyond the city gates, a grave where it was said that another body was also
lying, that of a young man of marvellous and foreign beauty, whose hands were
tied behind him with a knotted cord, and whose breast was stabbed with many
red wounds.
Such, at least, was the story that men whispered to each other. Certain
it was that the old King, when on his deathbed, whether moved by remorse
for his great sin, or merely desiring that the kingdom should not pass away
from his line, had had the lad sent for, and, in the presence of the Council, had
acknowledged him as his heir.
And it seems that from the very first moment of his recognition he had
shown signs of that strange passion for beauty that was destined to have so great
an influence over his life. Those who accompanied him to the suite of rooms set
apart for his service, often spoke of the cry of pleasure that broke from his lips
when he saw the delicate raiment and rich jewels that had been prepared for
him, and of the almost fierce joy with which he flung aside his rough leathern
tunic and coarse sheepskin cloak. He missed, indeed, at times the fine freedom
of his forest life, and was always apt to chafe at the tedious Court ceremonies
that occupied so much of each day, but the wonderful palace--Joyeuse, as they
called it--of which he now found himself lord, seemed to him to be a new world
fresh-fashioned for his delight; and as soon as he could escape from the councilboard or audience-chamber, he would run down the great staircase, with its
lions of gilt bronze and its steps of bright porphyry, and wander from room to
room, and from corridor to corridor, like one who was seeking to find in beauty
an anodyne from pain, a sort of restoration from sickness.
Upon these journeys of discovery, as he would call them--and, indeed,
they were to him real voyages through a marvellous land, he would sometimes
be accompanied by the slim, fair-haired Court pages, with their floating mantles,
and gay fluttering ribands; but more often he would be alone, feeling through a
certain quick instinct, which was almost a divination, that the secrets of art are
best learned in secret, and that Beauty, like Wisdom, loves the lonely worshipper.
*
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Many curious stories were related about him at this period. It was said
that a stout Burgo-master, who had come to deliver a florid oratorical address
on behalf of the citizens of the town, had caught sight of him kneeling in real
adoration before a great picture that had just been brought from Venice, and that
seemed to herald the worship of some new gods. On another occasion he had
been missed for several hours, and after a lengthened search had been discovered
in a little chamber in one of the northern turrets of the palace gazing, as one in
a trance, at a Greek gem carved with the figure of Adonis. He had been seen, so
the tale ran, pressing his warm lips to the marble brow of an antique statue that
had been discovered in the bed of the river on the occasion of the building of the
stone bridge, and was inscribed with the name of the Bithynian slave of Hadrian.
He had passed a whole night in noting the effect of the moonlight on a silver
image of Endymion.
All rare and costly materials had certainly a great fascination for him,
and in his eagerness to procure them he had sent away many merchants, some
to traffic for amber with the rough fisher-folk of the north seas, some to Egypt to
look for that curious green turquoise which is found only in the tombs of kings,
and is said to possess magical properties, some to Persia for silken carpets and
painted pottery, and others to India to buy gauze and stained ivory, moonstones
and bracelets of jade, sandal-wood and blue enamel and shawls of fine wool.
But what had occupied him most was the robe he was to wear at his
coronation, the robe of tissued gold, and the ruby-studded crown, and the sceptre
with its rows and rings of pearls. Indeed, it was of this that he was thinking tonight, as he lay back on his luxurious couch, watching the great pinewood log
that was burning itself out on the open hearth. The designs, which were from the
hands of the most famous artists of the time, had been submitted to him many
months before, and he had given orders that the artificers were to toil night and
day to carry them out, and that the whole world was to be searched for jewels
that would be worthy of their work. He saw himself in fancy standing at the
high altar of the cathedral in the fair raiment of a King, and a smile played and
lingered about his boyish lips, and lit up with a bright lustre his dark woodland
eyes.
After some time he rose from his seat, and leaning against the carved
penthouse of the chimney, looked round at the dimly-lit room. The walls were
hung with rich tapestries representing the Triumph of Beauty. A large press,
inlaid with agate and lapis- lazuli, filled one corner, and facing the window stood
a curiously wrought cabinet with lacquer panels of powdered and mosaiced
gold, on which were placed some delicate goblets of Venetian glass, and a cup
of dark-veined onyx. Pale poppies were broidered on the silk coverlet of the
bed, as though they had fallen from the tired hands of sleep, and tall reeds of
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fluted ivory bare up the velvet canopy, from which great tufts of ostrich plumes
sprang, like white foam, to the pallid silver of the fretted ceiling. A laughing
Narcissus in green bronze held a polished mirror above its head. On the table
stood a flat bowl of amethyst.
Outside he could see the huge dome of the cathedral, looming like a
bubble over the shadowy houses, and the weary sentinels pacing up and down
on the misty terrace by the river. Far away, in an orchard, a nightingale was
singing. A faint perfume of jasmine came through the open window. He brushed
his brown curls back from his forehead, and taking up a lute, let his fingers stray
across the cords. His heavy eyelids drooped, and a strange languor came over
him. Never before had he felt so keenly, or with such exquisite joy, the magic
and the mystery of beautiful things.
When midnight sounded from the clock-tower he touched a bell, and his
pages entered and disrobed him with much ceremony, pouring rose-water over
his hands, and strewing flowers on his pillow. A few moments after that they
had left the room, he fell asleep.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

And as he slept he dreamed a dream, and this was his dream.-He thought that he was standing in a long, low attic, amidst the whir
and clatter of many looms. The meagre daylight peered in through the grated
windows, and showed him the gaunt figures of the weavers bending over their
cases. Pale, sickly-looking children were crouched on the huge crossbeams. As
the shuttles dashed through the warp they lifted up the heavy battens, and when
the shuttles stopped they let the battens fall and pressed the threads together.
Their faces were pinched with famine, and their thin hands shook and trembled.
Some haggard women were seated at a table sewing. A horrible odor filled the
place. The air was foul and heavy, and the walls dripped and streamed with
damp.
The young King went over to one of the weavers, and stood by him and
watched him.
And the weaver looked at him angrily, and said, ‘Why art thou watching
me? Art thou a spy set on us by our master?’
‘Who is thy master?’ asked the young King.
‘Our master!’ cried the weaver, bitterly. ‘He is a man like myself.
Indeed, there is but this difference between us--that he wears fine clothes while
I go in rags, and that while I am weak from hunger he suffers not a little from
overfeeding.’
‘The land is free,’ said the young King, ‘and thou art no man’s slave.’
‘In war,’ answered the weaver, ‘the strong make slaves of the weak, and
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in peace the rich make slaves of the poor. We must work to live, and they give
us such mean wages that we die. We toil for them all day long, and they heap up
gold in their coffers, and our children fade away before their time, and the faces
of those we love become hard and evil. We tread out the grapes, and another
drinks the wine. We sow the corn, and our own board is empty. We have chains,
though no eye beholds them; and are slaves, though men call us free.’
‘Is it so with all?’ he asked.
‘It is so with all,’ answered the weaver, ‘with the young as well as with
the old, with the women as well as with the men, with the little children as well
as with those who are stricken in years. The merchants grind us down, and we
must needs do their bidding. The priest rides by and tells his beads, and no man
has care of us. Through our sunless lanes creeps Poverty with her hungry eyes,
and Sin with his sodden face follows close behind her. Misery wakes us in the
morning, and Shame sits with us at night. But what are these things to thee?
Thou art not one of us. Thy face is too happy.’ And he turned away scowling, and
threw the shuttle across the loom, and the young King saw that it was threaded
with a thread of gold.
And a great terror seized upon him, and he said to the weaver, ‘What
robe is this that thou art weaving?’
‘It is the robe for the coronation of the young King,’ he answered; ‘what
is that to thee?’
And the young King gave a loud cry and woke, and lo! he was in his
own chamber, and through the window he saw the great honey-coloured moon
hanging in the dusky air.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

And he fell asleep again and dreamed, and this was his dream.-He thought that he was lying on the deck of a huge galley that was being
rowed by a hundred slaves. On a carpet by his side the master of the galley
was seated. He was black as ebony, and his turban was of crimson silk. Great
earrings of silver dragged down the thick lobes of his ears, and in his hands he
had a pair of ivory scales.
The slaves were naked, but for a ragged loin-cloth, and each man was
chained to his neighbour. The hot sun beat brightly upon them, and the negroes
ran up and down the gangway and lashed them with whips of hide. They
stretched out their lean arms and pulled the heavy oars through the water. The
salt spray flew from the blades.
At last they reached a little bay, and began to take soundings. A light
wind blew from the shore, and covered the deck and the great lateen sail with
a fine red dust. Three Arabs mounted on wild asses rode out and threw spears
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at them. The master of the galley took a painted bow in his hand and shot one
of them in the throat. He fell heavily into the surf, and his companions galloped
away. A woman wrapped in a yellow veil followed slowly on a camel, looking
back now and then at the dead body.
As soon as they had cast anchor and hauled down the sail, the negroes went
into the hold and brought up a long rope-ladder, heavily weighted with lead.
The master of the galley threw it over the side, making the ends fast to two iron
stanchions. Then the negroes seized the youngest of the slaves and knocked his
gyves off, and filled his nostrils and his ears with wax, and tied a big stone round
his waist. He crept wearily down the ladder, and disappeared into the sea. A few
bubbles rose where he sank. Some of the other slaves peered curiously over the
side. At the prow of the galley sat a shark-charmer, beating monotonously upon
a drum.
After some time the diver rose up out of the water, and clung panting
to the ladder with a pearl in his right hand. The negroes seized it from him, and
thrust him back. The slaves fell asleep over their oars.
Again and again he came up, and each time that he did so he brought
with him a beautiful pearl. The master of the galley weighed them, and put them
into a little bag of green leather.
The young King tried to speak, but his tongue seemed to cleave to the
roof of his mouth, and his lips refused to move. The negroes chattered to each
other, and began to quarrel over a string of bright beads. Two cranes flew round
and round the vessel.
Then the diver came up for the last time, and the pearl that he brought
with him was fairer than all the pearls of Ormuz, for it was shaped like the full
moon, and whiter than the morning star. But his face was strangely pale, and as
he fell upon the deck the blood gushed from his ears and nostrils. He quivered
for a little, and then he was still. The negroes shrugged their shoulders, and
threw the body overboard.
And the master of the galley laughed, and, reaching out, he took the
pearl, and when he saw it he pressed it to his forehead and bowed. ‘It shall be,’
he said, ‘for the sceptre of the young King,’ and he made a sign to the negroes to
draw up the anchor.
And when the young King heard this he gave a great cry, and woke, and
through the window he saw the long grey fingers of the dawn clutching at the
fading stars.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
And he fell asleep again, and dreamed, and this was his dream.-He thought that he was wandering through a dim wood, hung with
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strange fruits and with beautiful poisonous flowers. The adders hissed at him as
he went by, and the bright parrots flew screaming from branch to branch. Huge
tortoises lay asleep upon the hot mud. The trees were full of apes and peacocks.
On and on he went, till he reached the outskirts of the wood, and there
he saw an immense multitude of men toiling in the bed of a dried-up river. They
swarmed up the crag like ants. They dug deep pits in the ground and went down
into them. Some of them cleft the rocks with great axes; others grabbled in the
sand.
They tore up the cactus by its roots, and trampled on the scarlet blossoms.
They hurried about, calling to each other, and no man was idle.
From the darkness of a cavern Death and Avarice watched them, and
Death said, ‘I am weary; give me a third of them and let me go.’ But Avarice
shook her head. ‘They are my servants,’ she answered.
And Death said to her, ‘What hast thou in thy hand?’
‘I have three grains of corn,’ she answered; ‘what is that to thee?’
‘Give me one of them,’ cried Death, ‘to plant in my garden; only one of
them, and I will go away.’
‘I will not give thee anything,’ said Avarice, and she hid her hand in the
fold of her raiment.
And Death laughed, and took a cup, and dipped it into a pool of water,
and out of the cup rose Ague. She passed through the great multitude, and a
third of them lay dead. A cold mist followed her, and the water-snakes ran by
her side.
And when Avarice saw that a third of the multitude was dead she beat
her breast and wept. She beat her barren bosom, and cried aloud. ‘Thou hast slain
a third of my servants,’ she cried, ‘get thee gone. There is war in the mountains of
Tartary, and the kings of each side are calling to thee. The Afghans have slain the
black ox, and are marching to battle. They have beaten upon their shields with
their spears, and have put on their helmets of iron. What is my valley to thee,
that thou shouldst tarry in it? Get thee gone, and come here no more.’
‘Nay,’ answered Death, ‘but till thou hast given me a grain of corn I will
not go.’
But Avarice shut her hand, and clenched her teeth. ‘I will not give thee
anything,’ she muttered.
And Death laughed, and took up a black stone, and threw it into the
forest, and out of a thicket of wild hemlock came Fever in a robe of flame. She
passed through the multitude, and touched them, and each man that she touched
died. The grass withered beneath her feet as she walked.
And Avarice shuddered, and put ashes on her head. ‘Thou art cruel,’
she cried; ‘thou art cruel. There is famine in the walled cities of India, and the
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cisterns of Samarcand have run dry. There is famine in the walled cities of Egypt,
and the locusts have come up from the desert. The Nile has not overflowed its
banks, and the priests have cursed Isis and Osiris. Get thee gone to those who
need thee, and leave me my servants.’
‘Nay,’ answered Death, ‘but till thou hast given me a grain of corn I will
not go.’
‘I will not give thee anything,’ said Avarice.
And Death laughed again, and he whistled through his fingers, and a
woman came flying through the air. Plague was written upon her forehead, and
a crowd of lean vultures wheeled round her. She covered the valley with her
wings, and no man was left alive.
And Avarice fled shrieking through the forest, and Death leaped upon
his red horse and galloped away, and his galloping was faster than the wind.
And out of the slime at the bottom of the valley crept dragons and
horrible things with scales, and the jackals came trotting along the sand, sniffing
up the air with their nostrils.
And the young King wept, and said: ‘Who were these men, and for what
were they seeking?’
‘For rubies for a king’s crown,’ answered one who stood behind him.
And the young King started, and, turning round, he saw a man habited
as a pilgrim and holding in his hand a mirror of silver.
And he grew pale, and said: ‘For what king?’
And the pilgrim answered: ‘Look in this mirror, and thou shalt see him.’
And he looked in the mirror, and, seeing his own face, he gave a great
cry and woke, and the bright sunlight was streaming into the room, and from
the trees of the garden and pleasaunce the birds were singing.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
And the Chamberlain and the high officers of State came in and made
obeisance to him, and the pages brought him the robe of tissued gold, and set the
crown and the sceptre before him.
And the young King looked at them, and they were beautiful. More
beautiful were they than aught that he had ever seen. But he remembered his
dreams, and he said to his lords: ‘Take these things away, for I will not wear
them.’
And the courtiers were amazed, and some of them laughed, for they
thought that he was jesting.
But he spake sternly to them again, and said: ‘Take these things away,
and hide them from me. Though it be the day of my coronation, I will not wear
them. For on the loom of Sorrow, and by the white hands of Pain, has this my
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robe been woven. There is Blood in the heart of the ruby, and Death in the heart
of the pearl.’ And he told them his three dreams.
And when the courtiers heard them they looked at each other and
whispered, saying: ‘Surely he is mad; for what is a dream but a dream, and a
vision but a vision? They are not real things that one should heed them. And
what have we to do with the lives of those who toil for us? Shall a man not
eat bread till he has seen the sower, nor drink wine till he has talked with the
vinedresser?’
And the Chamberlain spake to the young King, and said, ‘My lord, I
pray thee set aside these black thoughts of thine, and put on this fair robe, and
set this crown upon thy head. For how shall the people know that thou art a
king, if thou hast not a king’s raiment?’
And the young King looked at him. ‘Is it so, indeed?’ he questioned.
‘Will they not know me for a king if I have not a king’s raiment?’
‘They will not know thee, my lord,’ cried the Chamberlain.
‘I had thought that there had been men who were kinglike,’ he answered,
‘but it may be as thou sayest. And yet I will not wear this robe, nor will I be
crowned with this crown, but even as I came to the palace so will I go forth from
it.’
And he bade them all leave him, save one page whom he kept as his
companion, a lad a year younger than himself. Him he kept for his service, and
when he had bathed himself in clear water, he opened a great painted chest, and
from it he took the leathern tunic and rough sheepskin cloak that he had worn
when he had watched on the hillside the shaggy goats of the goatherd. These he
put on, and in his hand he took his rude shepherd’s staff.
And the little page opened his big blue eyes in wonder, and said smiling
to him, ‘My lord, I see thy robe and thy sceptre, but where is thy crown?’
And the young King plucked a spray of wild briar that was climbing
over the balcony, and bent it, and made a circlet of it, and set it on his own head.
‘This shall he my crown,’ he answered.
And thus attired he passed out of his chamber into the Great Hall, where
the nobles were waiting for him.
And the nobles made merry, and some of them cried out to him, ‘My
lord, the people wait for their king, and thou showest them a beggar,’ and others
were wroth and said, ‘He brings shame upon our state, and is unworthy to be
our master.’ But he answered them not a word, but passed on, and went down
the bright porphyry staircase, and out through the gates of bronze, and mounted
upon his horse, and rode towards the cathedral, the little page running beside
him.
And the people laughed and said, ‘It is the King’s fool who is riding by,’
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and they mocked him.
And he drew rein and said, ‘Nay, but I am the King.’ And he told them
his three dreams.
And a man came out of the crowd and spake bitterly to him, and said,
‘Sir, knowest thou not that out of the luxury of the rich cometh the life of the
poor? By your pomp we are nurtured, and your vices give us bread. To toil for a
hard master is bitter, but to have no master to toil for is more bitter still. Thinkest
thou that the ravens will feed us? And what cure hast thou for these things? Wilt
thou say to the buyer, “Thou shalt buy for so much,” and to the seller, “Thou
shalt sell at this price”? I trow not. Therefore go back to thy Palace and put on
thy purple and fine linen. What hast thou to do with us, and what we suffer?’
‘Are not the rich and the poor brothers?’ asked the young King.
‘Ay,’ answered the man, ‘and the name of the rich brother is Cain.’
And the young King’s eyes filled with tears, and he rode on through the
murmurs of the people, and the little page grew afraid and left him.
And when he reached the great portal of the cathedral, the soldiers thrust
their halberts out and said, ‘What dost thou seek here? None enters by this door
but the King.’
And his face flushed with anger, and he said to them, ‘I am the King,’
and waved their halberts aside and passed in.
And when the old Bishop saw him coming in his goatherd’s dress, he
rose up in wonder from his throne, and went to meet him, and said to him, ‘My
son, is this a king’s apparel? And with what crown shall I crown thee, and what
sceptre shall I place in thy hand? Surely this should be to thee a day of joy, and
not a day of abasement.’
‘Shall Joy wear what Grief has fashioned?’ said the young King. And he
told him his three dreams.
And when the Bishop had heard them he knit his brows, and said, ‘My
son, I am an old man, and in the winter of my days, and I know that many
evil things are done in the wide world. The fierce robbers come down from the
mountains, and carry off the little children, and sell them to the Moors. The lions
lie in wait for the caravans, and leap upon the camels. The wild boar roots up
the corn in the valley, and the foxes gnaw the vines upon the hill. The pirates
lay waste the sea-coast and burn the ships of the fishermen, and take their nets
from them. In the salt-marshes live the lepers; they have houses of wattled reeds,
and none may come nigh them. The beggars wander through the cities, and eat
their food with the dogs. Canst thou make these things not to be? Wilt thou take
the leper for thy bedfellow, and set the beggar at thy board? Shall the lion do
thy bidding, and the wild boar obey thee? Is not He who made misery wiser
than thou art? Wherefore I praise thee not for this that thou hast done, but I
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bid thee ride back to the Palace and make thy face glad, and put on the raiment
that beseemeth a king, and with the crown of gold I will crown thee, and the
sceptre of pearl will I place in thy hand. And as for thy dreams, think no more of
them. The burden of this world is too great for one man to bear, and the world’s
sorrow too heavy for one heart to suffer.’
‘Sayest thou that in this house?’ said the young King, and he strode past
the Bishop, and climbed up the steps of the altar, and stood before the image of
Christ.
He stood before the image of Christ, and on his right hand and on his
left were the marvellous vessels of gold, the chalice with the yellow wine, and
the vial with the holy oil. He knelt before the image of Christ, and the great
candles burned brightly by the jewelled shrine, and the smoke of the incense
curled in thin blue wreaths through the dome. He bowed his head in prayer, and
the priests in their stiff copes crept away from the altar.
And suddenly a wild tumult came from the street outside, and in entered
the nobles with drawn swords and nodding plumes, and shields of polished
steel. ‘Where is this dreamer of dreams?’ they cried. ‘Where is this King who is
apparelled like a beggar--this boy who brings shame upon our state? Surely we
will slay him, for he is unworthy to rule over us.’
And the young King bowed his head again, and prayed, and when he
had finished his prayer he rose up, and turning round he looked at them sadly.
And lo! through the painted windows came the sunlight streaming upon
him, and the sun-beams wove round him a tissued robe that was fairer than the
robe that had been fashioned for his pleasure. The dead staff blossomed, and
bare lilies that were whiter than pearls. The dry thorn blossomed, and bare roses
that were redder than rubies. Whiter than fine pearls were the lilies, and their
stems were of bright silver. Redder than male rubies were the roses, and their
leaves were of beaten gold.
He stood there in the raiment of a king, and the gates of the jewelled
shrine flew open, and from the crystal of the many-rayed monstrance shone a
marvellous and mystical light. He stood there in a king’s raiment, and the Glory
of God filled the place, and the saints in their carven niches seemed to move.
In the fair raiment of a king he stood before them, and the organ pealed out its
music, and the trumpeters blew upon their trumpets, and the singing boys sang.
And the people fell upon their knees in awe, and the nobles sheathed
their swords and did homage, and the Bishop’s face grew pale, and his hands
trembled. ‘A greater than I hath crowned thee,’ he cried, and he knelt before him.
And the young King came down from the high altar, and passed home
through the midst of the people. But no man dared look upon his face, for it was
like the face of an angel.
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The Hoard Of The Gibbelins

Edward John Moreton Drax Plunkett, 18th Baron of Dunsany

T

he Gibbelins eat, as is well known, nothing less good than man.
Their evil tower is joined to Terra Cognita, to the lands we know,
by a bridge. Their hoard is beyond reason; avarice has no use for it;
they have a separate cellar for emeralds and a separate cellar for sapphires; they
have filled a hole with gold and dig it up when they need it. And the only use
that is known for their ridiculous wealth is to attract to their larder a continual
supply of food. In times of famine they have even been known to scatter rubies
abroad, a little trail of them to some city of Man, and sure enough their larders
would soon be full again.
Their tower stands on the other side of that river known to Homer—ho
rhoos okeanoio, as he called it—which surrounds the world. And where the river
is narrow and fordable the tower was built by the Gibbelins’ gluttonous sires, for
they liked to see burglars rowing easily to their steps. Some nourishment that
common soil has not the huge trees drained there with their colossal roots from
both banks of the river.
There the Gibbelins lived and discreditably fed.
Alderic, Knight of the Order of the City and the Assault, hereditary
Guardian of the King’s Peace of Mind, a man not unremembered among makers
of myth, pondered so long upon the Gibbelins’ hoard that by now he deemed it
his. Alas that I should say of so perilous a venture, undertaken at dead of night
by a valourous man, that its motive was sheer avarice! Yet upon avarice only the
Gibbelins relied to keep their larders full, and once in every hundred years sent
spies into the cities of men to see how avarice did, and always the spies returned
again to the tower saying that all was well.
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It may be thought that, as the years went on and men came by fearful
ends on that tower’s wall, fewer and fewer would come to the Gibbelins’ table:
but the Gibbelins found otherwise.
Not in the folly and frivolity of his youth did Alderic come to the tower,
but he studied carefully for several years the manner in which burglars met their
doom when they went in search of the treasure that he considered his. In every
case they had entered by the door.
He consulted those who gave advice on this quest; he noted every detail
and cheerfully paid their fees, and determined to do nothing that they advised,
for what were their clients now? No more than examples of the savoury art, and
mere half- forgotten memories of a meal; and many, perhaps, no longer even
that.
These were the requisites for the quest that these men used to advise: a
horse, a boat, mail armour, and at least three men-at-arms. Some said, “Blow the
horn at the tower door”; others said, “Do not touch it.”
Alderic thus decided: he would take no horse down to the river’s edge,
he would not row along it in a boat, and he would go alone and by way of the
Forest Unpassable.
How pass, you may say, the unpassable? This was his plan: there was
a dragon he knew of who if peasants’ prayers are heeded deserved to die, not
alone because of the number of maidens he cruelly slew, but because he was bad
for the crops; he ravaged the very land and was the bane of a dukedom.
Now Alderic determined to go up against him. So he took horse and
spear and pricked till he met the dragon, and the dragon came out against him
breathing bitter smoke. And to him Alderic shouted, “Hath foul dragon ever
slain true knight?” And well the dragon knew that this had never been, and he
hung his head and was silent, for he was glutted with blood. “Then,” said the
knight, “if thou would’st ever taste maiden’s blood again thou shalt be my trusty
steed, and if not, by this spear there shall befall thee all that the troubadours tell
of the dooms of thy breed.”
And the dragon did not open his ravening mouth, nor rush upon the
knight, breathing out fire; for well he knew the fate of those that did these things,
but he consented to the terms imposed, and swore to the knight to become his
trusty steed.
It was on a saddle upon this dragon’s back that Alderic afterwards
sailed above the unpassable forest, even above the tops of those measureless
trees, children of wonder. But first he pondered that subtle plan of his which
was more profound than merely to avoid all that had been done before; and he
commanded a blacksmith, and the blacksmith made him a pickaxe.
Now there was great rejoicing at the rumour of Alderic’s quest, for all
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folk knew that he was a cautious man, and they deemed that he would succeed
and enrich the world, and they rubbed their hands in the cities at the thought
of largesse; and there was joy amoung all men in Alderic’s country, except
perchance among the lenders of money, who feared they would soon be paid.
And there was rejoicing also because men hoped that when the Gibbelins were
robbed of their hoard, they would shatter their high-built bridge and break the
golden chains that bound them to the world, and drift back, they and their tower,
to the moon, from which they had come and to which they rightly belonged.
There was little love for the Gibbelins, though all men envied their hoard.
So they all cheered, that day when he mounted his dragon, as though he
was already a conqueror, and what pleased them more than the good that they
hoped he would do to the world was that he scattered gold as he rode away; for
he would not need it, he said, if he found the Gibbelins’ hoard, and he would not
need it more if he smoked on the Gibbelins’ table.
When they heard that he had rejected the advice of those that gave it,
some said that the knight was mad, and others said he was greater than those
what gave the advice, but none appreciated the worth of his plan.
He reasoned thus: for centuries men had been well advised and had
gone by the cleverest way, while the Gibbelins came to expect them to come by
boat and to look for them at the door whenever their larder was empty, even as
a man looketh for a snipe in a marsh; but how, said Alderic, if a snipe should sit
in the top of a tree, and would men find him there? Assuredly never! So Alderic
decided to swim the river and not to go by the door, but to pick his way into the
tower through the stone. Moreover, it was in his mind to work below the level
of the ocean, the river (as Homer knew) that girdles the world, so that as soon as
he made a hole in the wall the water should pour in, confounding the Gibbelins,
and flooding the cellars, rumoured to be twenty feet in depth, and therein he
would dive for emeralds as a diver dives for pearls.
And on the day that I tell of he galloped away from his home scattering
largesse of gold, as I have said, and passed through many kingdoms, the dragon
snapping at maidens as he went, but being unable to eat them because of the
bit in his mouth, and earning no gentler reward than a spurthrust where he
was softest. And so they came to the swart arboreal precipice of the unpassable
forest. The dragon rose at it with a rattle of wings. Many a farmer near the edge
of the worlds saw him up there where yet the twilight lingered, a faint, black,
wavering line; and mistaking him for a row of geese going inland from the ocean,
went into their houses cheerily rubbing their hands and saying that winter was
coming, and that we should soon have snow. Soon even there the twilight faded
away, and when they descended at the edge of the world it was night and the
moon was shining. Ocean, the ancient river, narrow and shallow there, flowed
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by and made no murmur. Whether the Gibbelins banqueted or whether they
watched by the door, they also made no murmur. And Alderic dismounted and
took his armour off, and saying one prayer to his lady, swam with his pickaxe.
He did not part from his sword, for fear that he meet with a Gibbelin. Landed the
other side, he began to work at once, and all went well with him. Nothing put
out its head from any window, and all were lighted so that nothing within could
see him in the dark. The blows of his pickaxe were dulled in the deep walls.
All night he worked, no sound came to molest him, and at dawn the last rock
swerved and tumbled inwards, and the river poured in after. Then Alderic took
a stone, and went to the bottom step, and hurled the stone at the door; he heard
the echoes roll into the tower, then he ran back and dived through the hole in the
wall.
He was in the emerald-cellar. There was no light in the lofty vault above
him, but, diving through twenty feet of water, he felt the floor all rough with
emeralds, and open coffers full of them. By a faint ray of the moon he saw that
the water was green with them, and easily filling a satchel, he rose again to the
surface; and there were the Gibbelins waist-deep in the water, with torches in
their hands! And, without saying a word, or even smiling, they neatly hanged
him on the outer wall—and the tale is one of those that have not a happy ending.
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